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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this investigation was to study the 
phonological characteristics of the speech of the Conchs, early 
English settlers of the Florida Keys. The problem was to determine 
(1) the characteristics of standard southern British dialect 
present, (2 ) the characteristics of standard and substandard 
Southern speech present, (3) the characteristics of standard and 
substandard General American 9peech present, (4) trends indicated 
by differences in speech at the three age levels.
Seven informants, representing three age groups ranging in 
age from seventeen to sixty-seven, were interviewed and the 
responses were tape-recorded. The interviews were based on the 
workbooks for the Linguistic Atlas of the U»JS.A. and Canada edited 
for the South Atlantic section and the Florida Keys. Questions were 
asked in such a way that the interviewer never pronounced the 
response desired from the informant. The responses on the tapes 
were transcribed into phonetic symbols, and this work was then 
random-checked by several people experienced in phonetic transcription. 
This transcription was analyzed in comparison to three specific 
dialects, standard southern British, standard and substandard Southern 
American, and standard and substandard General American, as outlined 
in Claude Merton Wise's Applied Phonetics. In addition to the 
workbooks, a vowel chart was constructed for each informant patterned
viii
after those in Kurath and McDavid's The Pronunciation of English in 
the Atlantic States to assist the investigator in his analysis.
The following conclusions were drawn: (1) The speech of
the Conchs is actually a mixture of British, Southern and General 
American dialects. The speech of the oldest informants is primarily 
a mixture of British and Southern American English, the speech of 
the informants in the middle age group is a mixture of British, 
Southern and General American, and the speech of the youngest 
informants is a mixture of Southern and General American English. 
British characteristics, such as the use of j_ o_/ in words like 
judge and just. and the use of / 3 U _ /  in words like crowbar and 
over, were present in the speech of the informants in the older 
age groups. Southern American English characteristics, such as the 
use of (_ a_/ for ar in words like car and park. and the use of /a__/ 
for consonant r in words like four, door, and store. were present in 
the speech of all seven informants. Characteristics of General 
American, such as the use of j_ »_/ in words like bird and work, and 
the use of /_ r _ /  following _/tt _/ in words like park, garden, and 
cigars, were found primarily in the speech of the youngest in­
formants. (2) Deviations from the standard cultured speech of 
Southern and/or General American dialects were found consistently 
in the speech of all seven informants. (3) The trend is away from 
the British dialect features contained in the speech of the older 
informants and toward the characteristics of Southern and General 
American English as contained in the speech of the younger informants.
ix
CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
I. PURPOSE AND PROBLEM
Purpose. The purpose of this investigation is to study 
the speech characteristics of the Conchs inhabiting the Florida 
Keys (with main interest centered around Key West, Florida), as 
observed in the speech of seven informants at three age levels.
The ancestry of these people is traced to a group of English 
families who left London, England in 1649-50, searching for 
religious and political freedom. They traveled to Bermuda and from 
there to the Bahamas. When Florida became a United States possession 
in 1819, the Conchs began to settle the Florida Keys. These were a 
seafaring people and existed on food provided by the sea. The 
remote area in which they lived plus the tendency to remain apart 
from other social groups, helped the Conchs retain characteristics 
of their British dialect, some of which are still present in the 
speech of the older people. This study is primarily concerned with 
phonology, since a lexical study of the islanders, including the 
Conchs, has already been done.^
^Jack Alan Smith, "A Survey of Localisms Used By The Native, 
English-Speaking Key Wester" (unpublished Master's thesis, Department 
of English, Auburn University, 1962).
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2Problem. The problem is to describe the phonological 
characteristics of the speech of the Conchs with particular attention 
to (1) the characteristics of standard southern British dialect 
present, (2) the characteristics of standard and substandard Southern 
speech present, (3) the characteristics of standard and substandard 
General American speech present, (4) trends indicated by differences 
in speech at three age levels.
II. OTHER SIMILAR STUDIES
A number of other phonological studies at three age levels 
have been done at Louisiana State University and other colleges and 
universities. Some of those done at Louisiana State University 
are: "A Study of the Speech of East Feliciana Parish, Louisiana,'1
Ph.D. dissertation (1949) by Hilda Brannon Fisher; "A Study of the 
Speech of Three Different Generations in One Family and in Like 
Generations of Three Different Families in Monroe, Louisiana," Ph.D. 
dissertation (1938) by Grace Ingledue; "The Speech of Haynesville, 
Louisiana, at Three Age Levels," Ph.D. dissertation (1938) by 
Johnnye Akin Fenn; "A Study of the Speech of Clinton, Louisiana, at 
Three Age Levels," M.A. thesis (1942) by Albert Kriger; "A 
Phonological Study of the Speech of Rayville, Louisiana, at Three 
Age Levels," M.A. thesis (1963) by Janice McCarthy.
Similar studies have been done at institutions other than 
Louisiana State University. Some of these are: "The Speech of 
Columbia, Missouri, at Three Age Levels," M.A. thesis, University of
3Missouri (1947) by Harrison Waldo Wasson; "The Speech of East Texas," 
Ph.D. dissertation, Columbia University (1936) by Oma Stanely; "A 
Phonological Study of the Speech of a Homogeneous Group in 
Charlottesville, Virginia," Ph.D. dissertation, University of 
Virginia (1935) by Nathaniel Montier Caftee.
This investigator has not been able to find much evidence of 
linguistic activity in the south Florida area. The only study I 
have found is the previously mentioned lexical study done by Jack 
Smith. In A Working Bibliography of English Dialect Geography in 
America^ by Vernon S. Larsen, no linguistic study for the state of 
Florida was listed. Although it does not claim to be a complete 
bibliography, the compilation by Larsen is considered a fairly 
reputable source.
III. PROCEDURE
Informants Interviewed. Seven informants representing three 
age levels were interviewed. These included (1) two young adults 
aged 17, (2) three middle-aged adults between 40 and 55, and (3) 
two adults 65 years old or older. Informants from the oldest age 
group were selected to provide samples of the speech of the oldest 
living members of the Conchs. Informants in the youngest age group 
were selected to provide samples of the speech of the youngest adult
2
Vernon S. Larsen, A Working Bibliography of English Dialect 
Geography in America, Science Research Associates, Inc., Contract 
Test Department (Chicago: Science Research Associates, Inc., 1961).
4members of the Conchs. Informants In the middle age group were 
selected to provide samples of the speech of the Conchs at an age 
level somewhere in between the oldest and the youngest informants.
The total number of informants used in this study (seven) 
represents somewhat of a departure from linguistic investigations
3
discussed in the Handbook of the Linguistic Geography of New England
4
and The Pronunciation of English in the Atlantic States. In the 
New England investigation two informants were selected to represent 
each community (specifically, four hundred sixteen informants were 
used representing two hundred thirteen communities in six states).^
In the work compiled on the Atlantic states, one hundred fifty-seven 
people in one hundred thirty-six communities were interviewed to 
represent the cultured speech of about fifty million people in this 
area.k In all, approximately fifteen hundred people were interviewed. 
The study of this writer utilized seven informants to represent the 
speech of less than thirty-four thousand people. This provided one 
informant for approximately every five thousand people. The studies 
of New England and the Atlantic states did not have as favorable a 
people to informant ratio. On the value of this type of investi-
%lans Kurath, Handbook of the Linguistic Atlas of New England 
(Washington, D.C.: American Council of Learned Societies, 1954).
^Hans Kurath and Raven I. McDavid, Jr., The Pronunciation of 
English in the Atlantic States (Ann Arbor, Michigan: The University
of Michigan Press, 1961).
^Kurath, Handbook of the . . ., p. 41.
^Kurath and McDavid, o£. cit. , p. 11.
5gation, the authors of the New England and Atlantic states studies 
have this to say: " . . .  it has sufficient validity to establish
the existence of regional types of cultivated speechj it furnishes 
sufficient data for dilineating the characteristic phonemic and 
phonic features . . . " 7
This study was limited to the use of only two informants 
from the oldest age group. To this writer's knowledge, there are 
only seven Conchs in this age group living today who were either 
born in the Bahamas or who spent their early years in the Bahamas 
before settling permanently on the Florida Keys. Two of the seven 
were used for this study. Of the remaining five, three are senile 
and two are in very poor health. Three informants were chosen from 
the middle age group to show phonological changes that occurred in 
the speech of these people in one generation. Two informants were 
chosen from the Conch descendants in the youngest age group.
As far as possible, the investigator limited the selection 
of informants to those willing to be interviewed and who had not 
resided, traveled, or been educated outside the Keys area. Although 
the Conchs inhabited numerous islands in the Keys, the main settle­
ment was in Key West. This, in part, explains the use of only one 
informant from a location other than Key West.
Method of Collecting Data. After the informants had been 
selected, interviews were arranged. The interviews were based on 
the workbooks for the Linguistic Atlas of the U.jJ.A, and Canada as
7Ibid.
6edited by Hans Kurath for the South Atlantic section. This writer 
further edited the workbooks before they were used in the Florida 
Keys area. Items relating to snow, sleet, heavy farming and the 
like, while important in other parts of the country, were not 
considered pertinent to this area and so were deleted. Also, since 
this study was mainly concerned with phonology, many grammatical
g
items were omitted. However, some lexical and grammatical items 
were obtained when they could be elicited without making the 
informant self-conscious of his speech. During the interview, 
questions were asked in such a way that the interviewer never 
pronounced the response sought from the informant.
In addition to the material in the workbooks, words listed 
in the vowel charts of The Pronunciation of English in the Atlantic 
States  ^were used as part of the interview. A list of these words 
was given to each informant and he was asked to read that list. All
^The following items were deleted from the workbooks: 1) 7a,
b; 7) 5-7; 8) 3,4; 9) 7,9; 10) 6,7; 11) 6 ; 12) 4a,b,5b,7; 13) all;
14) 2-8; 15) 2-4,6 ,7; 16) 1,7; 17) 4; 19) 1,5,9; 20) 3,8; 21) all;
22) 1,4; 23) 1,6; 24) 5-7; 25) l-7,8b,c,d; 26) 1,2; 27) 4b; 29) 3-6;
30) 3-7; 31) 1,2,4,6 ; 32) 4,6,7b,c; 33) 4-8; 34) all; 35) all;
36) all; 37) 4-8; 38) all; 39) 2-4; 40) 5,6; 41) all; 42) 1,5;
47) 1; 51) 4; 52) 3,6b; 53) 3; 54) 6b,c; 55) 2b; 56) 2c,8 ; 57) 1,4,7;
58) all; 59) 4-6,8; 60) 1,4; 61) 5-8; 62) 1,7-9; 64) 9; 65) 7;
66) 1,7; 67) 6b,c; 69) 3b,4-7; 70) 2; 71) 1,2; 72) 6-8 ; 73) 4,6-8;
74) 1,2,4,5,7; 75) 1-3,5,8 ; 76) 4; 77) 1; 78) 1; 79) 3; 80) 5; 81) 3,4; 
82) 3,4,8; 83) 2; 85) 4; 8 6) 5,6; 87) 1,2,4-7; 8 8) all; 89) 9;
90) 8 ; 91) 4-8; 92) 3-6; 93) 4; 94) 3,5-8; 95) 1,3-6; 96) 2-5;
97) 4-7; 98) lb,3,7; 99) lb,2,7; 100) 1-3; 101) 2-8; 102) 1,2,4-8;
103) 9; 104) 2,6-9. The numbering here follows that in the workbook 
for the Linguistic Atlas. For details see Appendix, p. 188.
^Hans Kurath and Raven I. McDavid, Jr., The Pronunciation of 
English in the Atlantic States (Ann Arbor, Michigan: The University
of Michigan Press, 1961), pp. 31-100.
7interviews were tape-recorded. Biographical sketches of the 
informants are contained in Chapter II of this study.
At the beginning of each interview, a short period of time 
was devoted to casual conversation in an effort to relax the 
informant, and to accustom him to the presence of the tape recorder. 
Each interview required two sessions to complete and utilized 
almost 1200 feet of magnetic tape recorded at a speed of 3 3/4 ips.
Phonetic Transcription. The workbooks were transcribed in 
symbols of the International Phonetic Alphabet (see Figure 1). 
Complete transcriptions of the workbooks are contained in Chapter
III. Three people experienced in phonetic transcription were asked 
to spot check the transcription with the tapes to check on the 
accuracy of the investigator. Dr. Claude L. Shaver, Mary Frances 
HopKins, and Robert Krieger checked this investigator's transcription 
until satisfied of its accuracy. In addition, graduate students in
a linguistic seminar^ spent several hours checking the writer's
transcription. On a few occasions, minor differences of opinion 
were encountered as to the exact sound being heard. These 
differences were minor because they were allophonic, not phonemic, 
in nature. Besides, such differences are to be expected. Bloch 
and Trager have said, " . . .  no two listeners, regardless of their
competence, will ever transcribe all utterances exactly alike.
l^The students were members of a graduate seminar in 
Linguistic Geography taught in the Fall semester, 1964, in the 
Department of Speech at Louisiana State University.
^Bernard Bloch and George L. Trager, Outline of Linguistic 
Analysis (Baltimore: Waverly Press, 1942), p. 36.
TH E INTERNATIONAL PHONETIC ALPHABET
V)
H
2
O
00
O
U
Plosive
Nud
LcU rd  Fricative. 
L d c r d  Hen-fricative 
Rolled . .
Flapped .
Fricative .
Fridionless Continuants 
a id  Semi-voicels
C/i
O
>
Close. .
Half-close . 
Half-open , 
Cpcrt .
L-d  d i d Ltibio- d n itd
D cntd  and 
Alveolar Rdrofex
Pdato- 
d i  colar
Alveolo-
palatal Palalal Velar Uvular Pharyngal Glottal
p t> t d i i c J b 9 q g 7
m *3 n n. P *3 N
4 fe
1 1 X •
r R
r c R
$  p f V 0 3 s z j § ^ S 3 5 j * a X K h  fi
w  | H u a j (q) (w)
(y  uu) 
(YU) 
(0 0)
(CE 0)
Front Central Back
i y  * « tu u 
I Y U 
e 0 Y 0
e oe 3 a o  
a « 
a d o
(S econdary  articulations a re  show n by symbols in  brackets.)
O T H E R  SO U N D S.—  Palatalized consonants: J , <J, ctc* V elarizcd or pharyngalized consonants: L, d", *, etc. Ejective consonants (plosives w ith 
simultaneous glottal stop) ; p ’, t ’ etc. Implosive voiced co^ .unan ts: 6, cf, etc. r  fricative trill, o*,^ ( la b ia lized 0 , 5, or s, z ) . j  (labializ cd J ,3 )*  * .M >
(clicks, Zulu ct qt x). 1 ( a  sound between r  and 1). .... t voiceless w ). e ( a  vowel between 0 and  o ) .
Affricates are norm ally represented by groups o f two consonants (ts , t j ,  d^, etc.), bu t, w hen necessary, ligatures are used ( ts ,  i f ,  d j , e tc .) , o r the
m ark s" " or _ ( Is o r ts c tc .). c, j  m ay occasionally be used in place o f tf ,  d^. Aspirated plosives: ph , th, etc.
L E N G T H , STRESS, P IT C H .—  1 (fu ll  leng th ), '( h a l f  leng th ). > (stress, placed a t beginning of the stressed syllable) . , ( secondary stress) *
'( h ig h  level p itc h ); „ ( low level); '( h ig h  rising); low rising); v (h igh  falling); v(low  falling ); ^ (r isc -fa ll) ; v (fall-rise). See Ecrilure Phonlliqut
I.dernalionate, p. 9.
M O D IF IE R S .— ~  nasality. e breath  (J = breathcd 1). vv o icc ($  = z ) . ‘ slight aspiration following p, t, etc. , specially close vowel (e= a  very closo 
e ) .  t specially open vowel (<; = a ra ther open c ) . „ labialization  ( n  = labialized n ) .  „d c n ta l articulation (£  = dental t ) ,  ’ palatalization ( z  = 3). Mongue 
slightly raised. » tongue slightly lowered, > lips m ore rounded, clips m ore spread, , (e .g . g )  syllabic consonant, v  consonantal vowel, J* variety o f  /  
resem bling s, etc.
Figure 1
9All field work, phonetic transcription, and analysis of the
workbooks was done by the author.
Analysis. After the workbooks were transcribed into
phonetic symbols, the data was analyzed in comparison to descriptions
of standard and substandard Southern speech, standard southern
British dialect, and standard and substandard General American
dialect as suggested in Chapters 7, 8 , and 10 of Claude Merton
12
Wise's Applied Phonetics. Wise's book was selected because it
offers a detailed description of the major features of General
American speech (not to be found elsewhere) as well as detailed
descriptions of British and Southern American speech. Frequent
reference was also made to A Pronouncing Dictionary of American 
13English by Kenyon and Knott and An English Pronouncing 
14
Dictionary by Daniel Jones to provide a check on frequently heard
stress patterns. A phonetic, rather than phonemic, analysis was
used for this purpose. When making a comparison of closely related
dialects, Bloch and Trager have this to say concerning the use of a
phonetic transcription:
The dialectologist finds that very often the pronunciation 
of one region or locality differs from that of another in 
ways which involve no corresponding differences in
i o
Claude Merton Wise, Applied Phonetics (Englewood Cliffs, 
New Jersey: Prentice-Hal1, Inc., 1957), pp. 182-220, 239-244.
l^john Samuel Kenyon and Thomas Albert Knott, A Pronouncing 
Dictionary of American English (Springfield, Massachusetts: G. & C.
Merriam Company, Publishers, 1953).
^Daniel Jones, An Eng1ish Pronouncing Dictionary (New York: 
E. P. Dutton, 1937).
10
structure (phonemic differences); and in order to represent 
the characteristic regional or local features of pro­
nunciation, he must use a purely phonetic transcription.
The analysis of the workbooks is contained in Chapter IV.
Conclusions. Based on the analysis, conclusions were drawn 
concerning the presence of British, Southern, and General American 
dialect characteristics in the speech of the group interviewed.
IV. LIMITATIONS
This study was limited in scope. It was not intended to 
answer the questions of how and why the dialect changes indicated 
in these pages took place but rather to add to existing information 
concerning dialects present in Florida.
One limitation is the use of only seven informants. The 
small number of adults available in-the 65 years old or older age 
group imposed limits upon this study that were beyond the control of 
the investigator. Also, use of a long Atlas workbook (responses to 
more than seven hundred items were sought from each informant) 
necessarily limited the number of informants that could be Interviewed.
Another factor was the limitation of this study to phonology, 
rather than to grammatical or lexical items. As has already been 
stated, another study covering lexical items of the native 
English-speaking Key Wester^ has already been done, so this study 
was designed to focus on the phonological features in the speech of 
the Conchs.
l^Bloch and Trager, o£. cit. , p. 36. 
l^Smith, o£. cit.
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V. IMPORTANCE OF THIS STUDY
It ia hoped this investigation has contributed to the 
knowledge of linguistic geography of the southeastern United States 
since it covers a dialect which has not yet been studied.
VI. ORGANIZATION
Chapter I has included information as to the purpose of 
this study as well as the procedure employed and the limitations of 
such a study. It has also mentioned other studies similar to this 
one that have previously been done at Louisiana State University 
and other institutions.
Chapter II will provide historical background of the Florida 
Keys with a section devoted to social aspects of the Conchs. Also 
included in Chapter II are biographical sketches of the seven 
informants used in this study. The workbooks, transcribed into 
phonetic symbols, will be presented in Chapter III, and Chapter IV 
will contain an analysis of this transcription as well as a vowel 
chart for each informant. Chapter V will contain the conclusions 
drawn from this analysis.
CHAPTER II
HISTORICAL BACKGROUND
This chapter deals with the historical background of the 
Florida Keys, the people who settled these islands and the people 
who volunteered to serve as informants for this study. The 
material is divided into three parts. Part I contains the 
historical background of the Keys; part II contains information 
about the Conchs as a social group; part III contains biographical 
sketches of the informants for this study.
I. HISTORY OF THE KEYS
The Florida Keys are located off the southern tip of 
Florida; they extend from Sands Key, off the coast and just east 
of Miami, to Key West, one hundred sixty-five miles to the southwest. 
Although there are over one hundred fifty islands in the Florida 
Keys chain, records show that only thirty-one of them have been 
settled and are worth noting. Information concerning the Upper 
Florida Keys is very scarce. Most of the written records 
concerning these islands were destroyed by the 1906 hurricane. 
Consequently, much of the information dealing with the Upper Keys 
(see section II this chapter) was gathered through personal 
interviews with natives of the Keys and from two unpublished 
manuscripts in the possession of a resident of Key West.
12
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A. DISCOVERY AND EARLY INHABITANTS
Antonio de Herrera, royal historiographer of Spain,
describing the day Juan Ponce de Leon first sighted the shores of
Florida, wrote: "and believing that this land was an island, they
named it La Florida, because it has a very beautiful view of many
cool woodlands, and it was level and uniform; and because, moreover,
they discovered it in the time of the Feast of Flowers."^ Five
days later, on April 2, 1513, Ponce de Leon landed a little north
2
of St. Augustine and claimed the territory for Spain. Several
weeks later, as he was leaving the Florida territory, his ship
passed a line of islands. We know these islands as the Florida
Keys, but Ponce de Leon gave them the name of Los Martyrs, because
3
from a distance they looked like men suffering.
It was not until 1700 that the aborigines of the southern 
Florida mainland and those of the Keys were identified. The two 
main tribes inhabiting this region were the Creek and Caloosa 
Indians, the former allies of the British. The Creek drove the 
Caloosa Indians from the southern tip of Florida to the Florida 
Keys, and later, toward the close of the eighteenth century, the 
Creek drove the tribe of Caloosa south along the Keys until the
Hfork Projects Administration, Federal Writers' Project.
A Guide to Key West (New York: Hastings House, 1941), pp. 29-30.
2Ibid., p. 30.
3Ibid.
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4
vanquished were finally driven from the islands. The defeat of the
Caloosa by the Creek is a little surprising, since the Caloosa were
reputed to be a very fierce tribe and " . . .  were large-boned,
almost giants and very strong. Bones of 6 to 7 foot natives have
been unearthed on Lignumvitae Key."^ The final battle between
these two tribes is said to have provided Key West with its name.
William A. Whitehead, an early settler wrote:
This sanguinary battle strewed the island with bones, 
as it is probable the conquerors tarried not to commit 
the bodies of the dead to the ground^ hence the name 
of the island, Cayo Hueso ^Bone Ke^/, which the 
English, with the same facility which enabled them to 
transform the name of the wine "Xeres Seco" into "sherry 
sack," corrupted into Key West.8
The British held parts of Florida from 1763 until it again 
became Spanish territory in 1783. On August 26, 1815, Juan Pablo 
Salas, a young officer in the Spanish Army, was given Cayo Hueso 
" . . .  in consideration of the several services rendered by him at 
different times . . .  as well as services rendered voluntarily and 
without pay."^ Salas retained possession of the island until he 
sold it in 1822 to John W. Simonton, a merchant from Mobile, Alabama, 
for $2 ,0 0 0 .^
4 Ibid.
^Nikki Beare, Pirates, Pineapples. and People (Miami:
Atlantic Publishing Company, 1961), p. 11.
^ i l  liam A. Whitehead, Notice of Key West for John Rodman,
Esq., St. Augustine (Key West: Key West Press, 1835), p. 3.
^Work Projects Administration, o£. cit. , p. 31
8Ibid.
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On February 7 of the same year, Lt. M. C. Perry, commander
of a United States schooner, went to Key West and claimed the Island
q
for the United States as part of the land ceded by Spain in 1819.
B. SETTLEMENT AND INCORPORATION OF THE ISLAND
Shortly after the Caloosa Indians were driven from the Keys,
people from New York, Florida, the Carolinas, and the Mobile Bay
area began to settle the islands.^ The settling of the islands
was a slow process. From an estimated population of 400 in 1835,
the population of Key West grew to only 2,832 by 1860.^^
Key West was incorporated as a city in 1828, and then later
that same year, as a town with the government " . . .  vested in a
board of seven town councilmen to be elected by the free white male
persons over the age of 21 who had lived three months within the 
12city limits." Two taxes were proposed, a license tax and a real 
estate tax, to raise money for the operation of the city government, 
but the larger property owners objected to the real estate tax, 
claiming that their land was unproductive, thus the tax was unfair.^-
^Jefferson B. Browne, Key West: The Old and New (St.
Augustine, Florida: The Record Company, 1912), p. 4.
^ For information concerning a group of people of English 
ancestry who also settled in the Keys in these early years, see 
section II of this chapter.
^Florida, The Sixth Census 1935 (Jacksonville, Florida: 
Department of Agriculture), p. 90.
12Work Projects Administration, o£. cit. , p. 33.
I3Ibid., p. 34.
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The real estate tax was dropped. However, in 1832, the Territorial 
Council replaced the town charter with a city charter; a mayor and
14six councilmen were elected, and a real estate tax was authorized.
This time the real estate tax was not dropped.
After the first settlers came to the Keys, there followed
a period of rapid growth and expansion. In 1829 a small sloop
delivered mail to Key West, thus establishing the first postal
service; in 1835 Charles Howe became the first postmaster on the
Keys.^ By 1832 "there were 81 buildings within the city limits of
Key West . . . including sheds for the storage of wrecked cotton
and other articles."^ In the same year St. Paul's Episcopal Church
was completed in time for the first services to be held on Christmas
Day, and from that time on Key West no longer had to rely on an
17
itinerant clergyman.
Early Keys' houses and business buildings were made of wood.
These structures looked much like those in New England except that
the Key West skyline was void of chimneys, the climate making a
18heating system unnecessary. Constructed of wood, frames put 
together with trenails or wooden pegs, and then anchored in the 
coral rock, these buildings have withstood many hurricanes, sometimes
14Ibid.
^Beare, 0£. cit. , p. 52
^Browne, o£. cit. , p. 64.
^Work Projects Administration, o£. cit. , pp. 33-34.
18Ibid., p. 69.
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19with winds up to 200 mph. The broad sloping roofs allowed the 
rain to run off into pipes leading to cisterns. The saving of rain 
water was a necessity because it was the only supply of drinking 
water available.
C. INDUSTRIES OF THE KEYS
One of the early industries on the Keys was the making of
salt by solar evaporation. A large portion of the southeast corner
of the island of Key West was always under water, and at high tide
additional sea water washed over the land. Large basins, separated
by coral walls, were flooded and the water allowed to stand. As
evaporation took place, the salt remained; then the gates to the
basins were opened allowing more water to enter, and the process 
20began again. Hurricanes, early rains, and the lack of slave labor
after the Civil War put an end to this crude industry.
The most romantic, the most dangerous, and possibly the most
lucrative of the Keys' industries was the salvaging of wrecked ships.
As early as 1824 Governor Duval of Florida wrote:
Key West, a little village of hardy seamen, is 
undisturbidly reaping a rich harvest from the enormous 
losses of commerce on the reefs and the vast unlighted 
coast. The sale of wrecked property amounts annually 
to $300,000.21
19Ibid., p. 23.
2 0Ibid., p. 59.
21 Marie Louise Cappick, The Key West Story (unpublished 
manuscript, 1946), p. 70. This manuscript is in the possession of 
Jeff Brodhead, Key West, Florida.
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By 1828 congress had established a territorial superior
court at Key West to handle admiralty and maritime affairs in an
attempt to halt the transporting of salvaged vessels to other
22
territories outside United States waters.
Cargoes of wrecked vessels included silks, wines, liquors,
and laces. These brought a tidy profit when salvaged. Through
rules established by the territorial court, the captain of the first
ship to arrive at the scene of a wreck became wrecking master, and
to him went the responsibility of directing the salvage procedure,
but more important, to the wrecking master went the lion's share of
the profit from such an operation. So competitive was the wrecking
business that salvage ships would lie at anchor at night with a full
crew aboard in order to be the first one on the scene should a wreck 
23
occur. As much as $1,500,000 a year was realized out of the
24
wrecking industry in years of particularly bad storms.
Although a system of reef lights, begun by the government in 
1852 and completed in 1886, was intended to put an end to ship 
accidents off the Florida Keys, the wrecking industry was still a 
big business in the latter part of the nineteenth century. An issue 
of Harper1s Weekly in 1874, in an article on Key West, had this to 
say: "The principal business is derived from the salvages and other
perquisites of wrecked vessels, amounting to about $200,000 annually.
22Work Projects Administration, ojj. cit. , p. 35.
23Ibid., p. 36.
24Ibid.
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From thirty to fifty vessels are wrecked every year in this 
25
vicinity.11 It was not until 1921 that the Wrecking Register at
2 6
the United States Courthouse in Key West was officially closed.
Sponging did not become an important industry in the Keys
area until 1849 when a large cargo of sponges was shipped to New 
27York. Most of the sponges were taken in water less than twenty
feet deep in sponge beds off the Keys. After the day's catch was
made, the sponges were brought in to Key West, cleaned, graded by
size and variety, strung in bunches and then left in sponge kraals
to die. At the turn of the century there were more than one hundred
vessels in operation, and the industry employed over twelve hundred
28
workers. The peak years produced a catch valued at $750,000.
At the close of the nineteenth century Greek spongers using
diving helmets began operating in the Florida Keys area. Unlike the
Conchs who would only hook the larger sponges, leaving the smaller
ones to reproduce, the Greek divers would pull up everything in
29
sight, thus destroying the sponge beds. Many fights between the 
two groups resulted over these varying methods.
In 1891 a small sponge market was established in Tarpon
2^"How Key West Looked Shortly After the Civil War,"
Harper's Weekly. XVIII (April 18, 1874), 394.
28Beare, ££. cit. , p. 19.
2 7Work Projects Administration, o£. cit., p. 58.
28Ibid., p. 59.
2 Q^Beare, cit. , p, 71*
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Springs. By 1905 most of the Greek sponge divers had moved to
this new market, which eventually became the center of Florida's
sponge industry. An attempt was made to revive the sponge industry
in the Keys but to no avail. In the spring of 1939 a sponge blight
that affected the beds of the Bahama Islands spread to the Keys and
31affected approximately ninety per cent nf the crop there. The
Tarpon Springs sponge beds were not affected, thus finally securing
the center of the sponge industry in that area.
William H. Wall began the cigar industry in Key West in
, 32
1831, when he opened a cigar factory employing sixty people.
Until Vincente Martines Ybor moved his cigar interests from Cuba
to Key West in 1869, the growth of the cigar industry in that city 
33
had been slow. Soon after the arrival of Ybor in Key West other
large manufacturers moved their businesses from Havana to Key West,
bringing Cuban workers with them. In a few years Key West factories
employed thousands of Cuban workers and produced over 100,000,000
cigars annually. By the 1870's Key West had become the world's
34
largest cigar manufacturing center.
The industry boomed until the fire of 1886 destroyed much 
35
of the city. Instead of rebuilding, many owners moved to
“^ Work Projects Administration, o£. cit.. p. 58.
31Ibid. , p. 59.
32Ibid., p. 48.
33Ibid.
34Ibid.
35Ibid.
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Tampa--Cuban workers moving with them. In 1894, labor troubles
erupted into a large scale battle between labor and management
until union walkouts, sometimes as many as fifteen in one factory in
one day, paralyzed all production. By 1910 union troubles plus
machine-made cigars and air conditioned factories in northern cities
37put an end to the cigar industry in Key West.
D. SCHOOLS AND OTHER CULTURAL INFLUENCES
The first opportunity for children to attend school in Key
West came in 1835 when the Reverend Alva Bennett held classes in a 
38
private home. The next year Mr. Alden A. M. Jackson started a
school with classes meeting in the county courthouse and "terms
were two to four dollars per month according to the branches 
39
studied." Two other private schools which operated in Key West
deserve mention. One was a school opened by Mr. John M. Bethel in
1845. "Mr. Bethel was educated in England and taught most of the
40men on the island born between 1845 and 1875." Another school
41was opened in 1852 by a Miss Euphemia Lightbourne. Miss
36Ibid
37Ibld.
3®Browne, o£. cit. , p. 21.
39
J Ibid.
40Ibid. , p. 22.
41Ibid.
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Lightbourne, later assisted by her niece, kept her school open
42
from " . . .  1852 until 1911 without missing a term."
The first parochial school in Key West opened in 1868 when
the Sister of the Holy Name of Jesus and Mary established a school 
43
for white girls. Other parochial schools were opened in
subsequent years.
The public school system on the islands began in 1870 when
two schools were opened in Key West. One met in the Masonic Temple
on Simonton Street, and the other, Douglas School, was opened for
Negroes and met on the other side of town with a Mr. William Artrell,
a Negro from the Bahamas, serving as the first teacher and 
44
principal. Other public schools were opened in Key West the
following years, the most notable of which was Harris High School,
45dedicated on July 4, 1909. After 1910, a few schools combining
the lower and upper grades opened on the Keys outside Key West.
The latest school to open in the Keys is Key West High School, which
held its first classes in 1959. There are plans to open a Junior
46
College in that island city by 1967 or 1968.
Over the years Key West has seen a number of newspapers
42Ibid.
43Ibid.
44Ibid., p. 23.
45Ibid.
4^Personal interview with Joseph Allen, Monroe County Tax
Assessor, July 7, 1963.
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published locally; some of these were: the Key West Enquirer, first
published in 1832; the Key of the Gulf, first published in 1845 but 
suppressed in 1861 by the Union Army for sympathizing with the 
Confederacy; the New Era, the only newspaper available in Key West 
during the Civil War, published by R. B. Licke, an officer of the 
90th New York Volunteers, United States Army; and the Key West 
Citizen, first published in 1904 and Key West's leading newspaper
-  ^ 47 today.
E. PROSPERITY AND THE OVERSEAS RAILWAY
Construction of a railroad that was to link Miami with
Key West was begun in 1904. By 1906, many people saw a prosperous
future for Florida's southernmost city as this comment from the
National Geographic indicates. "With a deep harbor it j_Key West/
will soon develop into a metropolis of great importance from many
standpoints. . . .  It is said by those who are well informed that
this island of about 1,000 acres will have a population of over
48
100,000 in less than ten years." Since the population in Key
49
West in 1905 was 20,498 , the 100,000 estimate in ten years seems
unduly optimistic (the 1960 Census listed Key West's population as 
34,000); however, Gifford's enthusiasm over the railroad was shared
47Work Projects Administration, o£. cit. . p. 123.
^®John C. Gifford, "The Florida Keys," National Geographic 
Magazine, XVII (January, 1906), 9.
49
Florida, Vital Statistics 1960: Annual Report
(Jacksonville, Florida: Bureau of Vital Statistics), p. 12.
TABLE I
POPULATION OF KEY WEST, FLORIDA 
1835-1960
1835 --- 400
1860 --- 2,832
1870   No census
1880 --- 9,890
1890 --- 18,080
1900 --- 17,114
1910 --- 19,945
1920 --- 18,495
1930 --- 12,831
1940 --- 12,955
1950 --- 21,940
I960 --- 34,000
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by many,">^
Henry M. Flagler purchased the Florida East Coast Railroad 
in 1888 and shortly thereafter remarked that he wanted to be able 
to ride his railroad from Miami to Key West. In 1904 Flagler picked 
two engineers, William J. Krome and J. C. Meredith, to help him 
make his dream come true.
Things were bad at the start. Fighting mosquitoes, 
jungle-like mangroves, and mud, the survey crew took six months to 
produce a map indicating the suggested route for the railroad. Once 
the route was determined, Flagler turned his attention to the 
procuring of supplies necessary for the construction of the 
railroad.
It was decided that 4,000 men would be needed to work for 
the three years it was estimated it would take to build the 
railroad. Supply problems had to be worked out, the most difficult 
being how to supply fresh drinking water to all the men on the job, 
since all wells were brackish. Supply problems also had to be 
solved before cement from Germany and gravel from New York could be 
delivered.
When the work force arrived, other complications arose.
Many of the workers were from other parts of the country and not 
accustomed to the subtropical climate of the Keys. Often these men 
became ill and left the job.
-^The following account of the Overseas Railway was 
paraphrased from the previously cited work Pirates, Pineapples. 
and People by Nikki Beare.
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Work camps had been established to house the men, but these, 
too, caused problems. Living in isolated areas, the men found 
themselves with nothing to do in their leisure hours but drink, 
gamble, and brawl. Injuries sustained in such activities caused 
the loss of many man-hours, thus delaying work on the railroad.
By the fall of 1906 $5,000,000 had been spent on the 
railroad and there was very little progress evident. If the project 
was to be completed in the allotted time of three years, the men 
would have to work harder and longer hours. The first step was to 
work during the hurricane season. This decision cost the project 
its most valuable commodity, man power. On October 5, 1906, a 
violent hurricane struck the Keys, destroying work camps and killing 
many of the men trapped in them.
Flagler's determination drove him on. He hired more men 
and the work continued. In 1909, with very few miles of railroad 
completed, the project suffered another setback. Joe Meredith, the 
chief engineer, died of a heart attack. Krome replaced Meredith 
at Flagler's request, and work continued.
Again, in order to make use of every day possible, it was 
decided to work through the hurricane season. However, this time 
telegraph wires were put in connecting the Keys with the weather 
bureau in Miami, and plans were arranged to evacuate the workers to 
the mainland if a hurricane did come. On October 3, 1909, a 
hurricane did strike the Florida Keys, but no one was hurt, no lives 
were lost.
By the time of its completion on January 22, 1912, the
28
railroad extended one hundred six miles from Jewfish Creek to Key 
West, crossing twenty-nine islands and spanning thirty-seven miles 
of water. The railroad took eight years to build at a cost of 
$30,000,000 and several hundred lives.
F. ECONOMIC DECLINE AND THE 1935 HURRICANE
"Started by wrecking and aided by other industries, Key
West became, in the 1880's and 1890's, the largest and most
52
prosperous city in Florida." But by 1934, even after the Overseas
Railway had been put into operation, Key West was a dying city. The
sponge industry moved to Tarpon Springs, and the cigar industry,
which had employed 10,000 workers, shifted to Tampa. The depression
in the United States ended the demand for fresh fish from the Keys,
and tourism, enhanced by the railroad, disappeared. In July of 1934,
as more and more residents of Key West found themselves dependent
upon relief, the governor authorized the Florida Emergency Relief
53
Administration to attempt rehabilitation of the community.
The FERA decided to turn Key West into a subtropical tourist
attraction. Beaches were cleaned up and enlarged, plans were made
to sell local arts and crafts as souvenirs, and the magnificent
fishing resources were advertised. The campaign proved successful
54as over 40,000 tourists visited Key West in the 1934-35 season.
CO
Alfred Jackson and Kathryn Hanna, Florida's Golden Sands 
(New York: The Bobbs-Merrill Company, Inc., 1950), p. 82.
53Work Projects Administration, o£. cit., p. 52.
-^ I b i d . , p. 53.
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But the gain was short-lived. Before the next fall season began, 
the destructive hurricane of 1935 destroyed the Overseas Railway 
(which had come to be known as Flagler's Folly) and killed over
1,000 p e o p l e . T h i s  put an end to Key West's immediate recovery.
G. A HIGHWAY, ELECTRICITY AND WATER
After the 1935 hurricane destroyed the railroad, it was never 
rebuilt. Instead, an overseas highway was constructed in its place, 
using many miles of the roadbed built for the railroad. The highway 
cost $50,000,000 and was opened to traffic in 1938.^
Though much of the nation had been enjoying the advantages 
of electricity for quite some time, it was not until the 1940's 
that electricity was made available to the inhabitants of the 
Florida Keys. Power lines had been installed in the thirties to 
supply electricity to the Naval Base at Key West, but it wasn't until 
the early forties that electricity was made available for home use 
on the Keys."*^
The biggest problem facing the original settlers on the Keys, 
and indeed a problem faced by all who followed them, was that of 
drinking water. For over one hundred twenty years rain water had 
been collected in cisterns and used for drinking and bathing 
purposes. It was decided that if the Keys, particularly Key West, 
were to prosper, a more dependable water supply had to be found.
55Ibid.
-^Beare, o£. cit. , p. 78.
~^Ibid. (See also Work Projects Administration, p. 55.)
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To meet this problem the Florida Keys Aqueduct Commission 
58
was formed in 1941. The Commission contracted with the United
States Navy to build a water line to carry fresh water from Florida
City to Key West. The project took almost two years to span the
59
one hundred twenty-five miles at a cost of over $6,000,000. The 
pipeline parallels the Overseas Highway and was constructed above 
water level to make repairing the pipeline an easier matter.
H. THE KEYS TODAY
Since the end of World War II the Keys have become a haven 
for those retiring as well as a popular tourist attraction. Lured 
by a near tropical climate, the most diverse fishing fare in the 
country, and reasonable accommodations, vacationers have made the Keys 
a profitable tourist attraction with over 100,000 visitors a year.8®
II. THE CONCHS
A. ORIGIN
In 1649, a company, the Eleutherian Adventurers, was formed
by a group of Cockney Englishmen in London with the expressed
61
purpose of seeking political and religious freedom. After settling 
in Bermuda, this group migrated to the island of Cigatos in the
58Ibld., p. 111.
59Ibid.
60Personal interview with Joseph Allen, Momoe County Tax
Assessor, July 7, 1963. 
61
Work Projects Administration, o£. cit. . p. 35.
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Bahamas in the 1770’s, which they renamed Eleutheria; their
. 62
descendants settled the Florida Keys in the early 1800 s. These 
English settlers were soon given the name "Conch" because of their 
reliance on the conch, a gastropod, for food, and the use of the 
conch shell as a trumpet used for communication from key to key and 
from ship to shore. Today, everyone living on the Keys is called a 
"Conch;11 however, according to the Conchs themselves, only those 
who can show a Bahaman ancestry have the right to the name.
B. SETTLEMENT OF THE UPPER KEYS
The Conchs first settled on Key West in 1819. Instead of
mingling with people already there, they built homes on the west
and south sides of the island and, being bound by close family
6 3
ties, remained apart from the other settlers. Then (as well as
now) the Conchs were a God-fearing people who preferred to be left
alone, wanting only enough food for the family, a roof over their
64
heads and enough land for the children. Perhaps Harry Harris, a 
Conch descendant living on Key Largo, described the life of these 
people best when he said, "Their life was very hard. No close 
neighbors. No schools and no churches. All they had was hard 
work and a desire for the freedom of living near the sea."^^ Until 
1860, the Conchs lived mainly in Key West, but after the Civil War,
62Ibid.
^Cappick, o£. cit., p. 35.
64Ibid.
^Personal interview with Harry Harris, July 9, 1963.
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and after the pirates had more or less vacated the area, the Conchs 
began to settle the Upper Keys.
Besides wrecking, fishing, and sponging, the Conchs on the 
Upper Keys also farmed, raising such crops as limes, pineapples 
(called pineys), and tomatoes.^
C. HURRICANE PROOF HOUSES
From experience gained building seaworthy schooners, the
Conchs constructed frame houses on the Upper and Lower Keys that
withstood high winds and raging seas. So sturdy were these homes
built by the Conchs that when a man moved from one place to another,
he left his friends behind, but took his house with him. Houses
originally built in the Bahamas were dismantled, shipped by boat to
Key West or some other Key, and then reassembled with as much care
67
as a man would take in building a sloop or schooner. (Some of 
these homes, called Bahama Houses and built over one hundred fifty 
years ago, may be seen today in Key West on the southwest corner of 
Eaton and William streets.)
D. INDUSTRIES
Although many of the Conchs did not settle on the Upper Keys 
permanently until after 1860, several owner-masters of wrecking
66Ibid.
^Personal interview with Earl Russell, July 7, 1963.
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vessels operated out of the natural harbors provided by many of the 
Upper Keys. The salvage industry was a lucrative business for these 
people for many years. So important was the salvaging of wrecked 
ships to the Conchs that John C. Gifford once wrote: "Although
68these people are very pious, church is postponed if a wreck is on."
In support of Gifford's observation, a legend is told by the
Conchs about a man called Brother Eagan. It seems that Brother
Eagan was a parson as well as the owner and master of a wrecking
vessel. One Sunday he was preaching to his congregation on the
text, "Know ye not that they which run in a race run all, but one
receiveth the prize? So run that ye may obtain." He raised his
eyes to look up, and as he glanced out the main door of the church,
which was behind the seated congregation, he saw a ship in trouble
on the reefs. He was about to announce to the congregation the
sight he saw, then hesitated. If he announced the wreck now, surely
everyone in the church would run out and set sail before he could
get to his schooner. There must be another way. A moment later
he stepped down from the pulpit and began walking to the back of the
church, preaching all the while. As he reached the door he turned
and yelled, "Wreck ashore! Now we will all run a race and see who
,,69
receiveth the prize.
^®John C. Gifford, "The Florida Keys," National Geographic 
Magazine, XVII (January, 1906), 9.
^This story was told to the writer by Earl Russell on 
July 5, 1963.
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Even though the Conchs engaged in sponge fishing before they 
settled the Florida Keys, they did not realize much money from this 
industry until they began to work the sponge beds near Key West.
Their method of sponging was not as fast as some other methods, but 
it guaranteed a continuous harvest. The Conchs would sail out to 
the sponge beds in a schooner, towing small boats behind them. Then 
two men would get into each small boat and search the coral reefs 
for sponges. One man would try to hook the sponges while looking 
through a glass-bottomed bucket; the other man would work the boat.
The sponges were caught on a three-tined hook attached to a 
twenty-foot pole. Only the largest sponges were taken.^ Good 
seasons produced a crop valued at hundreds of thousands of dollars.
E. CULTURAL INFLUENCES
As has been mentioned, the early schools existing in Key 
West were all private institutions. The Conch children on the 
island city received their education from the same schoolmasters 
as did the other children in Key West, but they were taught their 
lessons at a different time, thus limiting the contact between Conch 
children and children from other social groups.^ By 1960 all white 
children attended the same public schools on their respective islands.^ 
Children on the Upper Keys were without schools for almost a century.
^Beare, o£. cit. . p. 71.
^Personal interview with Cecil Pinder, July 2, 1963. 
72Personal interview with Joseph Allen, July 1, 1963.
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For most of that time, women of the Russell, Curry, and Pinder
families took it upon themselves to educate the Conch children.
Classes were usually held in a private home, but most of the time
73school was held out-of-doors. But formal schooling did not last
long for the Conch child. By the age of ten, "kids would be out
74
pulling weeds, chopping wood, fishing, and just plain helping."
Having been educated primarily by members of their own
families, Conch children have retained much of their English lore
including riddles and rhymes. One of these is recorded as follows:
Two 0's, two N's, an L and a D ^
Put them together and spell them to me.
The answer, of course, is L-o-n-d-o-n. One of the informants, TER,
said that he had heard this riddle as a child but could not recall
whether he heard it from his parents or from someone else.
Moral guidance and training in the social amenities for
Conch children, like their formal education, came from the home.
Routine in the Conch home was very strict. Lunch was nearly always
served at noon and there was no waiting for stragglers. At all
meals, the adults were the only ones heard talking. When the meal
was over, and before leaving the house, all girls were inspected to
make sure they were properly dressed. And if a boy was interested
in a girl, he would be seen near her at social gatherings for a full
73Cappick, o£. cit.. p. 70.
^Personal interview with Earl Russell, July 8, 1963.
^Work Projects Administration, Federal Writers’ Project. 
Florida, The Southernmost State (New York: Oxford University Press,
1939), p. 134.
year before he would be allowed to come to the house to court her.
However, since both the boy and the girl usually came from Conch
families, they knew what was expected of them and behaved
accordingly.^
Though of mixed religious backgrounds, the Conchs soon
adopted the Methodist Church as their own. A Methodist Church,
mainly supported by Conch families, was built in Key West in the
mid 1800’s. Later, about 1880, the Reverend R. H. Barnett, with th
help of his congregation, built a small chapel at Tavernir on Key
Largo. In 1909, a severe hurricane demolished this chapel, and
the Reverend Barnett, who was then rather old, decided to retire
from his duties as traveling minister. For many years after, the
Conchs held services in their own homes or outside under palm trees
The Conchs had a penchant for nicknames. Sometimes the
reason for a name would be very apparent, other times quite obscure
Whatever the reason, the names were always given in good humor, and
the recipient was usually very proud to receive such an honor.
Some of the nicknames recalled by Earl Russell were: "Two By Four,
"Big Foot Ben" "Old Rope," "Egg Pie," "Date Pie," "Hoppin1 Hymie," 
78
and "Sac a Ham."
^This account of family living was told to this writer by 
Eugene Lowe during a personal interview, July 10, 1963.
77Cappick, oj). cit. , p. 217.
7 8Personal interview with Earl Russell, July 8, 1963.
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Except for approximately ten thousand Cubans who worked in
Key West while the cigar industry operated there, the Conchs
comprised the major portion of the population on Key West and the
Upper Keys for over one hundred and thirty years. After these same
Cuban workers followed the cigar factories when they moved, Jefferson
Browne had this to say of the population of Key West: "English
peoples have come from the Bahamas to Key West in such numbers that
ninety per cent of the English speaking people are of Bahaman 
79
ancestry." Today, Conch descendants comprise about one third of
80
the population of the Florida Keys.
Mention should be made of the naval base located on Key
West since it was (and still is) a center of diverse types of
speech. In 1822, a naval depot was established on the southwest
corner of Key West. In 1846, a marine hospital was established on
the base site. The base and the hospital were maintained by the
government until they were closed in 1926. The base and particularly
the submarine installations were re-established by the government
in 1939. In 1940, a naval air base was opened at Trumbo Island, a
few miles northeast of Key West. Both the air base at Trumbo Island
and the naval base at Key West have been maintained by the government
continuously since World War II. The number of personnel varies
81
from time to time according to need.
79Browne, o£. cit., p. 169.
80Personal interview with Joseph Allen, July 1, 1963.
81Work Projects Administration, A Guide to Key West, pp. 46-51.
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A tragedy struck the residents of the Keys in 1935 when a
particularly devastating hurricane ripped through the Upper Keys.
A typical example of the tragedy suffered by many of the Conchs was
that of the Russell family. On the afternoon of September 2, 1935,
there were seventy-seven members of the Russell family living on
the Keys. However, by the next morning sixty-six members of this
family had been killed by the hurricane which struck during the
night. The next morning the eleven members of the Russell family
still alive gathered as many of their possessions as they could
find and then proceeded to resume the business of living. Where?
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On the Keys, of course.
F. THE CONCHS TODAY
Although the youngest generation of Conchs, those in their
teens and early twenties, have begun to mix rather freely with the
other inhabitants of the Keys, they still retain their close family
ties. Some even still prefer to keep to themselves and their own
kind. It has been observed that "four generations of isolation has
had its effect . . .  on the social outlook of the inhabitants of
the Keys causing them to regard any stranger as a foreigner. A
83surprisingly large number have never been off the islands."
Since 1941, several factors have probably helped to increase 
social contacts between the Conchs and the other inhabitants of the
82Beare, oj>. cit. , p. 97.
®^Work Pro jects Administration, A Guide to Key West,p. 24.
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Florida Keys. Three of these factors are: (1) the increase in
the number of people from all parts of the country who settled in 
the Florida Keys, (2) the large number of military personnel 
stationed at the Key West Naval Base during World War II, and 
(3) Conch children's attendance in the public school system on an 
extensive basis.
III. BIOGRAPHICAL DATA OF THE INFORMANTS
Following are biographical sketches of the informants used 
in this study. Only individuals of Bahaman ancestry were 
considered for this study. As far as possible, the investigator 
tried to limit informants to those who had not resided, traveled, 
or been educated outside the Keys area.
A. INFORMANT - TER, MALE - 67
The oldest of the informants, TER, was born in
January, 1896. He came to Key West from the island of Eleutheria
in the Grand Bahamas shortly after the hurricane of October 11, 1909.
The informant's mother and father were born in the Bahamas.
His mother died when TER was nine years old, but his father never 
remarried. In the fall of 1909 TER was brought to Key West by his 
father and his father's sister. Before settling in Key West 
permanently, they lived on Upper Ma^ecumbe Key for seven years. 
During this time TER helped his father fish, sponge, and operate a 
small wrecking business. In 1916 TER returned to Key West with his 
father and aunt.
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TER received his early education from his mother. After 
her death his aunt took over the duty of instructing him until he 
was old enough to sail with his father. Since teachers and schools 
were hard to find in the Keys, and since his father needed him 
"on board," TER did not receive much instruction from books after 
his twelfth birthday. From that time to the present, TER's 
occupation has been as a commercial fisherman.
This informant seemed to hold a high position in the social 
structure of his people. On several occasions during the interview, 
he was sought out by other Conchs for advice on certain matters, 
for information, and on one occasion his opinion was sought 
concerning the desirability of a boy as a possible husband for the 
daughter of one of TER's close friends.
The informant said that his reading habits included "a daily 
look at the paper," but aside from that he did not read very much.
Once TER became convinced of the sincere purpose underlying 
the interviewer's questions, he opened up freely. The entire 
interview was held in the presence of the informant's wife. On 
several occasions she was very helpful in securing a response from 
the informant when the interviewer could not. When this pattern 
was established it was allowed to continue because it was felt that 
the wife of the informant was less likely to suggest a response 
alien to him than might be the case if the probing were done by 
the interviewer.
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B. INFORMANT - EL, MALE - 66
EL was born March 4, 1897, in Key West, Florida. Before he 
was a year old his parents took him to Green Turtle Key, British 
West Indies, where he lived until he was six years old. Upon his 
return to the United States, EL settled in Tavernier on Key Largo 
where his parents built a home.
EL's father operated a packet boat between Green Turtle Key 
and Key West. He began this service shortly after hj.s first visit 
to Key West in 1864. In 1872, President Ulysses S. Grant gave EL's 
father a homestead grant of 165 acres on what is now known as 
Key Largo. This land was passed on to EL after his father's death 
in 1912. EL's mother was born on Green Turtle Key. After she came 
to Tavernier she remained until her death.
The informant attended the Methodist Seminary in Key West 
where he received all his formal education. Like most of the 
children of these early settlers, EL did not remain in school for 
very long. When he was twelve years old EL began sailing with his 
father, eventually taking over the packet boat service after his 
father's death. EL operated this packet boat through two world 
wars, retiring in 1958.
The reading habits of the informant are rather limited. 
Outside of a newspaper and an occasional magazine, the informant 
does not spend much time reading.
Durir" the interview he wa3 very cooperative and expressed 
an interest in the study beyond the scope of his participation.
On occasion, early in the interview, it was apparent that responses
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from this informant were guarded. This may have been due to the 
informant's close association with another informant, JA, who had 
already participated in this study. The latter may have told EL 
that certain questions would be asked, or certain words sought, 
thus causing EL to be extremely careful in his responses. When 
reminded that the interview was valuable only if it recorded his 
usual word and sound choices and not those of someone else, the 
informant seemed to become more relaxed and his responses less 
guarded.
C. INFORMANT - LRJ, FEMALE - 50
LRJ was the only female informant used in this study. She 
was born January 7, 1913 in Key West and has lived all her life on 
the island with the exception of four trips to Virginia to visit a 
sister. The longest of these trips lasted a little over two weeks.
The informant's mother and father were born in Key West; 
the former in 1880, the latter in 1875. Her paternal grandfather 
and grandmother were also born in Key West in the 1840's. LRJ 
stated that her great grandfather on her father's side was born in 
England, but she does not know the date.
LRJ attended school at the Convent of Mary Immaculate in 
Key West until she was fourteen. After she left school, the 
informant lived at home with her parents until her marriage at the 
age of twenty-three. After her marriage she continued living in 
Key West.
The husband of the informant served as City Constable in
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Key West for twenty-seven years until he was killed in the line of 
duty a little over ten years ago. At that time the city did not 
have a program that provided financial assistance for dependents 
of former employees, but a retirement plan, meagre though it was, 
did exist. So, LRJ was appointed City Constable (a position she 
was o n W  supposed to hold for one day) in order that she might be 
"retired" from that position, thus making her eligible to receive 
the retirement pay her husband had earned while serving the city of 
Key West. However, a flaw developed in the plan. On the evening 
of the day she had been appointed as City Constable two men escaped 
from the city jail. Since there was no other legal authority in 
the city on that night, LRJ went after the two escapees, apprehended 
them, and had them back in jail just three hours after their escape. 
So impressed was the City Council that she was elected to stay on 
as City Constable, a position she holds today.
At first, LRJ was hesitant about being interviewed, but 
once the interview was under way she responded readily and no major 
difficulty was encountered. After the interview was completed, this 
informant was instrumental in arranging interviews with other Conchs, 
particularly those in the older age group.
This informant indicated that she did very little reading 
other than the daily local newspaper, the Key West Citizen.
D. INFORMANT - JA, MALE - 49
JA was born in Key West, Florida on May 10, 1914. Since 
that time he has spent most of his life in the Keys area with the
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exception of twenty-seven months spent in the United States Army 
during World War II. Except for basic training, which JA received 
at Fort Benning, Georgia, the informant spent his service time at 
the Army Air Force Base in Homestead, Florida, about 150 miles from 
Key West.
JA's father was born in Key West in March of 1892; his 
mother was born in the same city in 1894. His paternal grandfather 
was also born in Key West, but his paternal grandmother, KSA, was 
born In the Bahama Islands in 1820. No records are extant covering 
the birth of his grandparents on his mother's side.
The informant attended the Ruth Hargrove Institute in 
Key West, receiving the equivalent of a high school diploma in 
1933. Later, while in the service, JA enrolled in a correspondence 
course in journalism which he completed in 1945.
JA, by birthright a Conch, was the interviewer's initial 
contact. It was partly through his efforts that contact with other 
Conchs was made, and to say that he was cooperative would be an 
understatement.
E. INFORMANT - EM, MALE - 54
Though of mixed ancestry, Spanish and English, the 
informant represents a special group of people considered to be 
Conchs by even the earliest of the English settlers.
EM was born July 13, 1909 in Key West, Florida. At the age 
of nine he spent two months in the Canary Islands visiting the 
birthplace of his father. From there he went to Great Harbor in
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the Bahamas to visit the home of his mother's parents. The 
informant stayed in Great Harbor for two years before returning to 
Key West. After his father's death, EM and his mother lived with 
her sister on Plantation Key. It is because of his mother's 
British ancestry and the close association EM maintained with her 
family and friends that he is considered to be a Conch. Although 
he can speak a little Spanish, EL is not bilingual.
The informant first attended school at the Convent of 
St. Joseph in Key West. After his return to the Keys from the 
Bahamas, EM went to Hargrove Institute.
Reading habits of the informant include Life and Look 
magazines, the Key West Enquirer and the Miami News, and legal 
publications to keep up with the responsibilities of his office-- 
Justice of the Peace.
This informant refused to be interviewed when first 
approached; however, he changed his mind after the informant, LRJ, 
talked with him. During the interview he seemed eager to help in 
any way possible. This made for a relaxed atmosphere, and at no 
time did the informant seem nervous or embarrassed by any of the 
questions.
F. INFORMANT - HS, MALE - 17
HS was born March 3, 1946 in Key West. This informant has 
been outside the Keys area on just one occasion, a visit to Tampa, 
Florida. He remained there a little less than two weeks.
Both the informant's mother and father were born in Key West.
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The informant's paternal grandfather, JBS, came from the Bahamas to 
the Florida Keys shortly after the turn of the century. Although 
JBS earned his living primarily as a fisherman, he was known as one 
of the Key West Cowboys because he would occasionally "herd" cattle 
from Curry's Landing to the Key West east coast, a distance of 
approximately three miles.
HS received his early education from the Methodist Seminary 
in Key West. In 1960 HS, like the other children of Conch families, 
began attending the Key West public school system on a regular 
basis. At the time of the interview, he was a junior at Key West 
High School.
Apart from his school work, the reading habits of this 
informant were limited to a monthly magazine published by his 
church and an occasional newspaper.
Of all the informants, HS appeared to be the most willing
to help. During the interview he was relaxed and never seemed to
be embarrassed by any question or by any of his responses to 
questions asked. The only time this interviewer felt any strain 
whatever with the informant occurred when he was asked to name the 
swear words he used. When asked, the informant hesitated a moment, 
shook his head, and said that he did not use "cuss words."
G. INFORMANT - BEL, MALE - 17
BEL, born in 1946, has lived all his life in Key West.
The informant said that other than an occasional trip to Miami, 
he has never traveled outside the Keys area.
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The informant's father and mother were born in Key West.
His paternal grandfather operated a packet boat between the Bahama 
Islands and the Florida Keys during the latter part of the 
nineteenth century. Although records were lost in the 1909 
hurricane, it is believed that the informant's maternal and 
paternal great grandparents were born in the Bahamas.
The informant attended Harris School for his early 
education, went to Memorial Junior High for the seventh and eighth 
grades, and in 1960 began attending Key West High School.
Comic books and an occasional newspaper constituted the 
informant's reading habits apart from that done in the course of 
his school work.
BEL proved to be a very satisfactory informant. He readily 
volunteered to serve, and his curiosity in the project remained 
high throughout the interview.
<5
CHAPTER III
WORKBOOKS
Chapter III contains transcriptions of the seven workbooks 
collected in Key West and on Key Largo.
The informants' responses were arranged into three age 
groups. Reading from left to right, the responses of TER and EL, 
the oldest informants, appear first; those of LRJ, JA, and EM, 
informants in the middle age groups, appear next; and those of 
HS and BEL, the youngest informants, appear last.
Numbering. The numbering in the workbooks follows that 
in the Linguistic Atlas. Some of the numbers missing in the 
workbooks were deleted when the Atlas was edited by Hans Kurath 
for the South Atlantic section; other numbers are missing because 
this writer further edited the Atlas to fit the needs of the 
Florida Keys area. (See Chapter I, p. 6 )
Missing Items. Throughout the workbooks items are
missing. Three dashes (---) indicate that the informant's
vocabulary probably included that word(s), but this interviewer 
failed to elicit the desired response. When the zero symbol (<() 
is present, it means that the word(s) probably did not exist in 
the informant's vocabulary.
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For a topical listing of the items appearing in the 
workbooks, see Appendix A.
The informants representing the three age groups are:^ 
65 or over 40 - 55 17
TER, EL LRJ, JA, EM HS, BEL
^Hereafter, informants will not always be identified as 
to age group.
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TER EL LRJ
1 . one WAn WAn WAn
two t i u t Xu t xu
t h r e e 0 r i « r i 6 r i
f o u r f  oa f  09 f  09
2 . f i v e f  a i  v f  a 1 v f  a 1 v
s i x s i  ks s i k s s i k s
s e v e n ' a e v i n ' a e v i n 1a e v i n
e i g h t e i k e i  t e i  t
3 . n i n e na i  n n a 1 n ina  n
t e n t e n t e a n t e n
e l e v e n i 1l e v i n i *l e v p i 1l e v i n
t w e l v e t w e l v twe ov tweov
4 . t h i r t e e n *03* t i n ' 0 3 1 , t i n ' S 3 t i n
f o u r t e e n 1f o : t i n 1 f  o: t t i n ' f o : t i n
t w e n t y 1 tweni 1t w e n t i 1t w e n t i
t w e n t y - 1tweni t t w e n t i 1t w e n t i
s e v e n , s e v i n * sebip 1s e v i  i
5 . t h i r t y * 03  * d i • 0 3 l di ' 03d  i
f o r t y 1f o : d i 1 f  o : d i ' f o d i
s e v e n t y 1 ae v i n d i 1 sebipdi 1 s e v i  nd
hundred (wat *" n 'hA ndr id 1hAndrid (wAn 'hA
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JA Ell HS BEL
WAn WAn WAn WAn
t u t u t u t u
e r i e r i e r i e r i
f  09 f  Dr f  o a f  o a
f  a i f  a v f  a i v f  a v
s i k s s i  k s s i k s s i k s
* s e v i n * a e v i n ' 3 e v i n 1 s e v i n
e  11 e i  t e i  t e  11
n a 1 n n a n n a n n a n
t e n t e n t e n t e n
, i  ' l e v i n s  1 l e v i n i 1 l e v i n a  1 l e v i n
t w e l t w e i v t w e l v t w e l v
' S a 1 , t i n • e 3 i t i n 1 e a t i n • e 3 t i n
' f d ; , t i n • f d : t i n ' f  d ;  t  i n 1f d : t i n
1 t w e n i 1 t w e n t i ' t w e n t i ' t w e n i
' t w e n t i  
, s e v i n
, t w e n t i  
1 s e v m
, t w e n t i  
1a e v i n
' t w e n t i  
, s e v i
' S a d i • e 3 r t i • e a t i • e * t i
' f o : d i 1 f  d ;  t i ' f  d ;  t i ‘ f  o :  t i
' s e v i n d i 1 s e v i n d i 1 s e v i n d i ' s e v i n t
, w A n  ' h A n d r i d , w A n  ' h A n d r i d a ' h A n d r i d a ' h A n d r
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TER EL
1 c o n t i n u e d
first f a1 st f a1 st
second 1aekin 'sekan
fifth fi« fife
sixth sikO si ke
January 'd 3«nju,eri 1d 3«nju,eri
February 1febru4 eri 'febu4eri
March ma: t J ---
April 1eipri1 'eipral
May me i me i
June d 33un d 3un
July (d 3U 'iai 'd3u,lai
August ' 0Tg3 3 ' D^-gast
September 4 sep1temba ,sep1temba
October ,ok'tauba (ak' t3oba
November no'vemba no'vemba
December d i 1aemba
2
,di'semba
Monday 'mAndi 'mend i
Tuesday 1tuzdt ' tuadi
Wednesday 1 w c m  adi 'wenasdi
Thursday 'eazdi •eszdi
Friday 1fraidi 'fra:di
Saturday ' seed i ' saedad i
LRJ
f »Bt
1 sekin
fife
a i ke
'd3aenjut eri 
•febju.eri
'eipral
1 oT g i  at
1 tuzdi 
•wemade 
'eazdi
1 aaed i d i
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JA EM HS BEL
f  VSt 
1 s e k i n  
fi€ 
si kse
'd 3®nju,eri 
'febju,eri 
ma: t J 
* eipril 
me i 
d  3u An  
,d3U 'lai 
'oT gist 
s e p 1temba 
(ak* touba 
n o u 1vemba 
d i 1semba
f  v e t  
1 s e k i n d  
fi© 
s i  k s
' d s f f i n j u , e r i  
' f  e b u , w e n
1 e i  p n  1
o g a s t
f  v s  
' s e k i n  
f  i f  
s i  k s ©
1 d  3« n j u , e r  i 
1 f e b j u . e r i  
ma: t J 
1eipril 
me i 
t  J u n  
d 3a 'lai 
1 agas
,Btp1temba 
tak* touba 
n o u 1vemba 
d i 'aemba
f  v s  
1 s e k i n  
fi© 
s i  k s
' d 3® n j u , e r i  
' f e v a . r e r i  
m a r t /
1eipri 1 
m e  i 
d  3u n  
d  33 ' l a i
io g a s
s e p ' t e m b a  
a k 1 t a u b aI
n a ' v e m b a  
d i 1s e m b a
1 t u  z d  i 
1w e n z d e  
1© v z d e
1 s m d a d e
1 t u  z d  i 
' w e n z d i  
' © v z d i
' s x t v d e
' m A n d i  
1 t u  z d  i 
1w e n z d i  
' © a r z d i  
1f r a i d i  
1s ® t a d i
'nundi 
1 t u  z d  i 
' w e n z d i  
' © v z d i  
' f r a d i  
'axtvdi
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2 c o n t i n u e d  
S u n d a y
4 .  m o r n i n g  
a f t e r n o o n  
e v e n i n g
6 .  g o o d  d a y
7 .  e v e n i n g
1 .  g o o d  n i g h t
3 .  s u n r i s e
4 .  r o a e
5 .  B u n s e t
6 .  y e s t e r d a y
8 .  c a m e  S u n d a y
a  w e e k
1 .  i s  c o m i n g
S u n d a y  a  
w e e k
d a r k
2 .  t o m o r r o w
3 .  w h a t  t i m e
i s  i t
TER EL LRJ
1 a A n d i  
' m o : m  i]
' a f t a , n u An  
'  i v m  rj
1 i v m  i]
3
g o d  ' i v n i Q
1d e i , b r e i k  
1d e i , l a i t
' r a i  31 z
1s A n . d a u n
1 J e t a d e
1SAndi bi^fo 
, l a s t
4
9 , w i k  f r a m  
' a A n d i
d a :  k
1 9 1 ma  r  a
d a  J u  , h a v  
9 a  ' t a i m
' s A n d i  
' m o : n i n  
' a f t a , n u n  
1 i v m  n
g u d  1n a i t
1 s A n r o u z
d e i  i z  
1 b r e i  k i  13
1t w a , l a i t
' J e a t a d e
' w i k  b i f o  
, l a s t
• m o :  m  13 
, a f  t a ' n u n  
1 i v m  13 
k o l  a ' g e n  
n a i  t
s i  j u  i n  9 a  
' m o ;  n i  n
's A n . r a 1 z
1 j e a t a d e  
a  ' w i k  a g o
' w i k  f r a m  
SAndi tkAmi
d a :  k
t a  ' m a r a
t w a  t  1z  9 a  
' t a i m
a  , w i k  f r a m  
9 18 k A m i  n  
' a A n d i
t a  ' m a r a
t w i l j a  p l i z  
t e l  m l  
9 a  ' t a I m
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JA
, g u d  ' m o i n i Q  
' ® f t a , n u n  
' i v m  T)
gud 1 i v m  13
ft 3 18An ,kAMZ
ap
13An gouz 'daun 
1J estade
a 'wik fram 
,SAndi
ta'maro
wat 'taim iz 
1 1
KM
, g u d  ' m o : m i j  
,#fta1 nun 
1 i v m  i)
' s o u  , l o i j  
nai t
3
,si ja 
t a ‘mara
,SAn'rai z
' Jest^.dei
ft a , tu zd 1 
bi'foa
4
'SAndi ,wik 
'nekst ,SAndi
ta'maro
wat 'taim 
1 z it
HS
'sAnd1 
•mojmn 
'afta.nun 
nai t 
gud' bai
' sAn pceim ap
waz 'Jaimi)
gon 'daun
1 J e s t a , d e i
a ' w i k  bifo 
la,s;And 1
'sAn,act
ta'maro
wat 'taim 
1 z it
BEL
1SAndi 
' m o ;  n i  i]
'*fta,nuT n 
' i v m  0
gud 'ivm 9
' S A n , A p
'sAn,daun
'jesta,dei
,jestade 
'wik
a ,wik ftia 
' tuzd 1
da:k
ta 'mara
' t e l  mi 5a 
, taim
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4 c o n t i n u e d
4 .  w a t c h
5 .  t i m e :  7 : 3 0
6 .  t i m e :  1 0 : 4 5
7 .  q u i t e  a
w h i l e
8 .  t h i B  y e a r
1 .  t h r e e  y e a r s
o l d
2 .  w i l l  b e  t e n
3 .  a  y e a r  a g o
4 .  n i c e  d a y
5 .  h a z y
6 .  c l e a r i n g  u p
7 .  c h a n g i n g
w e a t h e r
TER
w a t  J
, s e v i n  , O a I d i
, t i n  f o : d i  
'  f  a i  v
s t e d  l o q  
'tisit
f t i s  1 J i a
5
' O r i  J i a z
3 ° d
w i l  b i  ' t e n
'  wa w n  j  i :
a . g o u
' n o i m a l  
'  w e f t a
' h u d  i
. k l i r i q  *Ap
. g e t i q  
1s k w o l i
6
EL
w a  t j
, 8 t T i n  ' 0 3 I d i
' t e n  f o : d i  
, f a i v
k w a t  a  ' w a l  
WAn ' J i a  a g o
WAn ' j i a r  
a g o
' p l e a i n t  d e
' p a : t l i  
, klaudi
' k l e * d  , Ap
' s A d p  , t j e i n d j  
, k l a u d i d  1Ap
LRJ
w a t  J
' s e v i n  , © 3d i
a  ' k w o d a v  
i , l e v i n
' a u w i z
' f t i s  j i a  
ft i /: * ia
O r i  ' J i 9 z  o
w i l  b i  ' t e n  
, J i 8 z  o
,wah ,j i a 
a ' g o u
d i 1l a i t f a l
' g l u m i  d e
' k l  eT  r  i q  
, AP
, s t a r r i q  t a  
get
1k l a u d i
1 .  h e a v y  r a i n ' p a n  q • h e v i  , s k w o l  ' d a u m . p o a  
( r e i n d  ' h a : d
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JA 
w d t  t J
' s e v i n  , 1d i
' k w o t d a  t o  
. l e v i n
'lop ,tam 
'Sis 'Jia
'©iTi .jiaz 
oud
'wil bi ,ten 
ei 'jia a.gou 
1nais ,dei 
' kl aud i 
'kliriq ,Ap 
'klaudip ,Ap
EM
w o t  J
. s e v i n  * < ^ t i
, t e n  f o : t i  
1 f  a i  v
. k w a i t  
a ' w a i l
f t i s  * J i a r
5
' © r i  , J e x r z  
, o u l d
, w i l  b i  ' t e n
a  , J i r  a ' g o u
1b j u t i f a l  
.dei
• d n  r i
' k l e ^ r i q  a p
.getiq 
' k l a u d i
H S  
WDt  J
'sevin . © > t i
' k w o t a  t a  
i ,levin
' l o p  .taim 
f t i s  ' j i a
' © r i  J i a z  
, o u l d
wil b i  'ten 
a  ' j i r  a g o  
'nais . d e i  
' k l a u d i  
' k l i r  , Ap 
1k l a u d z  a v
kam .Ap
BEL
wat;
. s e v i n  ' © j t i
• k w o : t »  t u  
i . l e v i n
f a  'eid3is
'  ft i  /  '  j  i  a
' © r i  ' j i a z  
ol
w i l  b i  ' t e n
a  ' j i r a g o
‘ b j u t i f a l
, d e i
* Jeidi
, k l i r i q  
U p
1k l a u d p  
.Ap
' p o r m  d a u n  
. r e i n
• d a u n  . p o r ' r e i n i n , k » t s  ' p o ^ d  
p  . d o g z
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TKR *L LRJ
6 continued
2 . thunder 
storm
3 . blew
4 . from the 
south
winds
,stotmi 
•wefta
sau©
no©
' istwudzli
, sau©
1Istwudli
no© 'istali
©Anda p 
'laitniQ 
,sto:m
bin 'bl3u ii] bloud
sau©
no:'©lata
, sau© 
'west
sau©
stoam
.hevi 
1 windz
fram fta 
1 sau©
fta ,no;© 
11st
west
5 . drizzling
6 . fog
7 . foggy
8 . fog lifts
*dri zli i)
'spriqklio
fog
'smauki 
'faxgi
, fag h«z 
'kliad awe
•drizlin ‘mistin
'drip ,retn
fag fag
'fagi de — —
'd i s 11 p e 11 1d ,fag
• l i f t i d
1 . drought
2 . wind is
rising
3 . wind i8
dying
4 . cool
morning
'drai 1spel
•pikiq . A ^ p
,getp 'ka:ma
drau© 
wi nd i z
1 drai 
, sizin
fta wind iz
,pikin *ATV*p in'krisip
'mada.rediQ 5a .wind iz
d a ' krisi p
'kris ,mo:niQ brisk
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' r e i n  , s t o : m
b l u
f r a m  Ad 
' a a u £
. n o ' r i s t o
, n o ' w e s t s
, s a u  ' w e s t s
' a p r e i  1q 
' d r i  z l i  i]
fag
'fagi
,fag
d i s o ' p i a d
a  t o :  m i '0Andd
, a t o : m
w a z  ' b l o u w i q  b l u
, f r A m  Ad 
1 s a u 0
i a t
tfrAin Aa 
'west
,frAm Aa 
' sau$
' d r i  z l i  q
f a g
'fagi
,fag iz 
'Iiftid
sau6
,no:6'1st 
w e s t
1 d r i z i 1
f a g
'fagi
l e f t
'6Andsr 1q
b l u
sau€
.no 1r i s t d  
w e s t
, sau^
' w e s t d
' d r i z l i  q
fag
'fagi
, w e n t  
9 ' w e i
' d r a i  , s p e l
' w i n d  i z  
p i k i n  , A p
' w i n d  i z
d a i  i  q , d a u n
'tjili
' ▼ e r i  ' d r a i  
i n ' k r i s t  
' l e v l i n  t o f  
b r i  s k
' d r a  
, s p e l
d r a u t
g e t p  ' h a r d s  
d i 1k r i s i n  
. v e r i  ' k o u l d  k o u l
‘ p i k i n
' d r a p i n  
* o f
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7a
1 .
2.
3 .
4 .
5.
6 .
living
room
dining
room
kitchen
bathroom
bedroom
porch
7 . hallway
• k i ^ t / i n
'b e d ,rutB 
po: t J
1Iiviq ,rum 1 Iiviq , rum
' ki t / m
' bte6 , rum
* b e d ,rum
,frAnt 
1poat J
•dainuj 
, rum
'kitJin
bse©
1 bed ,rum
p o :  t  j
•hoi,we
8
1 . picture
2 . chimney
hearth
andirons
5 . log 
firewood 
kindling
6 . soot
7 . ashes
8 . chair 
window
'piktjiz 
' t J i m a m
0 
0
'drift ,wud 
'faia ,wud
1 kind1 1o
t wud
SAt
kols 
1 sindas
t Jea
'winda
'piktJa 
1t Jimni 
0 
0
lag
'stouv , wud
' ki ndi 11} 
t wud
SAt
1t Ja:,koul
t J ea 
'windis
1 pi kt Ja*
11J imni 
h » e  
grei t 
lag 
wud
' Jei vi ijz
sut 
'«/1 z
t Jea 
'wi ndo
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• l i v i q  . r u m
• d a ^ i q  . r u m
1k i t / i n
1b ®6 : . r u m
' b e d , r u m
111v 113 , p o : t /  
1p » t 1o
'pikt/a 
11 / i m i n i  
ha :9
• ® n d i . a n z  
' d r i f t  , w u d  
' baek .lag 
' k i n l i  i]
BUt?
* ® / i  z
t/ea 
' w i  n d o
KM
7a
• I i t i q  , r u m
' d a i n i i ]  , r u m
1 k i  t / m  
1 b s e O, r u m  
' b e d , r u m z  
p o :  t  /
1 h o i , w e 1
8
' p i k t / *
1t / i m n i  
m ® n t  j  
g r i l  
l a g
1k i n d l i 0
s u t  
t o / i  z
t / e r  
1w i n d o
HS
111v 1q , r u m
' d a i m q  . r u m
1k i t / i n
' b « 6 , r u m
*b E d , r u m
' f l a r i d a  
, r u m
' p i k t / a  
1t / i m n i  
h*
0
lag
' d r i f t  , w u d  
1 s p l i n t a
a u t  
'«/1 z
t / e a
1 w i n d o
BEL
' d a i m  i]
, r u m
' k i  t / m
1 baeO, r u m
' b e d , r u m
1f l a r i d a  
, r u m
' p i k t / a  
' t / i m n i  
0 
0
lag
' d r i f t  , w u d
SpAQk
' k m d l i i j
s u t
' t / a : , k o u l  
* ® / i  z
t / e a
' w i n d o
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1 .  c o u c h
2 .  c h e s t  o f
d r a w e r s
3 .  f u r n i t u r e
4 .  b e d r o o m
5 .  s h a d e s
6 .  c l o s e t
8 .  k i t c h e n
1 .  p a n t r y
2 .  j u n k
3 .  c l e a n s
4 .  b r o o m
5 .  w a s h i n g  a n d
i r o n i n g
8 ,  p o r c h ( f r o n t )  
p o r c h ( b a c k )
T E R E L B E L
9
k a u t  J 1s e 1 t i 1 s e  t i
' t J e s t s 1 t J e s t s ' d r e s s
, d r o s s ' d r o s z
1f 3nx  t J s 1 f  s n i  t  J s • f y n i t J s
1 b e d , r u x m 1 b e d , r u m 1 b e d , r u m
J e i d v s  1n i J i n  
, b l a 1 n z
J e i d
1 l a k s ' k l o u z ' k l o u z
' w o s d ' T s ^ b ' k l a s i t '  l a k s
‘ k i KTt J i n • k i t J i n ' k i t J i n
10
• k i ^ t / i n 1 p e n t n 1p a n t r i
, Be  i f
d 3Ai)k d 3Ai]k • r A b i J
s w i p s • k l i A n z ' k l i n z  5 
, h a u B
b r u m b r u m b r u m
1 wa  J 11) a n 1 w a j i p  * s t a : t j ' w a -* /  o n
'  a i  s m  13 p  , a n i m , a i : n
p o :  t  J p o s t  J v s ' r a n d s
p o :  t /
11
p o s t  J p o s t /
1 .  s h u t
2 .  r a n g
k l o " , x u z  
h u z  15 e s
k l o u z /At
r a p
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JA
1s o u f 9 
1d r e a a
1f 3n i t J a  
' b e d , r u m  
J e i d
' k l a z i t
' k i t J i n
1 p a e n t r i
' a x d z  9 , e n d z
' k l i n z  a p  f ta 
, h a u a
b r u m
1 w s J i z  |  n n  
, a n z
, p i  ' * z a
p o :  t  j
EM
9
a c  1 t i  
* d r e a »
' f  » n i t J »  
' b e d , r u m  
J e i d
1k l o u z  
' k l a z i t
' k i t j i n
10
' k m b i n i t  
1p m n t r i
d 3AQk
p u t  f ta  ' h a u a  
i n  , o r d *
b r u m
' l o n d r i  , w ? k
p o :  t  J 
p o :  t  j
1 1
HS
1a o u f a
1 t J e a t  a  
, d r o a
' f  t  J a
' b e d ,  r u T m
d r e i p a
b l a i n d
' k l o u z  , l a k a  
'  l a k a
' k i t J i n
d 3Aijk 
'klinz ,Ap
brum
'wqJ i z  9  
,aianz
'frAnt , p o ; t J
1 baek , p o : t J
EEL
' a o u f a
' d r e a a
, d r o a
' f s m  t  J a
' b e d , r u m
Jedz
' l a k a
'kitJin
1 p e e n t r i
d 3Ai]k
k l i n z
b r u m
1 w a - * J  i  z  9 
, d r a z
p o :  t  J
p o :  t  J
' k l o u z  f ta  , d o a  k l o u z
' h u  w a z  , f t * t  r * i ]
k l o u z  k l o u z
, h u ' w i z  i t  , h u  ' r ®9
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XX c o n t i n u e d  
3 .  s h u t t e r s 1 J  aH d  i  a
4 .  d r i v e n  i n  d i g  a  ' h 3K T o  ' d r i X  a  t h 3
1 s t o : m  
t / a “* M i  s
5 .  r o o f  
7 .  s h e d
r u f r u f
' d 3Ai )k  , h a u a  • s t o . r u m
12
X .  o u t h o u s e
2.
3 .
4 .
I  h a v e  m y  
t r o u b X e s
I  h a v e  h e a r d  
i t
'aut#haUB 
, a u :  s a i d  
' t o l i t
axi w a z  ' b i X t  
f a  . t r a ^ ^ b l
, a u  t  d  o a  
1p r i v i  
'tollt
( a i  ' h a d
a i v  ' h 3d  i t  ' h s i d  a v  i t
I  h a v e n ' t  a i  ' h » v a  n t  h a v  1n a  t
5 .
6 . 
8 .
I  h a v e n ' t  
( s t r e s s e d )
• n o  , a i
1 havpt
h e  d o e s  i t  h i  ' d a ^ ^ s i t  
( a l l  t h e  t i m e )
h e  d o e s  
( s t r e s s e d )
hi . d a H A s
' h a v i n t  
' a 1 , d u w i t  
' h i  . d a ^ s i t
1 4
X .  I  s a i d  
h o u s e  
h o u s e 8
1 a i  , s c d  
h a u a  
' h a u  s i s
a i  1 t o u l d
h a u  s
h o u m z  
' h a u z i s
BKL
1s t o : m  
,/Adi a
, d r a I v i q 
r u f
1 t u X  , / e d
1 a u r a , h a u s  
a 1 ' h a v  m a 1
1a i  d i d  , n a t  
, a i  ' h a v p t
' h i  , w u d
1 a i  , s e d  
h a u s  
' h a u s i s
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JA
1 s t o ' . m  , w i n d a z  
• d r i v i n  i n  
r u f
1 t u 1 , r u m
'tollt 
1 a u t , h a u 3 
1 k u  , s  a
a i  1 hzev 
, a v  ' h » d  ftaet 
a  ' h a e v p t  
a  ' h a e v p t
' h i  , d A z
' a  , a e d  
h a u a  
1h a u z i 8
KM
' a t o i m  * /  a t 9
d i g
r u f
/ e d
12
• a u t , h a u a  
1p r i T i
a i  , h » v  
' t r A b } . z
, a v  1 h>d 8* t  
a i  ' h a e v i n t  
a i  ' h a e v i n t  
,hi 'dAz i t  
,hl 'dAz
14
' a  , s e d  
h a u a  
1h a u z i z
HS
•sto:m 
./AtI 8
1paund i t 
, daun
r u f
/ e k
1 baeOruro 
,pieia 
' 111^ ,d3an
,aiv bin 
'haevin
aiv ,h»d
1
ai 'didpt 
,haev
ai 'didpt
hi 'dAZ
' a i  , s e d  
h a u B  
' h a u  z i s
BEL
1 /AtI 8
1 h a e r e d  
1 d r i y i n
r u f
' t u l  ' / e d  
d  3a  n
, g a t  ' p l e n t i
9
a v  ' h ? d  11
, a  d i d p t  
' d u w i t
a  1h ® v p t  
a  ' d u w i t  
, h i  ' d A z
' h i  , s e d  
h a u a  
1h a u z i s
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15
5 .  d a i r y l d e r i  , f o x Sm ' d e r i  , f a : m  ' d e r i
1 6
2 .  p i c k e t
f e n c e
3 .  p i c k e t s
1 p i k i t s  
1p i k i t s
' p i k i t  . f e n t s
1 p i T k i  1 8 1p i k i t B
4 .  b a r b e d  w i r e  , s t i l  r a d  
f e n c e
6 ,  p o s t s
8 .  c u p
t i n  c u p
1f e n s i s  
p 3 U 8 t s
kA*“ p
' t i n  kA*“ p
' b a b  w a s  
, f e n t s
p 3 KU 8 t
kAp
1 d  i p a
' b a b  w a i  a  
, f e n t B
1 s t r  i  i j a z  
p o u s t
k A p
' d i p a
1 7
1 .  c h i n a
2 .  b u c k e t
3 .  p a i l
, g u d  ' k r a k r i
' b o  k i  t
' b o H k i  t
' g e s  , d i J i s  
'tJ a Tna
• b a - ' k i  t
* ba""*ki  t
1t / a i n a  
p e i  1
k a n ' t e i n a
5 .  g a r b a g e  
p a i l
g a : b i d 3  
. k a n
' g a : b i d 3 
. k a n
' g a : b i d 3 
. p e i  1
6 .  f r y i n g  p a n
7 .  k e t t l e
1s k e x l i t  
' f r a n  i] , p » n
p o t
. d a ^ t j  ' A v i n
' f r a i  . p a n ' f r a i j i n  
. p a n
' k c t ;
8 .  r a s e ▼e i  8 v e i  a v e i  8
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JA
' d e n  , f a : a
■ p i k i t  , f e n s
poust
'tab w a i a  
, f e n s
poust(singular) 
poust(plural)
kAp
' d j pa
1t Jaina 
1 pit Ja
' b A k i t
'go:bid3 
, keen
'frano ,P«n
ket;
▼ e i  s
EH
1 5
•den ,fa:m
1 6
1pikit
steiT 
1pikits
'bab wair 
pousts
kAp 
' dip*
1 7
'tJain*
' bAkit
k e t ;
tAb
'go:bid 3 
, tin 
'go:bid3 , kan
1 broil*
'frai*
ket;
▼ei s
HS
'deri ,fa:m
1 pox nti t 
, fens
'pointit 
,bo:ds
'babd ,waia
poust
kAp
pan
1 t/aina
'tin ' kan 
kan
kan
1 skillt 
.big 'pot 
▼sis
BEL 
' deri
'pikit
'pikit
'bob , waa
poust
kAp 
' di pa
'tJaIna
'bAkit 
1bAkit
' traj 
, kan
' frai 11] 
,pan
ket;
▼ e s
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1 7  c o n t i n u e d
9 .  s p o o n
1 .  w a s h
2 .  r i n s e s
3 .  d i s h  r a g
( w a s h i n g )
4 .  d i s h  t o w e l
( d r y i n g )
5 .  w a s h  c l o t h
( f a c e )
6 .  b a t h  t o w e l
7 .  f a u c e t
8 .  b u r s t
3 .  s i f t e r
4 .  f u n n e l
6 .  s w i t c h
7 .  b a g  
b u r l a p  b a g
TER
s p u n
1 8
•wa1 / ,diJib 
‘ r i n t j i s
' n s t / r o l  
, s p o ^ n t  J
' k o t p  . t a y l  
' w o /  , k l o ©  
t a u l
C
' s p i T g i t  
b o ^ s t i d
1 9
' s i f t s
f  o"*x n ^
P*dl
beg
EL
s p u n
' d u  5 s  , d i j i  
r e n t s
1 d i J  , k l o ©
' d i j  , t a u a l
' w a j  , k l o 0
1 b *0  , t a u s l
1f a s i t  
1 s p i k i t
'b3stid
1 s t r e i n s
f  A n ^  
s w i  t ;
' p e i p s  . b a g  
' b a l e p  , b a g
LRJ
*
s p u n
wa*"T J
r e n t s
' d i j  , k l o O
• d i J  ( k l o 6
1 we**/  t k I o ©
' t a u w i 1 
' s p i k i t
b a r  B t
8 I V
f  An }
P»d;
b a g
* k r o u k s  
, s a k
70
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BpuT n spuTn ap3un spun
1 8
1 wa J i z 
'reAnaiz
' d i J ,kloe
taul
'wa; ,klo©
1 ba© , taul 
1 apikit
barst
wa f
' ri nsi z
'w a I in 
rins
'kit Jin .kls© 1di/ , klo© 
'di/ ,rag
1tauwsl
' wa J , kl o©
'tauwsl 
1f d t b i t
b»at
taul 
1 spi ki t
bsat
wa J 
dra
'rensis 
' wa J , kl o©
*di/ ,taul , d i f  'tausl
wa J ,kls© 'waf ,rag
tausl 
1 f a ai t
b jgt
1 9
si v
1 81 f tS
f A V l  
pad I
'peips , bag 
sak
BIT
f An} 
pad}
bag
Bak
s 'drain
f A T l l
1 spaqki i] 
, ati k
bag
sak
streins
f xn).
1hiksri 
. stik
bag
sak
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1 ,  b a s k e t
2 .  k e g
4 .  c o r k
5 ,  m o u t h  o r g a n
6 ,  h a m m e r
7 .  t o o k
2 .  l e v e r
3 ,  s a w h o r s e
5 .  b r u s h
6 .  s t r o p
7 .  c a r t r i d g e
8 .  s e e s a w  
s e e s a w i n g
2 . w h e e l b a r r o w
3 .  w h e t b t o n e
TKR
20
1k a * ~ s k i t  
k e T g
1 a* s , b a ^ k s  
k o o k
, m a u £  ' o ^ g m
1 K a m a  
m u v d
22
' r i p i i j  ,ba:
1k r a u , b a :
' s o  . b e n t /
brD"'*/
s t r a p
/ e  o
1 s i , s o T
' p l e i i o  
, s i s o T
2 3
B L
1k l o u z  
,hampa
' w a t a  , k c g  
1 b e a  , k e g
k o a k
a ' m a n i k a  
1m a u O  ,o :gin
1 h a m a
t e i k
' p i n t /  , b a a  
' k r a t r . b a a
1 s o  , b e n t /
1 s o , h o : s
brA/
strAKTp
' k a : t r i d  3 
' s i , s o  
1 s i  , s o i  i)
, w i l 1 b a r a  
' r A b , s t o u n
LRJ
e>
k o a k
h a ' m a n i k a
' h a m a  
t u k
' l i v a  
' k r o u , b a :
1 s o , h o :  8
brA/
s t r a p
' k a : t r i d 3
'S i , 8 0 3
' s i  , s o r  11]
' w i l . b a r ;
1 / a r p n a  
' e m r i  , b o : d
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20
1 b a s k i  t
' b a n  1 
ke g
k o a k
‘ m a u ©  , o : g i n
' h a u a
t u k
' k r o u , b a !
1 s o :  . h o : s
brA J 
s t r o T p
‘ k a : t r i d j  
' s i ,so 
1 s i , s o r i  q
1b a s k i t
k e g
k o : k
ha:'manika
1 h a m a
t u k
22
b r A |
1 r e i z a  
, s t r a p
' k a : t r i d  3
1 s i ,80
1 si, SOI I]
1 b a s k i  t
k a n
k o ; k
h a :  ' m a m  k a
1 h a m a  
t u k
k r o u . b a r
' s o : , h o s i z  ' s o : , h o : s
brAj
’le5a ,©113 
Jel
'8 l ,80 
, s i ' s o r i n
1 b a s k i  t  
keg
k o a k
' m a u ©
, o : g i n
' h a m a
t u k
k r o ' b a :
, s o  ' b e n t /  
, s o 1 h o : s
brA J
s t r a p
' k a : t r i d 3 
's i ,so 
' s i  , s o *  113
1w i l , b a r a
' hoTm  q 
. s t o ^ n
2 3
• w i l . b a r l
1 n a i f  
, J a l p n *
• w i l . b a r } ' w i , b a r a l  
g r a n d
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2 3  c o n t i n u e d
4 .  g r i n d s t o n e
5 .  c a r
7 ,  g r e a s e
( v e r b )
1 * g r e a s y
p a r k
2 .  o i l  
k e r o s e n e
3 .  i n n e r t u b e
4 .  r o w b o a t
8 .  w a s n ' t
3 .  u n d e r w e a r
u n d e r s h i r t
4 .  s a m p l e
5 .  p r e t t y
6 .  p r e t t i e r
TER EL
1 g r a i n  
. s t a u n
k a :
' g r i z  i t
2 4
' g r i z i
p a :  k t
d 1 1
1 k s e ^ r a , s i n
‘ i n a , t a u b
1r o u , b o u t  
' d i  r j g i  
l a n t ;
2 5
wa"*x s p t
2 6
1 h a ^ n d a , w c a
s s m p }
' p r i t i  
' b e 5 a  p
' g r a i n , s t o u n
k a a
g r i s
‘ g r i z  , d 3a b  
' g r l s i
p a a k
ol
1k c r a , s i n  
1 i n s , t u b  
' r o u , b o u t
WAZpt 
1 And a
' A n d a , J 3 i t
sa e m p } .
' p r i t i
' p r i 11a s t  
1p r i t i a
LRJ
' g r a i n d a
' o d a m o  , b i l  
g r i z
' g r i z i
p a t  k  
Dll
1 k s e r a , s i n  
1 ina
WA*“r zpt
' a^^nda, klos 
1l A n d 3ari
saempi a 
1 beda 
1pritia
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JA
1g r a r n , s t o H T n
k a o
griB
' g r i z i
pa:k
o i l
' k e r o , s i n
' i n s , t u b
1r o u , b o u t  
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stem
,pointai ' ena  
, h a i 1 biskis
'pain ,tri
, poi zi n 
' ai v i
'stro,beri
stem
BEL
, p o z i n  
' av i
' s t r o , b e n
s t e m
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62  c o n t i n u e d
5 .  b e r r i e s *
g o o s e b e r r y
s t o p p e r —
b e r r y
hog plum
b l a c k b e r r y
b l u e b e r r y
b o y s e n b e r r y
c r a n b e r r y
h u c k l e b e r r y
m u l b e r r y
r a s p b e r r y
r e d b e r r y
6 . a re
p o i s o n o u s
1g u s , b e r i  
' s t a p a , b e r i
po z i  n
' g u s , b e r  i
'hag , plA^m —
* blffik. be r  i
poi 9 I m  3
gus,b e r i z
' poi zi n 
. b e r i s
63
1 . my husband
2. my wife
3 .  widow  
widower
4 .  f a t h e r
5 .  c a l 1
f a t h e r
ma 'hA*"T 8bin 
ma 'waif 
1 wi da 
1widawa 
' fa*a
' papa 
' daed i
ma 'hAsbin 
ma 'waif 
1 wida 
'widawa 
' fafla
'p a ^ p a  
daed
mai ' w a i f
' fafla 
' papa
*  Eac h  i n f o r m a n t  was  a sk ed  t o  name t h e  b e r r i e s  w i t h  
w h ic h  he was f a m i l i a r .
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'boizin,beri
i d aI . beri z
1 p o i z i n
blu.beri
kraen. beri
poizinis
' blaek, ber i 
'blu.beri
'red.beri
poizinos
blaek, beri 
blu.beri
' hAk}., beri
1 raez. beri
po* zin
63
m a  ' h A z b i n
wai f
1 w i d o
'w i d a w a
' fafta
' daed i 
p a p
waif
* wi d o
* w i dow» 
' f  a  ^ 9
daed
* p a p a  
1 daed i
1hAzbin 
w a i  f 
' w i d o  
'wid owj 
' f a * a  
' daed i
'h A z b i n
w a i  f
' w i d o
1widawa
' fafla
daed 
1 daed i
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63 continued
6 . c al1
mother
7 .  p a r e n t s
' mama
peTn  n t s
' maHAms
' peT n  nts
mams
1 paer i n t  s
64
1 . g r a nd ­
f a t h e r
2 .  g rand­
mother
3 .  c h i l d r e n
4 .  baby
c a r r i a g e
w h ee l  t h e  
c a r r i a g e
5 .  o l d e s t
6 . d a u g h t e r  
s i s t e r
7 .  g i r l
8 . pe t  name s
f o r  c h i l d
1 graen, daed i
po
ma 1 graen, ma
1 t Ii l d r i n
'3t T 3U l 9
f 31 gt 
'3UldI 3
' dod9
1 31 31S
g 3l (+)
' d a : l i o  
' h A * " m  
'gAni ,boi
' green, daed
1 graem: , a?Vs
' t J i l d r i n  
' g o u , k a : t
' o u l d i s  t 
'd o ^ Ads
1 8 I * ' S t l  3  
g 3!l
t graen1 daed
, graen1 ma
' t f i l d r i n  
' kaer i d 3
, pA/in 5s
'bAgi
* eld 1 3
' dods
* s i s t s
g j t1
1 be 1 bi  
’ e i n d  3 1 1
65
1 . woman
p r e g n a n t
* w u m i n
i n  ‘fsemli 
we
' wumi n 
’p r e g n i n s i
'wumin 
‘preg,nint
(-h) When q u e s t i o n i n g  f a i l e d  the  i n f o r m a n t  read  
t h i s  word.
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1 mA^a 
m a m
■ p e r i n t s
1 grae^n, fafta
1 graera, mAfla
* t J l l d r i n  
1 a t r o u l a
1 e l d i a t
1 d o d a  
' a i a t a  
g»l
1 t oAd i
1 s A n i  
1 b A b a
'w u m i n  
'p r e g n i n t
EM HS BEL
'mama 'mAini mam
' mAmi
'paer i n t s    ' p e r i n t s
64
' graen, fafta>
' graen, da?d
' g r a e n , m A * a  
, g r a e n ' mAina
' t J * i l d r i n
' be i bi 
, kaer i d j
' w i l  fla 
, kaer i d 3
1 e l d  1 at
'data*
' s i a  t<y
, a m o l
• t J 1 l d r 1 n z  
1 b e i b i z
65
'l e i d i
1 k 'a p e k t i n t  
, mAft»
' g r a n , pa 
1 grae.ma
't J 1 l d r 1n
' b e i b i  
, kaer i d 3
1o uld1 a
'dot?
' s 1 sta>z 
g*l
' wumin
1 k* apektin 
' pregnint
1 p a p a  
r grae, m A ^ a
* t J 1 l d r i n
1b e i b i  
, kaer 1 d 3
1pAjin fta 
, kaer id 3
1o u l d  1 3
' d a t a  
' s i s t a  
g*l
1 b A b a  
si a
' wumi n 
1pregnint
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65 c o n t i n u e d  
2 .  m i d w i f e ' m i d , w a i f m i d . w a i f m i d . w a i f
3 .  r e s e m b l e s
4 .  r e a r e d
5 .  m i n d  t h e
b a b y
p a c  i f i e r
6 .  w h i p p i n g
9 .  i l l e g i t i m a t e  
( c h i l d )
luks .laik 'teika ,®fta
r e i  z
' b e i b i  s i T t
'fula 
' p A m J  ja 
1 baestid
rei at 
,teik 'kea
3V
' n a ^  ,meid 
*a ,beibi
1 fula
' wipi rj
'ill,d 31tamit
hiz 'faftaz 
,imid 3
rei zd
teik ,kera 
fla 'beibi
' paesi , f ai ja
' aptti]k ja
, ila 
'd 31tamint
66
2 .  n e p h e w
3 .  o r p h a n
4 . g u a r d i a n
5 .  r e l a t i v e s  
n o  r e l a t i o n
6 . c l o s e
f r i e n d
'nefja
' o : f i n t s
' f a*-4: s t a  
, p e r i n t s
1 r e l a t i v e
. n a u  ' k i n
'gud .frend 
' gud , peel 
' t Ja**A mi
' n e f ja 
' a : f i n 
1galdian
' r e i t i v z
, nou
r i 'leifin
' bAd i
8 .  s t r a n g e r 'streindjis 'vista
1nefju 
' a: f i n 
1 g a : d i , j i n
'relativ
. na t
r i 1l e i d i d
,g3l
1frend
a u t  a v  
' t a u n
JA
'mid,wai f 
'feiviz
■brot amap
teik 'kea Ha 
, kidz
'k A m f a t a  
spaeqkt
' bae a 11 d
'nefju 
'o:f+n 
'g a : d ian
'relativz 
, na t ' f aeml i
' bAdi
'atreind33
EM
'mid,waif 
1luka ,laik 
rei zd
.teikin 'ker 
1 bri 131 n it 
. AP
' t i 6 i  i] ,rii) 
' p A n i J  ja 
,111'd 31tami t
66
'nefJu 
' of 1 n 
'gard1 an
'reladivz
, nou
ri'le1j1n
'gud 'frend 
' nu , kAma*
HS
n?9
ri ' zemb}
,teik '®fta
rei zd
,teik 'ker av 
fla ,beibi
'p « a i .f a i a  
' p A m  j t
1nefju
'orf1n
1f 08ta 
,per1nta
'relativ
r1 1 leiJ1n
frend
peel
fram ,aut 
a 'taun
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BEL
' n a i t  . w u m i n  
, n a i t  'nvs
'luka (laik
re 1 zd 
' b e i b i  a i t
'p « a i ,fai a 
' apaegki n  
'b a a t i d
1nefju 
' 0: f  1 n 
'ga:dian
' relativz 
,nou 'kin
' b A d  1
'farina
Ill
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67
1 .  a t  t h e
d o o r
2 .  M a r y  
M a r t h a  
N e l l y  
B i l l y
M a t h e w
3 .  D a n i e l
4 .  M r s .
( c o n v e r ­
s a t i o n a l  )
M r s .  B r o w n
5 .  M i s s  B r o w n  
M i s s  M a r y
6 .  r e v e r e n d
7 .  t e a c h e r
8 .  y o u r  a u n t
A r t h u r
t s  (So ' d o a
' m e A r i  
' m a : f i a  
* n e l i  
' b i l l
1mef i  j u
*d a n j i 1
' m i  s i s  
' k u p a
' m i  s i z  
' b r a u n
m i s  ' b r a u n
‘ m e n
’ r e v r i n d
' t i t / d
l e n t
' j o r  , a n t  
' a^-Sa
, a t  f ia  ' d O d
' m e n
' ma
' n e l i
b i  1 
' b i l i
' m ® , © j u
' d a n j a l
' m i  s i s  
' k u p a
' m i  s i  8 
' b r a u n
' m i s  ' b r a u n
a t  f ia  ' d o a
' m e Ar i
‘ m a : Go
' n c  1 1 
' b i l l
'mm^Jus
'danjdl
' mi  z i  z  
, k u p a
mi  z i  z  
' b r a u n
mi s
r e v r i n' r e v r i n  
' s k u l  , t i t / d  1 t i t  J a
J a  ' a n t  a n t
1 a JOo a:9d
68
A u n t
S a r a h
U n c l e
William
a n t  ' s e r a
i^ijki 1 
' w i l j a m
a n t  1 s e r a
, AQk;
1w i 1 jim
a n t  ' s e r a
.Aijkl
' w t l j i m
112
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67
aet 69 1 d 09 at 5a 'dor aet 5a 'doa aet 5a 'doa
' m e n  
' m a : 6 a 
' neli 
'bill
'men 
' mar8» 
' neli
'bili
'men 
' m a : 6a 
' neli 
'bill
'm * 6 ju
' daenjal
mi si z
' mae6ju
' daenjal
mi zi z 
' ami6
'deenj11 
' mi zi z
'mee6ju 
'dmnj11 
'mi zi z
'm i z i z 'miziz 'miz i z mi si z
mi s
'mia .men 
'revrin 
'tit;a 
'jor , sent
'mi a .braun 
mi a
'r c v t 1n 
'titJ» 
ant
mi s
'mis ,meri
' peesta 
'tit;»
,mia 'men 
‘brA5a 
'tit/a 
ant
a :6a ' ar6» ' ar6 * ' a:6a
68
^ n t  'sera ,ant ' seer a ,eent 'sera ant ‘sera
,Aijkal 
'w i 1 Jim
, Aijkal
'wi1Jim
,Aqkal 
'wiljim
'AQkal 
,w i l j i m
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68 continued
U n c l e
J o h n
3 .  g e n e r a l
4 .  c o l o n e l
5 .  c a p t a i n
6 .  j u d g e
7 .  s t u d e n t
8 .  s e c r e t a r y
1 .  J u s t i c e  o f  
t h e  p e a c e
o f f  i c i a l s
2 .  t o u r i s t
3 .  a c t r e s s
TER
, ' a '< L i ] k i l
•d3an
1 d j c n r  1 1
' k s m  1
1k a e p t i n  
d3e*"d3 
' s t u d i n t
1s e k r a , t e r i
69
1d 3 a ^ i s t r  s
97 , p i 8
' k a u n t i  
t d l A * r d s  
1 S3 1kit 
,d 3A ^ Td 3
, t a e k s
k a 1l e k t a
, t a e k s  
a ' s e s a
. k l a i k  a  Ra  
' k r i m n + 1  
, k o :  t
1V I 8 1 t+8
'aektriA8
EL
,Ai3k^ 'd 3an
1d  3 t n r a l  
k a n } .
' k a e p t  1 13 
d  3 A d 3  
s t u d p t  
1s e k a , t e r 1
, d 3 A s t '  a  
n a  ' p i s
, k a u n t i  
' d  3Ad 3
133k l t
, d  3Ad 3 
' k r  i m m  1 
, d  3Ad 3
, t a e k s
k a 1l e k t a
1 t a e k s  
a ,se 8 a
' t u r r i s t  
' a e k t r i  s
LRJ
,Aijk;
'd 3a an
' d  3 e n r a l
k*n}
'k s p t 1n
d  3Ad 3
Pjup;
’seka,teri
* d 3 A s t i s  a 
n a  ,pis
1k a u n t i  
,d 3A d 3 
1 s a k i t  k o : t  
,d 3Ad 3 
' k r  i m m  1 
k o :  t  
,d 3Ad 3
' t a e k s
k a , l e k t a
' taeks 
a , se sa
, k l a k  a  n a  
1 k r i m n + 1  
, k o :  t
' t o ^ r i s t  
' a e k t r i  s
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, A q k a l  
' d 3an
1d 3£nral
1k a r n a l
' kaepti n
d 3 A d  3 
' s t u d i n t  
' 3 £ k a , t E T I
, Ai}kal 
1 d 3an
1d 3 enaral
'k*nal
' kaeptin
d 3Ad 3
1pjupal
' 8 £k» . t£1*1
/Aqka 'd3an
1d 3£nral 
1karnal 
1 kaepti n 
d 3Ad 3 
1studint 
' sekra, ten
, Aqkal 
' d 3an
1d 3enri1
1 k a m  1
' kaeptin
d 3Ad 3
'studint
'seka.teri
69
'd3Astis 3 V  
fta ,piB
d 3Ad 3
'd3Asti8 av 
fta ,pls
* kaunti 
,d 3A d 3
'd3Astia a 
fta ,pis
,d3Asti8 a 
fta 'pis
1 taeks
ka,lekta
1 taeks 
a,sesa
1klaik a 
fta ,ko:t
1turiat 
1 aektri s
1 k a n s t a b ) .  —
'vizid»z 'turist
'aektri s 'aektri s
pa 'lis,tJif 
1turist 
1 aektri s
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1 .  N e g r o
( d e r o g a ­
t o r y ]
N e g r o
ma mmy
3 .  c o u n t r y m a n
4 .  a l m o  a  t
m i d n i g h t
a l m o s t
f e l l
5 .  a l m o s t
r i g h t
6 .  J u s t  a
m i n u t e
7 .  h o w  f a r
i s  i t
8 .  l o o k  h e r e
3 .  e i t h e r
4 .  n e i t h e r
5 .  m e  e i t h e r
6 .  f o r e h e a d
7 .  r i g h t  e a r
TER
70
1niT gas 
0
'n 3is,meid 
hi ks
' h i l , bi 1 1 s
' m 3li twelv
a . k l a k
. kA*"Tm  ' nea 
, f oli 13
‘p r 1 t 1 
,klous
ldje*'T 8t 9 
.minit
hau 'fa:
, 1 si t
1luk ,hia
71
•hifla 
' nifta 
mi 1ifta 
1f o : ,hed 
'rait is
EL
1 n i g r a  
0
' n i g r i s  
' g A v a m  s
' d 3 e s  b i f 0 
, m i d n a 1 t
, l a i k  t a  
' f  e l
n a t  1k w a i t  
, r a i  t
k » n  a i  1 t e i k  
a  . m i n i t
, h a u  ' f a :  
r i  s i  t
, l u k  ' h e a
' 1*9 
, n i * a  
' n i * a  
1 f  o :  , h e d  
, r a i t  ' 1 j a
LRJ
' m  g r o
0
m e  i d
' w a i  t  
. t r a e j
1 m i d , n a i t  
1 o l , m o u s t
, d 3 A s t  a 
' m i n i t
, l u k  , o u v a  
' h i  a
1*9
i*a
i S a
f a : r i d  
r a i t  e a
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1n i g r o
' n * s , m e i d
' h o i  p a , l o i
' olmoB 
, midnai  t
1o lmos  , f e l
' d 3 6  s t  a 
, m m i  t
, hau ' f a :  
i z i t
, l u k  ' h i a
' ifla 
1 nifi  a
1 f  o ( hed 
' r a i  t  , i a
EM
70
1kAl*d 
'w e t  . n a r a
,d 3 AB b i ' f o  
. m i d n a i t
' o lmos  , f e 1
' a l m o s t  
, r a i  t  
1m  r , r a i t
1l i g i n  
1 w e i t  a 
,mi m  t
, hau ' f a r  
i z i t
' l u k  a t  
, ftaet
71
' niA<f 
, na t  ‘ ift»
1 f a r i d  
1r a i t  , i Tr
HS
' m  gr o
' kAla^d
me i d
'pu r  'pip] .
' o lmos  
. m i d n a i t
' o lmos  
, r a i  t
1 we 1 1  a 
. m i n i t
, hau ' f a r  
i z i t
, l u k  ' h i r
' ifla 
' ni^*
' n i f l *  aem , a i  
' f  o r , h e d  
' r a i t  , i r
BEL
' n i g r o
0
1 naeni
hi k
' o lmos  
, m i d n a i t
' o lmos  f o l  
, daun
' f a :  . o f
'weit 'Ap
. hau ' f a :  
l z  i t
' l u k  ouva  
, flea
1 ifta 
' nifta  
,mi 'n i f ia  
' f  ored  
' r a i t  . i a
117
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71 c o n t i n u e d  
8 .  h e a r d  
m o u t h  
t o o t h  
t e e t h
h3 *d
maue
t * u e
tie
h3 d 
maue 
tue 
tie
h s r d
m a u e
t u O
tie
72
1 .  g u m s
2 .  p a l m  
f i s t  
f i s t s
3 .  J o i n t  
s k i n
4 .  c h e s t
5 .  s h o u l d e r s
gQ‘,ims
p a m
fist
f i s:
d 301nt3
s k i  n
t Jest
1 f o u l d 1 s  ■* *
gAinz 
pam 
f 1 s
d 301nt 
skin 
t jest 
1J ould13
gAmz 
palm 
f iT st
d  3 0 1 n t
ski n
t / e s t
'fouldo 
.bleidz
73
1 .  s t r o n g
2. good
n a t u r e d
3. awkward
s trot]
. isi
' g 3UWI I]
1 f AKTmbl 1 q
stror]
.gud
'n e 11J 1 d
'okwid
str oi}
' izi
' g o u  I I)
' o k w i d
5 .  s k i l l f u l 'veri ,gud ski Ifol s k i I f  o l
o c c u p a t i o n s  1k a p t i n
' f  3 1 s  . me 1 1
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h3rd
maue
tue
tie
g Amz
pam
f i o f  
d 301n t  
skin 
t Je B t  
1J ouldiz
h 3rd
mauO
tue
tie
gAinz
pam
fist 
d 3 0 ints 
skin 
t Jest 
1Jould^z
72
h»d
maue
tue
tif
gAmz
pam
f i sts 
d 301nt 
ski n
'Jould»z
hsrd
maue
txue
tie
gAmz 
pam 
f i st 
f i st 
d 301nt 
skin 
t/est 
1Souldis
73
stroi]
,gud
1 ne 11J1 d
1 klAmzi 
1okwid
a 1 dept 
'skilfdl
stroij
' izi 
.gouiij
'okwvd
1keipsb}
stroq
1 gud
,neit J>
1 okw»d 
'skilfsl
stro:
1 izi
.gouii]
' a* kwi d
'gud set 
. Sat
119
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73 continued
'sekin ,meit ---
' 8 3 i d  , m e i t  -------
,bout 'bilda —  
,mad^ 'aut 
9 bo^t
' p l e e q k i Q  —“
■kotkii]-------------
d i ' s a ^ i s  ----
' s e i l  , i n e i k a  -------
' k r o ---------------------------------
,fe^Jamin
' k i  rj-------------------------- -------
,fiT Jamin
' s p A ^ n d j ------- ----
,fiJamin
74
3 .  s c a r e d  s k e : d  s k e t d
6 .  c a r e l e s s  ' k e 3 l i s  ' k e a l i s
8 .  q u e e r  p a ' k j u l j a  a d
LRJ
' f i J a m i n
' k a : p i n t a  
' p l A m i  i]
' r u f  i  rj 
l e k 1t r i 3 » n
s k e a d  
'k e 3lis
k w e a
'fiJ>min
a k e :  d  
’k e : l i s
p a ' k j u l j a  
k w i  9
1spAnd3 
,daiT9 Z
1daiv»z
74
a k e r d  a k e r d  s k e a d
a 1f r e i d
' n e g l i d  31 n t  ' k e r l i a  ' k e a l i s
' k e r l i a
tr e k l i a
a r d  ' a d . b o l  a t r e i n d 3
p a ' k j u l i *  ' e g , h e d
k w e r  k w i r
121
4 .  e x c i t e d
6 .  t i r e d
7 .  w o r n  o u t
1 .  g o t  s i c k  
2 *  b e t t e r
3 ,  i n  b e d
5 .  c a u g h t  a
c o l d
6 .  h o a r s e
7 .  c  o u g h  
f a i n t
TER
75
'«Qj i s 
' t a z  a d
, w o : n  1a u t
76
I i  . g a t  
' s i k
' b e  t a
i n  ' b e d
1 h sez  a  
, k a y  
n a t  ' r i l i  i]
, w e i  
* ' k o t  a  
, k a u d
h o :  s  
k o f
, A n ' k a n t / i s  
f e i n t
EL
' k s a i d i d  
t a a d
, w o : n  ' a u t
, g a  t  ' s  i  k
, J o u * m
i m ' p r u v m i n t  
, g e t p  ' b e t a
, n a  t  ' Ap 
i n  ' b e d
, k o t  a 
' k o u l
h o T s  
' k o f i n  
'f e i n t i n
LRJ
i k ' s a i d i  t  
' t a I d  , a u t
e k ' z o s t e t
' g a t  s i k
J o u w i  I]
, s a i n z  a 7  
i n
’ p r u v m i n t  
i n  ' b e d
' k o t  a  
, k o u
h o ;  s  
' k o f i n  
f e i n t
* Suggested by the interviewer.
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, k o u l d
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'saitid 
'tAk»d
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i'zostid
waz 'sik
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, k o u l
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f e1 nt
h o r s  
k o p  
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h o r s
k o f
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f e i n t
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2 .  d e a f
3 .  f e v e r
4 .  a g u e
b u c k
f e v e r
5 .  s w e a t
6 .  b o i l
7 .  p u s  
w a t e r
8 .  s w e l l e d
2 .  w o u n d  
i r r i t a t e d
3 .  i o d i n e
4 .  q u i n i n e
5 .  d i e d
6 .  d i e d  o f
b u r i e d  
7 • c e m e t a r y
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s w e  t
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1 w o t a
s w e l  
1a w o l i n
i  n ' f e k t i d  
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1. coffin 
funeral
2. mourning
4 . worry
5. rheumatism
6. mumps (is,
are)
measles 
(is, are)
7 . diphtheria
8. jaundice
1kofin
'berisi 
, scrsmoni
'mo: mi]
' wa*t i
1 r u m s , 11 s i m
'mA^mps veri 
,deindjsri8
'misxls s 
veri
.deindjsriB 
dip'Giris 
' d 3dA nd i a
1 ksski t 
fjun;
'mo: nin 
' wAri
1 r u m s , ti aim
, m A m p s  1 a : 
,demd3sri s
,mi siIs 'is 
,deind3sris
dip'Giris
' j e l o
,d3ondis
'kofin 
1 b e n  si
*mo:nii]
' WAT I
' rums , 11 zip
,mAmps a: 
ksn
1teid 3+s
d i p'Oiris
, Jelo
1 d 3a nd i s
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1. appendicitis s.pendi
1 s a i d 1 8
2. tuberculosis
3 .  v o m i t
4 . sick to 
his
stomach
t u ,b 3Ikju 
'louais
' vami ts 
pjuk
, sik an hi s 
' stA^mik
s 1p e n d i k s  
, p e n d s
' B a d  i  s
a t u b s k s  
' lousi 8
, B r o o d  ' A p
,sik tu iz 
' stamik
,pends 
1eaidis
'tubsks 
,1011818
'vami t 
,Bru i z 
'Juz sp
'Apset 
, stAmik
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' m A m p s  iz  
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. d e t n d j a r i e
' m i z i l z  iz 
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d j a r i s
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' d j a n d i s
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1s a i t i a
a . p t n d i
' s a i t i s
a . p t n d i
' s a i t i s
, p en di
' s a i t i s
t a , b 3 i k j u
' l O U B I B
, t u b a k a  
1l o u s i a
t a , b j k j u
1 l O U S J  8
t a , b > k j u
'I o u b i b
' 8 r u  ap ' v a m i t 173Tmi ts  
'firouz ap
' T a m i t
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take it 
easy
.doynt 'kil 
jasilf
ri'ltks 
,teik it 
1 Ibi
,teik it 
'isi
keep it 'kip Sis
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'kip: it 'kip it
I shall be — a 'wil ail
shall be 
glad
fill bi 
'glad
,wil hi 
'gltd
al bi 
'hspi
courting 'koitiij ,hz 'kojtin 'kostm lia 
,pl
boyfriend 'boi.frcnd
'fela
'bai.frwd 'bai.fren
girl
friend
'g3rl ,frend 
1svit.hatt
'gal ,frtn 'gjl ,fren
kissing 'kieii)
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'kisin kieii]
fiancee m'tindid
,waif
fa.nsn'sei fi'anse
turned him 
down
,scd 1nau ,t3!nd it 
'davjn
,ri'dj£kdid
reception ri'sepjin .stla'breifin ri'sepjin
narried 'marid 'mserid 'meend
best nan ,bts 'ran >8 'men 'bis ,nui
bridesmaid 'braidz'meid ,meid av
'ana
'bradz
,ieid
member of 
wedding 
party
MM 'stud wiE 
am
, stand: Ap
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teik it 
' izi
teik it 
' izi
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,wil bi 
' glaad
' ko: ti q 
bou
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' b o i , f r e n d
al 'bi
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1 hepi
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al 'bi
,wil bi 
' hepi
,g o u 10 
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b o i ,fren
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1 ki si 13
' gvl ,frend
'kisiQ
gsl fren
' ki si 13
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, fren
' ki b i q
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7 .  s o c i a l
a f f a i r
1 .  d a n c e
3 .  s c h o o l
l e t s  o u t
4 .  s t a r t s
5 .  p l a y e d
h o o k e y
6 .  e d u c a t i o n
7 .  c l a s s r o o m
8 .  c o l l e g e
1 .  l i b r a r y
2 .  p o s t
o f f i c e
3 .  d e p o t
4 .  h o t e l
5 .  t h e a t r e
6 .  m o v i n g
p i c t u r e
h o u s e
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1 d s n s
, p a :  d  i
' 8 k * u l  i z  
, a u t
3U p p
, p l e i d  
1 h u k i
, e d  39  1 k e i  / i  n
' s k J u l , r u m  
1k a i " l i d 3
84
1l a i , b r e r i
' p s u s t  
, o f  i  s
1 d i p o
, h a u 1 t e l z  
' r u m  11]
, h a u z i s
' 0 i a t a
, m u v i i j  
' p i k / a  
, J3U
' J«d3 
a , f  t a
1 d e e n a i  n  
, p a ! d i
, 1  e  t  s  ' a u  t
' o u p i n
, p l e i d  
' h u k i
,ed 3u ' k e i / i n
1 k i s s , r u m z
' k a  1 1 d  3
1 l a , b e r i
1p o u s t  
, of I 8
1 d i p o
, h o u ' t e l
, m o u ' t e l
' 0 1 a d a
' 0 i a d a
' g e t :  
a , g e 8 a
1d s 9 n a
1 a k u l z :  , a u t
8 t a :  t
, p l e i d  
' h u k i
. edja
'k e i / in
' k i s s , r u m
' k a 1 1 d  3
' l a , b r e r i
'pouBt:
, o f  i  s
' r e i l r o d  
, B t e i / i n
1h o u t e l
, 0 i ' e i d a
' m u v i  
, h a u s
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b o l
, s k u l  i z  
' a u t
s t a :  t
. p l e i d  
1 h u k i
, e d  j u ' k e i J i n
1 k i s s . r u m
1 k a  1 1 d  3
84
1 l a , b r e r i
1p o u s t  
, o f  i  s
' r e i 1 ' r o u d  
, s t e i J i n
1h o u t e l
'0I3t»
1 m u v  i t h a u  a
d s n t s
gets 'a u  t
s t a r t
,p i e i d  
' h u k i
, ed31'keiJin
1 k i s s , r u m  
' ka-^lid 3
'lai.breri
1p o u s t  
, o f  J B
1 t r e i n  
, B t e i J i n
' m o u t e l  
' h o u t e l
0 i 1e i t a  
0 i ' e i t a
BEL
.fcig
' p a : 11
d s n s
1s k u l  * a z  
, a u t
t e i k  ' i n  
a , g e n
, p l e i d  
' h u k i
' k i s s ,  r u m  
' k a  1 1 d  3
1l a . b r e r i
' p o u s t  
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1h o u t e l
' 0 i a t a
1 r a u v i  
, 0 1 a t a
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7 .  h o s p i t a l
8 .  n u r s e
1 .  p u b l i c
s q u a r e
2 .  b l o c k s
3 .  c a t t y * -
c o r n e r e d
5 .  g e t  o f f
6 .  c o u n t y
s e a t
7 .  g o v e r n m e n t
1 .  C i v i l  W a r
2 .  l a w  a n d
o r d e r
3 * w a s
h a n g e d
4 ,  h a n g e d
h i m s e l f
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'me in  ' d r e g
b l o k s
' kedx 
, k o : n z d
, g e t  *oTf
' s i t  ov fto 
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b l a k s
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b l a k s
1 ksed i
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b l a k s  
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' g e t  , o f
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, s i t
' g a y i n , m i n t
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1 o: da
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EM
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n3rs
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• d a u n , t a u n  
1 h i  z m  s 
. d i s t r i k t
b l a k s
1 k a e t i  
, k o r n i d
, l e t  ' o f
1t a u n , h a u s  
'k a u n t i  
, s i t
'g A v w n m i n t
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, sivil
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p i s
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' k e t i  
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' l o  p  
, o r d a
hAij
BEL
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n 3 r s
s k w e a
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'egaml
, g e t  ' o f
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,kaunti
* Bit 
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w o  b i , t w i n  
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7 .  S o u t h
C a r o l i n a
G e o r g i a
A l a b a m a
K e n t u c k y
L o u i s i a n a
F l o r i d a
T e n n e s s e e
8 .  M i s s o u r i  
A r k a n s a s  
T e x a s
C a l i f o r n i a
Ohio
1 .  M i a m i
T a l l a h a s s e e
K e y  W e s t
K e y  L a r g o
3 .  m i l e s
o t h e r
m e a s u r e ­
m e n t s
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, a l  a  1b a m a
k e An 't A k i
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' flarida
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' k i  ' w e  s t  
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, sauO
kara'lana
'd3 o ; d 38
,ala1bama
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1tenasi
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'at kin,so
'teksis
, kali 
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o'haija
mai'ami 
,tala' hasi 
,ki 'we81 
,ki 'lalgo 
matlz
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EM
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BEL
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k i ' t A k i
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1 .  C a t h o l i c ik s e i i k
B a p t i s t
M e t h o d ! 8 t
Episco­
p a l i a n
P r e s b y ­
t e r i a n
P r o t e s t a n t
o t h e r s
‘ b s b t  i s
' m e O a d i s
a , p i  s k a  
1p e i l J a n
, p r e s b a  
' t i r i a n
' b a e p t  i  s  
1m e © a d i e
, p i  s k a
' p e i 1 J i n z
' b s p t i s  
'meOadis
, p 3 r s p a  
' t i r i a n
1p r a d a s i n
, s e v p  d e  
a ' v e n i s
' p r o u k j a l
2 .  J o i n e d  
3  • G o d  
4 .  o a t h
d 3 o m d
gad
deem
5 .  M a s s
6 .  s e r m o n
7 .  p s a l m
8 .  m u s i c  
h y m n a l
mss
1 83m m  
sam
1mjusik 
himn}.
d  j o 1 n  
g a d
Ai 'gad
d 301 n
gad
dsem
' h a 1 m s s
'Bs'min
s a m
' m j u s i k  
' b s l i d
ms b
' s a r m i n
s a m z
1 m j u z i k
' s a * q  , b u k  
' h i m  , b u k
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' roumin 
•kaeOlik
' me3adia
, p i  s k a  
' p e i l j i n
, p r e z b i  
' t i n  a n
8 9
>k»eiik
'bsptiat 
1me&adist
a ,pi ska
1peilj in
' p r a t a s t m t
‘ksSlik
' bspti 
1incited is
.preapa 
1 t i n  an
'kaeGlik
1m e i t e d i a
a ,pi ska 
' p e i l j i n
' p r a t a s t i n
, k a q g n
'geiJanalist
d 301nd
gad
deem
ms a 
1samin 
sam
1mjuzik 
1 bslid
k e i m
gad
d a e m
maea
'Barmin 
samz 
'mjuzik 
'him ,buka
1lu9 r 1n
d 301 n 
gad
maes 
'samin 
sam
'mjuzik 
'himnrl
d 301 n
gad
da: n
hek
Jut
ms b
1 s 3 r m m  
aamz 
'mjuzik 
1 himn+1
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1 . d e v i l  
S a t a n
2 . g h o s t
3 .  hau nte d
h o u s e
4 .  r a t h e r
warm
5 .  r a t h e r
n o t
6 . a w f u l l y
warm
7 .  v e r y
1 . a f f i r ­
m a t i o n
2 . y e s
3 .  yeB ( t o
e l d e r s )
1 . o a t h s
TIER
90
' d e v i 1
' s e i d i n  
' w e b . f u t  
Si
1 ®d va , s e r i  
'bugi  .men
* s p u k i  
, h a u  s
' k a i n d a  
, wo:m
,d 3unt 
, kea
' t e r i b l  i 
, h a t
'B3 intinli
91
Jua
jES
J e s *83
J e s ' WMMT)
, nau 'mem
, n3u 1 83
92
dem
EL 
1d e v i 1
1b u g i ( m®n 
g o u s
' h o n t i d  
h a u  s
* r e f l a  
' r e f l a
J o a
, J o a  ' du 
j e s
, jSB 1 33 
J e s  1 mem
dem
LRJ
dev}.
g o u s t
' h o n t i d  
, h a u s
1 raefia 
, na t
' o f  1 1 
' v e r i
, p a z i  
'tivli
1o l  , r a i t
, j£S *33 
J 6 B
1d e m : i t  
, o u  1 h e l  
' da:  n i  11
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JA
• d e v i l  
s e i  t p
•bilzs.bAb
goust
' h o n t i d  
, hauzi 8
'kainda
' r 1 1 1 
1m a i t i
• a e b B a , l u t l i  
J e p
' j e s  ,83 
1 j e s  , mem
EM
' d e v i 1
s e i  t p  
i m p
g o u s t
1h o n t i d  
1h a u  z i z
' ra8a 
' r a f t *  n a t  
i k ‘ s t r i m l i  
1 v e r i
• h e l  ' j e s
j e s
j e s
HS
90
' d e v i 1 
s e i  t p
g o u s t  
' h o n t i t  
'refto , h a t  
' r e f i s  n a t  
1 ri 1 1 
' v e r i
J u s
j e o
'jes ,83 
• j e s  ,mem
BEL
' d e v i l  
s e i  tp
g o u s t
' h o n t i d
•wi  , b i t
' refts  
, n a t
e k 1s t r i m l i  
. h a t
Jua
' d a t n  , Jua 
j e o
• j e s : , 3  
' J e s  ,maem
9 2
dem ,ou  'dem —  a u t j
h e l  dem 1d e m : i t
h e k  
d a l n
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9 2  c o n t i n u e d  
7 .  c u r s e
8 .  h o w  a r e  
y o u
1 ,  h o w  d o
y o u  d o
2 .  g o o d - b y e
3 .  c o m e  a g a i n
5 .  M e r r y
C h r i s t m a s
C h r i s t m a s
g i f t s
6 .  H a p p y  N e w
Y e a r
7 .  m u c h
o b l i g e d
8 . f o r g e t  i t
TER
kAS
t h a u  J u  
' f i l m  
t a d e
9 3
' h a u  j  a  
. f i l
, s i  j a
a 1 g e n
, k A m  a ' g e n
,meri
1 kri SIM'S
1 kr i sims 
gifs
, h s p i  ' n u  
J  I 3
1 m A t /
a , b l a i d  3
f a 'get it
EL
s w e  a
, h a u  ' a :
, g l ® d  t a  
' m i t / a
, g u d ' b a i
,kAm p 'si 
m i
, s A m t a m
' mer i
'k r i 8 m i s
' pai^^silB
, h * p i  ' n u  
, Jl3
, m A t  J 
3 1p r i / i 
e i d i d
f a 1 g e t  i t  
, d o u n t
' m e n t J i  n i  t
LRJ
k 3 r s
1h a u  , a : j u  
.filiO
, g l » d  ta 
' m i t / a
, g u d 1b a i
, k o l  a ' g e n
' m e r i
, k r i a m i s
1k r i s m i s  
, g i f s
, h ® p i  ' n u  
jia
'mAt/
a , b l a d 3 d
f a ' g e t  i t  
. d o u n t  
' m e n  
/ a n :  11
94
1 .  t h i n k $ i  i j k O i D k 6 i i j k
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JA
k s r s
' g u d ' b a i
,kAm a'gen
' m e n
' k r i s m i  s
' k r i e m i  a  
' g i f s
, h a p i  ' n u  J i a
, mA t /
a 1blaid 3
, d o u n t
1m e n t J i n i  t
Eld
p r a 1f e n i t i  
k»s
, h a u  j  a  b i n  
' f  i l i i j
9 3
. a i  J a  
' l e i t a  
,g u d ' b a i
, k o l  m i  
a ' g e n  
k a m  , b a k  
a  1 g e n
, mer i
1 k r  i sDH-s
1 kr i s u h b
. g i f s
, h a p i  ' n u  
J i r
i n ' d e t i d
, d o u n t
1m e n t / i n i i t
94
HS
k ? s
,hau ' a r
jo
, h a d  j a  
' d u  , a »
, g u d ' b a i
, k Xm a ' g e n
,meri
1 k r  I 8ITH8
g i f s
, h a p i  1 n u  
jia
a ' p r i / i e i t  
it ,mAtJ
, d o u n t
1m e n t / i n t i t
BEL
kA8
, h a u  1 a :
Ja
, h a u  d i  j a  
* d u
, g u d 1b a
, kAm a ' g e n
, m e r  i
' k r i  s n H s
' k r i s m i  8 
g i f s
, h a  pi ' n u
jia
a ' b l a *  3
,^at8 'nA0 in 
, d o u  
' m e n  
t / i n : i t
0i ri k g e e 0 i  Qk
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94 continued
2 .  g r o c e r y  
s t o r e
4 .  w r a p
u n w r a p
2 .  b o r r o w
7 ,  s w a m
8 .  d i v e d
1 .  d r o w n e d
6 .  k n e e l e d
7 .  l i e  d o w n
1 .  l a y
2 .  d r e a m e d
3 .  w o k e  u p
8 .  p u l l
1 .  p u s h
TER
■g r 3 u s r i  
, s t o s
r ® p
' A n r a e p
9 5
•bara
swsem
d o u v
9 6
d r a u n d
n i l d
, g e t  m l  9 
1 d a d  33
9 7
1 l a i  i  o
1d r i m i  q 
d r i m d
3 'W 3uk 
'pui lio
9 8
1P A JiD
EL 
‘ g r o u s n
, 8 1 09
r « p
' A n , r ® p
' b a r s
s w s m
d o u v
d r a u n d
n e l  t
. a t r e t /
1 a u t
l e i
d r e m p
' w e i k  ' Ap  
p u l
'PA/IIJ
LRJ
' g r o u / r i  
, 8 1 08
r » p
' A n r ® p
l o u n  
'barid
s w s m
d o u v
d r a u n d
n e l t
r e s t
l e i d
d r e m p
1w o u k  , Ap  
p u l
PA/
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JA
1g r o u a r i  
, a t o a
raept
1 Anraep
' b a n d
awaem
douv
'draundid 
nel t
1 l a * ,daun
d r  emt 
' puli 13
'p u / 1n
EH
' g r o u a r i  
, a t o r
raep
, An1 r«ep
9 5
1 b a n d
Bwsem
douv
9 6
draund
nclt
' lai ,daun
9 7
laid
drcmt
a'wouk 
1 puli 13
H S  
1gr o u J r i
, Btoa
raep
'An, raep
' b a r o
awaem
d o u v
draund
nild
'lei ,daun
laid
drimd
'wouk ,Ap 
' pul 113
9 8
' p u  J 113 ' p u  J I 13
BEL
.grouaari 
' m a : ki t
raep
' A n , r« p
' b a r o
Bwaem
douv
draund
nelt
' l ai_
.daun
le id
pul
pu/
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98 continued
2 .  c a r r y
4 .  r e p a i r
5 .  b r i n g
6 .  t a g
8 .  c a t c h
1 .  c a u g h t
3 .  l o a f i n g
4 .  w a i t  f o r
( y o u )
5 .  c h a n c e
6 .  h u m o r
4 .  r e c o g n i z e
5 .  m i s s  y o u
6 .  c  h a t
7 .  w r i t t e n  
w r o t e
TER EL LRJ
t u k  3 
1 l 3 U d  
l A g
p t t t j
p a s
t a g
k a t /
t o u t
m e n d
g e t
k a H /
' d r a g d : i t
' m e n d :  i t  
b n  i)
, 111 ' peek 
k a H  J
9 9
k o t
’ w e i  s t i  i)
, t a i m
' w e 11 ft e 9
t  / a n t s
' h a e p i
k a n ,  d i  J t - n
k o t
' l o u f i n
' w e  11 
, a n  j a
t  / a n t s
' s p i r i t s
k o 9 t  
' w e i s t a
w e  11
t / a n t s
' h a p i  , m u d  
' g u d  , m u d  
, g u d  ' h j u m a
100
' r e k a g . n a i s  ' r e k a ( n a z
' m i / : u  ' m i / : a
' g a s i p  ' g a s i p
' r e k a  t n a 1 z  
' m i / : u  
' g a s i p
r i t p  r o u t  r o u t
  r o u t  r o u t
r i  t p
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JA EM HS
t o u t
c
1 t o u t i o h o i
mend
g e t
t a g
k e t j
'm e n d : it 
' g o u  ' g e t  
t a g  
k a A t  J
f  i k s  
g e t  
t a g  
k e T t  J
9 9
k o t  
1 louf 11)
'weit .fo
Ja 
t J a n t B 
1hjuma
k o t
'waild it 
owe
'weit fo 
,mi
t J>nta
1d 3ofal 
1 h a e p i
kot
' w e i B t i n  
' weit fa
. Ju 
t / a n t e  
mud
100
‘ r e k a , n a i  z  
1 m i  J :  a  
' g a s i p
1r e k a , n a i z
' m i s  S a m
t o k
g a b
1reka,naiz 
'miJ:u 
tok
' t / a t »
r i  t p
r o u  t  c
r i  t p  
r o u t
r  i  t ^ i  
r o u t
BEL
lAgd
f  i k s  
b r i p  
t a g  
k a t  J
k o t
' k i  l i i ]
’ w e i s t i o
' we11 , f  o
ja
t J a n t s  
mud
1r e k i , n a z
' m i s  S a m
t o k  
j a p  
' g a  s i p
r  i  t p
r o u t
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100 continued
8 .  a n s w e r
9 .  a d d r e s s
{ v e r b )
a d d r e s s  
( n o u n )
1 .  t a u g h t
3 .  r a n
a s h o r e
1 .  n o t h i n g
2 . s o m e t h i n g
3 .  s u c h  ( a
g o o d  o n e )
4 .  w h o l e
5 .  a l w a y s
6 .  s i n c e
7 .  o n  p u r p o s e
8 .  a f f i r m a t i v e  
n e g a t i v e
TER
' a e n s a  
' ae, d r e s  
‘ a e d r t s
101
t o t
1 0 2
, r a e n  a  ' J  o a  
, r A n  o ' g r a u n d
1 0 3
1 nof^Oi 
1 sAmOi 13 
b e s t
h 3 U l
'o l ,weiz 
si  n t s
a n  ' p s i p i s  
, m  1 hm
■7 a *7 7 :
EL
' a e n s a  
a ' d r e s  
a ' d r e s
t o t
, r A n  a ' g r a u n  
, rA n  a  1J oa
1nAOin 
* sAm©in 
1n a i s  w a n
h o u i :
' o l w i z
' p 3 1 p i  8
, m  ' h m
- n  ,7^
LRJ
r i ' p l a i  
1 a e n s a
a ' d r e s  
a  1 d r e s
t o t
, r a e n  a  ' J o a
1 n A O i  13 
' s A ^ m O i  13 
SAt J
* o l w a z  
s i n t s
i n ' t e n / a n l i  
a A n  ' p 3r p a B
a ' Ku
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JA
' aensa 
a 1 dres 
' aed r e s
tot
, rAn a 1 J- oa
' n A # i  13 
' 8 Am#i i] 
dal n
ol
houl 
1olwez 
si nt 8 
an 1pspis
,a  'tfa 
'?a ,?a
EM HS BEL
ri’plai 
1 aena9
. a?1 dres
a 'dres 
' aedres
‘ sens* 
'ae.dres 
' aedre b
'aensa
a ' dree
' aedres
101
tot tot to: t
102
rAn 
a 1graund
' raen 11
a , ; oa
trapn a 1 J oa
1 0 3
1nA6 in 
1 BAin&i 13
houl
' nA#i 13 
' s Ain# 113
houl
' nA0i 13 
' s A j n # i  13 
' s p e / 1 1
hou-t
1olwez 
si nts
1n 1 ten/1nai1
an p>p1s 
.o’ ' hA
' ?  A ?  7
1 o l , w e i z  
s i T n t 8 
' p^pas
'm , hm
• ? a  ? 7
1 oT lwez 
si nts 
an 'pjpis
,m 1 hm
•?r
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TEH EL LRJ
1 0 4
1 , ask aesk aesk aes
asked aeskt aesk aest
3 . drew dru dro (pres. dru
t e n s e )
4 .  hoist hoist 'hoiBdid hoist
5 d r a g g e d  draegd drseg drAg
drAg
148
JA EM HS
1 0 4
aesk aesk aesk
aeskt aeskt aeskt
d r u  d r u  d r u
d r o
h o i s t  h o i s t  h o i s t
draegd drAg drAg
drAg
BEL
aesk 
aeskt 
d r  * u
hoi s 
draegd
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A d d i t i o n a l  s e a  t e r m s  o f f e r e d  b y  TER
1 .  r o u g h  w a t e r
2 .  r o u g h  t o d a y
3 .  t h e  s e a  i s
r u n n i n g  h i g h
4 .  t e r r i b l y
r o u g h
5 .  t h e  w i n d  i s
b u i l d i n g  u p
6 .  b i g  s w e l l s
7 .  m a n y  w h i t e
c l o u d s
, r a ^ f  ' w o d a  
' r A f  t a d e
f l a  , s i z  ' r A n i i j  , h a i
' t e r i b l i  , r A f
ft a  ' w i n d  i z  . b i l d i q
, b i g  1 s w e l z
s a  , l a t  a  ' f l a i j + a  
, s k a i  t a d e
. Ap
in fta
CHAPTER IV
ANALYSIS
This chapter will deal with phonological characteristics of 
standard southern British, and Southern and General American 
dialects and the presence of these in the speech of the seven Conch 
informants as a group. It will also deal with a mixture of the 
characteristics of two and sometimes all three of these dialects as 
that mixture is found in che speech of the informants as individuals. 
Also included in this chapter will be a discussion of some of the 
deviations from the dialects mentioned as found in the speech of 
the informants. In addition to the workbooks, vowel charts 
patterned after those in Kurath and McDavid^ have been used to 
assist the investigator (see pages 173-179 in this chapter).
Because of the limitations of this study, only phonological 
features of standard southern British, Southern and General American 
dialects have been discussed. This discussion follows the pattern
•y
presented in Claude MerLon Wise's Applied Phonetics.
^Hans Kurath and Raven I. McDavid, Jr., The Pronunciation of 
English in the Atlantic States (Ann Arbor, Michigan: The University
of Michigan Press, 1961), pp. 31-100.
2
Claude Merton Wise, Applied Phonetics (Englewood Cliffs,
New Jersey: Prentice-Hal1, Inc., 1957), pp. 182-220, 239-244.
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Word lists for items discussed in this chapter can be found 
in Appendix B of this study.
I. DIALECT FEATURES
A. STANDARD SOUTHERN BRITISH
1. Vowels
/ I_/ in Unstressed Suffixes. Wise states that " . . .  in
unstressed suffixes -ace, -ain, -ate, -ed, -en. (if the stem contains
a front vowel), -es, -ess . -et, -ice , - id, - in, - ip, - is, -ist, -it,
—  —  3
-ite, -uce" the vowel generally unstresses to j_ | _/. (Unstressing 
to j_ i_/ in these unstressed suffixes as well as in those spelled 
-ad, -as, -ase. -op, and -ute also occurs in Southern American 
English. See page 158.) Of all the features of British speech this 
was the most prevalent in the speech of the informants interviewed. 
Not only was this feature a prevalent one, it was also the most 
consistent feature in the speech of each individual informant. So 
strong was the tendency to use J_ i _/ by all seven informants in the 
unstressed suffixes mentioned above that only three out of fifty 
such words produced exceptions. Two of the three exceptions were 
caused by vowelization of the final consonant n, thus causing the 
final unstressed vowel to be dropped and reducing what might have
^Ibid., p. 240. (The word suffix is used here in the sense 
it is used by Wise in Applied Phonetics. For example, Wise 
considers the final syllables -ad in the word salad and en in the 
word kitchen as suffixes. This study will also refer to these final 
syllables as suffixes.)
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been £  — t i n _ _ /  to £  “ t p _ / .  The exceptions were;^
48.5 eaten all informants / “ tp_/
69.2 tourist TER
100.7 written all informants Z —t p _ /
£  i _/ i^n Medial Syllables. Another characteristic of 
British speech pointed out by Wise is the use of " £  I_/ generally 
in medial syllables spelled with , £ , or In the following
fifteen words of the above category, the informants indicated in 
the right-hand column used £  I _/ in the medial syllable.
1.5 seventy TER, LRJ, JA, EM, HS, BEL
9.3 furniture all informants
40.2 anywhere all informants
56.7 honeydew EL, BEL
57.5 obligate TER, EL
62.5 boysenberry JA
65.1 pregnancy EL
65.5 pacifier LRJ, HS, BEL
73.5 carpenter LRJ
74.6 negligent EM
82.7 celebration TER
86.7 Florida all informants
The number 48.5 indicates that the word eaten is the fifth 
item in section 48 of the workbooks in Chapter III. Other such 
numbers indicate similar information.
5
Wise, o£. clt. , p. 240.
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86.8 California all informants
90.6 terribly TER
The Use of /  t  _/. According to Wise "/ C _/ is used in 
numerous words spelled with air, are, ear."*’ Seven words in this 
category appeared in the workbooks and the vowel /  C _/ was used with 
only one exception. In his pronunciation of the word stairs (vowel 
chart, p. 174 ) EL used /e I_/ instead of J_t _ / . Wise goes on to say 
that "words in ar and arr plus a vowel other than ^ are pronounced 
with /  ® _ / . " 7 Three such words, carriage (64.4), Sarah (68.1), and 
married (82.6) appear in the workbooks. When the words carriage 
and married were used by the informants they invariably used / «_/; 
however, when the word Sarah was used, only EM used / s ® t h e  
other six informants used / 3 £“ _/.
The Use of f_ 0_ / . Wise writes that "/ 0_/ in many words 
spelled with all, aul, or aw in the final syllable, or with al, 
augh, aul, aw, or ough plus one or more consonants, is pronounced 
. . . / 3 "^ _/ but suggests / o _/ to most Americans."® Of seven 
such words only one, brought (27.2), produced j_ O . TER, the 
oldest informant, said /"Wo"*-1-! _/. The rest of the informants 
used / O / .
/ 0 / is also to be found in many words spelled oar, oor,
and o u r Wise also states that "as an alternate for /  0_ / , / 09_/
6Ibid.
7Ibid.
8Ibid. , p. 241.
9Ibid.
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is used, but £  o _/ is most frequently f o u n d . T w e l v e  words
appeared in the workbooks from the above category producing
seventy-seven responses. Of these, thirty-three were represented
by the pure vowel £  3 __/, twenty-seven by £  03_/. The remaining
seventeen responses were recorded as £  3X*_/. ^
L  iS Short "o" Words. £  O _/ is used in all short "o"
1 7words, and in some words spelled with wa,wha, and qua. The use
of £  0 _/ occurred more often in the speech of TER than it did in
the speech of the other informants. He used £  D_/ in such words as
not (57.5) and October (1.8) and £  &**"_/ In wash (18.1). £  0 _/
occurred occasionally in the speech of EL, LRJ, and JA and seldom
in the speech of the other informants.
j_ OU _/ and £  3U _/ Ln Stressed Syllables. Another
important feature of southern British speech found to be highly
consistent in the speech of the oldest informant, TER, but found
only occasionally in the speech of the other six informants, is the
use of £  3U _/ in monosyllables and in other stressed syllables 
_ _ i 3
where only £  OU _/ would be used in most American English. While
— — 14
Jones shows £ O U_/ to be used exclusively, Wise suggests that
10Ibid.
^For further discussion of the ujse of £  T _ / with £  0 _/ 
see the section dealing with "_r and £  T _/ Colored Vowels" in this 
chapter, p. 163.
^Wise, o£. cit. , p. 241.
13Ibid.
^Daniel Jones, An English Pronouncing Dictionary (New York: 
E. P. Dutton, 1937).
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"it is likely that £ 3U _/ is used much oftener than £ OU _/ in 
southern British and on the British s t a g e . T h e r e  were forty-one 
words in the workbooks calling for the £ OU _J sound in the 
stressed position, for which TER offered responses to thirty-four. 
In his responses he used £ 3U twenty times, £ 3° _/ once,
]_ OU _/ three times, and £ OU _/ seven times clearly indicating a 
preference for £ 3U __/. Only two of the other informants used 
£ 3U _/ in the stressed position.
16.6 posts EL ]_ ~3K U—  _/
22.2 crowbar EL £ — 3U—  _/
52.4 over HS £ 3U“  _/
L Stressed Position. The low-mid, back-central
vowel £ A _/ is lower and farther back in southern British than in 
most American speech.^ This feature of British dialect was not 
found in the speech of the two youngest informants, BEL and H S , or 
in the speech of EM, one of the informants in the middle age group; 
however, all of the other informants exhibited an occasional use of 
an allophone of £ A _/, which was often £ £ AT _ / , or £
TER used a sound other than £ A _/ most of the time. In forty-one 
responses he used £ A_/ only five times. Among the vowel sounds 
which TER used in the remaining thirty-six words were £ A*~_/,
L aH T _7, /"ak T _7, £ a"*'*1.7, /"d^_7, £ o ^ _ 7  and
£ t _/ in judge (68.6), and £ in lust (70.6).
^■^Wise, ££. cit. , p. 241 
16Ibid.
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2, Consonants
/  t_/ Used Medially. Wise writes that medial ]_ t_/ is
aspirate in British s p e e c h . T h e r e  were eight words in the
workbooks in which £  t_/ appeared medially. Of these, an aspirate
_/ t / was used by all informants in pronunciation of the following:
prettier (26.6) and cottage (47.4). Other words in which a medial
aspirate £  t_/ was used by all informants more than half the time
are: pretty (26.5), water (48.7), sitting (49.5), lettuce (56.2),
excited (75.4) and better (76.2).
The Use of £  c _ f . Characteristically £  is pronounced £c  _/
"in the intervocalic position within a word and at the end of a
18word before another word beginning with a vowel." Only two 
informants, LRJ and JA, made use of £  during the interviews, 
and it should be noted that £ t  _/ was used not to represent _r, but 
to represent _t, _tt, and r_t in these cases.
^ Ibid. , p. 242. In his discussion of medial aspirate £ t_/, 
Wise includes such words as city, ditty, pity, jetty, netted, little, 
battle, kitten, cotton, rotting, witty. Saturday. and flutter. All 
these words follow a pattern in which the /t / phoneme considered 
to be medial is preceded immediately by a syllable of primary stress 
and followed immediately by a syllable of weak or no stress. This 
writer did not consider words such_as little and battle in his 
discuss_ion of medial aspirate £  t_/ when they were pronounced
and £  In such pronunciations, the tip of the
tongue remains in contact with the alveolar ridge long enough to 
cause the stop£ed air to be released bilaterally to produce the 
following £ \  _/ and thus prevents the J_ t_/ from b^ing asj>irate.
In words _li-^ e kitten and cotton, when pronounced J_ kl tp_/ and 
/_ katp _/, medial J_ t_/ is not aspirate because the stopped air 
is not exploded ove_r the tip of the tongue but released nasally for 
the production of j_ n_/ which follows.
iaWise, op . _ci£. , p. 242 .
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5.6 starting LRJ
12.1 outer LRJ
28.7 comforter LRJ
76.2 better JA
]_ c  _/ was not used in the intervocalic position to 
represent r or rr or in the final position of a word before another
IQ
word beginning with a vowel.
3. Polysyllabic Words 
Another characteristic of British dialect reveals that
"polysyllables have secondary accent less frequently than in
20
American English, especially polysyllables in ary, ery, ory.11 
Two polysyllabic words were pronounced by three informants so that 
only one syllable in each word received stress. TER said ceremony 
(79.1) as j_ 1 s e r a m o n i  _/, EL pronounced appreciated (93.7) as 
J_ 9 ' p r i j i e d l d  _ / , and HS pronounced the same verb in the 
present tense as /  3 1 p r i / i e t  _ / .
4. Miscellaneous Pronunciation
Tomato. Wise writes that in standard southern British the
—  —  21 —  —
a in tomato is usually _/ a _/. The only informant to use J_ a _/
in this word was EL. His response to this word was recorded as
19_  Foj: a more detailed discussion see "intervocalic ir," and 
and j_ r _/ Colored Vowels," on pp. 160, 163-166.
2°Wise, o£. cit., p. 243.
21Ibid.
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j/ ta'mat 9 _/ (55.4). The other informants responded with / «I_/ 
instead of /  a _/.
B. STANDARD SOUTHERN AMERICAN
1. Vowels
ar Final and Preconsonantal. In Applied Phonetics Wise 
states that in Southern American English "a = _/ a _/ in monosyllables 
and stressed syllables containing ar final or preconsonantal and not 
preceded by the sound of J_ w _ / . " 22 TER and LRJ always used j_ a _/ 
in such words while EL, JA, and BEL used j_ a _/ on all but a few 
occasions and then ]_ a9 _/ was used as in car j_ k a a _ /  (23.5) and 
park f_ paak __/ (24.1). EM and HS used j_ a  _/ and j_ ar _/ 
equally throughout the workbooks.
L a _/ Was and What. A characteristic of Southern speech
— . —  2 "1
that usually sees a = J_ a _/ in was and what showed up fairly
consistently in the speech of all seven informants when these words
were used in a stressed position. The vowel sound used in what
(4.3, 52.6) was either j_ a _/, j_ a  ** _ / , or / a _/ in all
instances in the workbooks. The a in wasn1t (25.8, 42.7) was
pronounced about half the time as j_ a _/ or /  a"4i_/ and the other
half as /  A _/. Two informants, TER and LRJ, never used f_ A _/ in
either of these words.
j_ I _/ Ln Unstressed Suffixes. Wise says that in unstressed
22Ibid., p. 207.
2 3Ibid., p. 205.
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suffixes spelled -ace, -ad, -as, -ase, -ate, -ed, -en, -es, -ess,
-et, -Ice, -Id, -In, -ip, -is, -ist, -it, -ite, -op, -uce, and -ute 
the vowel nearly always unstresses to J_ I _/. This was the only 
characteristic of Southern speech which appeared uniformly. In a 
list of fifty words, each containing one of the suffixes above, the 
only variation of j_ I _/ occurred in the word Christmas (93.5) 
in which TER, EM, HS, and BEL said £ -  *  .
Earlier in this chapter it was pointed out that a tendency
to unstress to f_ I _/ in unstressed suffixes spelled -ace, -ate, -ed, 
-en (if the stem contains a front vowel), -es, -ess, -et, -ice, -id,
- in, -ip, - is, -ist, -it, -ite, and -uce was characteristic of 
standard southern British speech. We see now that it is also 
characteristic of Southern American English to unstress to f_ I _/
in those suffixes. Additionally, unstressing to _/ I _/ in Southern
American speech also occurs in words with unstressed suffixes 
spelled -ad, -as, -ase, -op, and -ute. It is clear that unstressing 
to J_ I _/ in words containing unstressed suffixes with orthographic 
combinations as represented above is common to both standard 
southern British and Southern American English.
2. Consonants
— —  25 — —
Clear /!__/• t_ 1 / before stressed front vowels is
2 4 Ibid., p. 208.
2^Since j_ 1 _/ appeared most often as c_lear / 1 _/ before 
stressed front vowels^ the; special symbol f_ 1 _/ was not used. _ _ 
Instead, the symbol j_ 1 / was used to represent the sound of j_ 1 _/ 
whenever it appeared unless it was bacjked sufficiently to be 
considered dark; then special symbol /_ i  _/ was used.
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2 ftusually clear. In Instances where _1 preceded front vowels such as
£  i _/ as in cleans (10.3) , / I _/ as in lit (44.2) , J_ C _/ as in
eleven (1.3), £  *  _/ as in glass (48.7), and front rising
diphthongs such as £  ai _/ in library (84.1) the result was always
a clear £  1_/. In a list of twenty-one such words, clear £  1 _ J
27occurred without exception.
Dark £  1_/* Wise writes that before back vowels as in 
load, finally as in fill, and in intermediate positions after
—  —  O  Q
stressed back vowels, as in pulley, £  i  / usually occurs. In a
list of eleven such words TER, EL, JA, and LRJ used £  \  _/
consistently. TER was the most consistent in his use of £  i  _/,
failing to do so on only one occasion.
Intervocalic _r = _/ r _/. According to Wise "r -  £  r _/
intervocalically (a) medially in a word, as in carry, and (b) at
the end of a word followed by another word beginning with a vowel,
2 9as in there is." In the thirty words where j: appeared medially,
— — 30
as in group (a), the use of £  r _/ always occurred. Three
instances occurred in the workbooks where j: appeared at the end of a
^^Wise, ££. cit., p. 209.
27This was the case unless the _1 fol^oweti a back vowel before 
preceding a front vowel, as in July. Then £  i  _/ sometimes occurred.
^®Wise, o£. cit. , p. 209.
29 Ibid.
30In one word, grocery (94.2), all the^  informants except BEL 
left out the medial vowel. _The^ still used £  T  _ f before the jr, but 
without the medial vowel, f  T f  was not intervocalic in nature.
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word followed by another word beginning with a vowel. In a year ago 
(5.3) EL, EM, HS, and BEL used £  r __/ before ago, LRJ and JA used 
]_ 9 _/, and TER used f_ i J_/. For your aunt (67.8) TER and JA used 
f_ r _/ before aunt while EL used J_ 9  . The other informants did
not respond. In the expression how far is it (70.7) EL, EM, and HS 
used J_ T _/ before ^s, TER, JA, and BEL used ]_ a! _/. LRJ did not
^ 31 respond.
3. Special Words 
Either and Neither. All responses to either (71.3) and 
neither (71.4) were recorded as f_ '1^3 _/ and j_ 'nlftd _/ 
respectively.
Yesterday. Wise says that words like yesterday (3.6) receive
32
secondary stress in Southern American English. EM, HS, and BEL
used secondary stress in this word on the final syllable J_ “ (dei _/
but the other informants unstressed the final syllable to /_ — de _/.
Days of the Week. The days of the week usually have only 
33one stressed syllable. All seven informants put stress on only 
one syllable in each of the days of the week (2.1). There were no 
exceptions.
C. MIXED DIALECT FEATURES
The speech characteristics listed above under standard
31It is interesting to note that a glottal stop was not used
by any of the informants in these environments.
■^Wise, 0£, cit. , p. 211.
33Ibid.
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southern British and Southern American English were offered as 
evidence that elements of both British and Southern American 
dialects are present, to some degree, in the speech of those 
informants interviewed. A check of the workbooks reveals that 
elements of British speech were more prevalent in the speech of the 
older informants than in the speech of the younger informants. The 
following section on mixed dialect features will discuss elements 
of British, Southern American and General American speech as they 
appear in the speech of each individual informant. It will be 
noticed that a mixture of British and Southern American speech 
characteristics appears more often in the speech of the older 
informants while a mixture of Southern and General American speech 
characteristics appears more often in the speech of the youngest 
informants. Elements of all three dialects were found in the speech 
of the informants representing the middle age group.
1. Vowels
"Broad ji" Words. In standard southern British speech Wise 
says that 'V tt_/ is used in 'broad a' words . . . which are in most
cases spelled with ji plus _/ t  _/ {J_ ▼ _/ in some plurals), f_ 8 _ / ,
—  —  n /
j_  & _ / (J_ ft _/ in some plurals), and n plus a consonant." Wise
also points out that a = _/ * _/ in "all 'broad a' words" in the
35 36Southern American and General American dialects. In the
34Ibld., p. 240.
35Ibid., p. 205.
36Ibid., p. 183.
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workbooks a appeared as / a _/ in the speech of only two informants, 
EM and JA. EM used ]_ a_/ in rather (90.5) and JA used j_ a _/ 
in the word glass (vowel chart, p. 176). It is interesting to note 
that while JA said j_ gla"* 8 / when he used the word in isolation,
he said j_ glss / when he used the word in the expression a 
glass of water (48.7). In the remainder of the eighteen words in 
the "broad a" category appearing in the workbooks a = f_ a  _/ without 
exception for all informants.
2. j: and j_ r _/ Colored Vowels
Use of J_ 3_/ and J_ *  _/. In standard southern British
and Southern American dialects words containing the spelling "ear,
er, ir, or, our, ur, and yr" in their stressed syllables are
— “ 37
usually pronounced j_ 3 _/. Words in the same category as those
s  b  *} ft
mentioned above are pronounced f_ y  _/ in General American dialect. 
The older informants, TER and EL, consistently used /_ 3 or 
j_ 3 1 _/ in such words. JA and BEL used j_ 3 _/ most of the time,
while [_ 3 _/ and f_ > _/ appeared in the speech of LRJ on an almost 
equal basis. EM, responding to fifteen out of twenty-two words in 
this category, used f_ J _ /  in ten instances and J_ 3r _/ in four.
The strongest General American Influence represented by this feature 
is to be heard in the speech of the youngest informant, HS. In 
responding to nineteen words containing the vowel sound in bird,
37Ibid.. pp. 241, 206.
38Ibid., p. 185.
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HS used £  9 _/ eighteen times and £  3 r _/ once.
In Southern American and British speech the sound before it
—  —  39
in hurry, worry, etc., is £  A _ / . In the word worry (79.4) TER
said £  1WA*~ ri _/, the other informants, £  1 WAX'! _/.
Use _of £  a _/ and £  9  _/. In both standard southern
British and Southern American English, unstressed syllables spelled
ar, er, Jjr, mr, our, ur, and jrr are pronounced £  3 _/,4^ while in
—  — 41
General American they are pronounced £  9  . Of the seven
informants interviewed in this study only two used £  9 in words
of the above category. The two informants were EM from the middle
age group, and HS, the youngest informant. While it must be pointed
out that the unstressed syllables of the words in this category were
usually spelled ^r, other spellings, such as ur in Arthur (67.8) and
or in humor (99.6), were also pronounced £  9  _/ by these two
informants. Only once was £  9  _/ used to represent an unstressed
syllable other than a suffix and that was in the word overalIs
(27.1) when EM said £  'OUTfr.Dl* J .
Use of £  r  _ _ /, £  3  _ /  or Silence After _/ D _/. In General
42American speech, consonant _r is always pronounced. In standard
southern British and Southern American speech £  is often dropped or
~^Ibid. , pp. 241, 206.
40Ibid., pp. 242, 208.
41Ibid., p. 187.
42,'Ibid.
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J_ 9 _/ Is substituted.43 The words in which _r appeared after J_ O _ / 
and the informants supplying the responses were:
1.1 four EM £ for J
3.8 before TER, LRJ, HS I toi ' f o  J
EM £ b i 1f 0 9  J
26.7 your EM £ j o r *  J
40.4 forward EM, HS £ ' f o r  — _ /
54.4 core EM, HS £ k o r  J
67.1 door EM £ da** _/
71.6 forehead HS £ ' f o r  -  J
76.6 hoarse EM, HS £ h o r s  J
79.2 mourning EM, HS, BEL £ ' m o r  —  J
86.1 war EM £ w o - * r _ /
86.2 order EM, HS £ • o r  -  J
86.7 Georgia EM, HS £ - o r  -  J
86.8 California EM £ — o r  — _ /
94.2 store EM £ s t o r  _ /
HS used f_ r _/ in your (26.7) but he substituted J_ U _/ for 
]_ O _/ as did BEL in yours (43.8).
L * J. 9 _ /  After ]_ i  sp _ / ,  /  u  _ / ,  ]_ a i  _ / ,
au _/. In standard southern British and Southern American speech, 
which are sometimes referred to as r-less dialects, Wise says that 
'V ® _/ la the pronunciation of j: when a monosyllable or stressed
43Ibid., pp. 242, 209.
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syllable ends in r after / i_/, / « _ / , / « _ / , /  *  _/, / ai _/,
-  -  44 -  -  -  -
£  au _/ •" In a list of twelve such words £  r _/, £  ar _/, and
/  » _/ appeared as pronunciations for consonant £  r _/, As before,
EM and HS were the greatest j_ T _/ contributors. The word ear (vowel
chart, pp. 173-179) produced the most varied responses. These were
r  I ® J  TER, I  I 9 J  EL and JA, £  eA r J  LRJ, £  er _7 EM,
£  & 9 J  HS, and £  IT  J  BEL.
r is Silent After £  a _/ , ]_ 3 _ / , / » _ / .  In Southern
American English, Wise points out that n_r is silent finally and
preconsonantally after J_ a_/, / 3 _/, and / 8 _/, as in car £  kd _/,
harm £  ham _/, turn £  tan _ / ( buttered £  'bAtdd The
workbooks show that in many instances where £  is silent after £  3 _/,
as in thirteen (1.4) , first (1.6), and heard (71.8), £  !"*” _/ often
occurred as an offglide from £  3 _/ thus producing £  *©3 Itin _/,
£  f 3* st _/, and £  h3ld _/. The workbooks also show that in
the fourteen words in which i: followed £  Q _/, £  T _/ was recorded
in nine of them. HS used £  T _/ after £  a _ / in park (24.1), garden
150.7), cigars (57.3), and starts (83.4). EM used £  r_/ after
£  a _/ in car (23.5), cigars (57.3), guardian (66.4), Arthur (67.8),
and Key Largo (87.1). The other informants never used £  T _/ after
/ a  /.
44lbid.. pp. 242, 210. 
45Ibid. , p. 209.
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3. Deviations from Standard Southern 
and General American 
Intrusive / \  • Wise writes that ” 00 ]_ u _/ > /  IU _/
after f_ t_/, d _/, and ]_ n _ / . " ^  Intrusive ]_ I _/ appeared 
once on the tapes in this linguistic surrounding as well as in wo
t / and ew after 2 . tj _/ and ]_ dr _ / .
1.1 two TER, EL, LRJ iu j
45.5 two TER r -  *u 1
56.2 two EL, BEL /_ -  lu 7
i^7vowel two TER, LRJ iu J
chart
50.2 chew TER, BEL r  — 1 u 7
71.8 tooth TER, BEL r -  *u 1
104. 3 drew BEL r -  ju 1
Monophth ongization. In Applied Phonetics Wise defines
48
monophthongization as "the reducing of a diphthong to a pure vowel'.' 
In Southern American speech Wise notes that this tendency to reduce 
a diphthong to a pure vowel is most noticeable in j_ ai _/. He 
states that /  ai _/ >_/ a _/ as in I /  ai J >L a_V > H1Z L mai _ / >  
]_ ma_/, high / hai _ / ^ /  ha_/,^^ etc. As might be expected, this
characteristic was most noticeable in the speech of one of the
46Ibid., p. 215.
47 
L c
48
See vowel charts on pages 173-179. 
to vowel harts refer to these pages.
Following references
Ibid., p. 159.
49Ibid., p. 215,
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younger informants, BEL, and almost nonexistent in the speech of the 
oldest informant, TER, In fact, TER never used j_  a '_ / for J_ ai _/ 
at any time during the interview but did reduce the terminal element 
of the ]_  ai _/ diphthong, producing f_ a1 _/ in driveway (31.8), 
died (78.5), and miles (87.3). In fifteen other words calling for 
the J_ ai _/ diphthong in a stressed position, TER used J_ ai _/ in 
all fifteen. BEL, representing the other extreme, reduced / ai _/ 
to ]_ ®_/ in twelve of the twenty-two words to which he responded.
In the words china (17.1), m^ (26.7), and 1^ (42.2) BEL used ]_ a1 _/. 
The workbooks show that in the speech of BEL J_ fit_/ occurred more 
than half the time in stressed syllables calling for the / ai _7 
diphthong while ai _/ dominated TER's speech in similar instances.
The responses of EL and LRJ indicate that the use of j_  a __/ 
or j_ a 1 _/ prevails over j_ a i  _/ in their speech in words calling 
for the J_ a i  _/ diphthong in stressed syllables. The responses of 
two other informants, JA and EM, clearly indicate a preference for 
f_ a i  _ /  in words in the same category.
Of all the informants, HS was the most consistent in his 
use of the diphthong J_ ai _/. During the interview he offered 
resp .ses to nineteen words in the above category using ai _/ i° 
seventeen of them. HS said ]_ a_/ for 1 (81.1) and f_ mal Z _/ i°r 
miles (87.3). It should be noted in the instance above, where the 
informant used ]_ a_/ for ]_ ai _/ in _I (81.1), that the word 1 
was used in an unstressed position in the phrase 1^ shall go (81.1). 
In two other instances which were recorded during the interview, 
the informant produced the diphthong j_ ai J  when using the pronoun
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1^ (12.3, 42.3). He also used £  ai _/ when saying in many 
instances during the interview which were not recorded. These other 
instances tend to indicate that the unstressing of ^ in the phrase 
I sha11 go (81.1) was, perhaps, partly responsible for the use of 
£  a_/ in that particular utterance. One might have expected the 
youngest informant to show a greater tendency toward the use of 
J_ a / for j_  ai _/ since this informant has been residing in the 
Keys area since birth, but such was not the case.
£  oi _/ "> £  o_/. The changing of £  oj _ J to £  o _/ was
recorded in the workbooks in the following words.
24.2 oil
46.1 boiled
46.8 spoiled
62.2 poison
77.6 boil
vowel boil
chart
Only four informants, TER, EL, JA, and BEL, used £  0_ 7  for
£  01 _/ with BEL the only informant to change £  01 _/ to £  0 _/
in every case.
Unvoicing. Numerous instances occurred in the speech of 
each informant whereby a consonant, usually voiced in that
TER L 31 -  _/
EL, BEL £ o - 1
TER £  ~ o i - 7
EL, BEL £ - o —J
TER / — o 1 - J
BEL £ - o
TER £ — o* - 7
BEL L ~
JA L ~ O 1 - 7
EL, BEL £ - 0 -_7
EL, BEL / — o
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particular linguistic surrounding, was unvoiced. It will be noticed 
that in the fourteen words in which unvoicing occurred, it occurred 
in the final position in ten. In the remaining four words unvoicing 
occurred medially. The instances of unvoicing which were recorded 
in the workbooks follow.
4.7 ages BEL r 1eid 31 a J
4.7 visit TER r 'visit J
5.4 pleasant EM r 1 pie bi nt J
8.7 coals TER r kol s J
8.7 cinders TER £ ' sindas J
9.6 closet EL £ 'kla sit J
11.3 shutters TER, EL £ 'Jadis J
HS, BEL £ 'jAtia J
LRJ £ ' /Ad I 8 J
12.8 does it EL £ 'dasit J
12.8 does TER £ das _/
14.1 houses TER, LRJ £ 'h&u b18 J
EL, JA, 
HS, BEL
£ 1hauzia J
16.3 pointed HS £ 1point1t J
16.4 fences TER £ ‘fensi8 J
28.5 suspenders TER, EL, 
LRJ, HS
£ a 1 1 spend is _/
LOO. 4 recognize TER £ 'rekag.nais _/
The word shutters (11.3) produced a combination that could 
be labelled voicing-unvoicing. TER and EL both said J_ 1 Jadia _/ 
thus voicing ]_ t_/ to ]_ d _/ and unvoicing the £  Z _/ to £  8 _/.
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LRJ did the same thing but used the low-mid, back-central vowel 
J_ A  _/ in J_ ' J A d  I 8 _/ .
Simplification of Consonant Clusters. The simplification of 
consonant clusters is merely the loss of one or more elements from 
the cluster. Many reasons exist for the simplification of such 
clusters, such as ease of articulation, and the assimilation of one 
consonant to that of another in the same syllable or a syllable 
nearby. The following simplification of consonant clusters was 
observed in the interviews.
loss of j_ ▼ _ /  from j_ It _/ as in
twelve (1.3) f~  twCl J  TER, HS, BEL, JA
r  twei J  EM
loss of ]_ 1 _/ from j_  It _/ with ]_ 1_/ becoming J_ O _/ as in
twelve (1.3) j_ twCOT _/ EL, LRJ
loss of J_ d J  from ' ld_7 as in
cold (7.4) J_ koul _/ BEL
loss of /  t _/ from 8t_/ as in
first (1.6) £  fT8 J  HS, BEL
loss of ]_ 8 _/ fr om L _/ as in
yesterday (3.6) _/ 'Jetddl _/ TER
loss of / d _/ from J_ nd _/ as in
almond (55.1) /  ’a m i n  _/ HS, BEL
loss of J_ p _/ from J_ 8p _/ as in
crisp (6.4) r  kria _7 EL
loss of J_ f _/ from i  fe _/ as in
fifth (1.6) £  fl^ J  TER, JA, EM, BEL
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loss of J_ % _ / from J_ TQ  _/ as in
fifth (1.6) L tit J  HS
Stress. Many responses were obtained in conversation giving 
rise to some unusual stress patterns. For example, in white cheese 
(47.4) LRJ used the stress pattern^ ,W&I t  ' t j i z  _/ instead 
of the more usual j_  ' w a i t  , t / l z  _ / .
II. VOWEL CHARTS
A vowel chart, similar to those in The Pronunciation of
50
English in the Atlantic States by Kurath and McDavid, was 
constructed for each of the seven informants. The phonemes are 
listed horizontally across the top of the page and the allophones 
are listed vertically and opposite the words they represent and ■ 
under the proper phoneme column. The allophones, the actual 
responses of the informants, should theoretically prc the
pattern of a "V," thus representing, schematically, the vowel 
triang1e.
"^Kurath and McDavid, ££. cJLt. , pp. 31-100.
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INFORMANT TER
i  i e e  3 ae a a i  o i a u o o A o u u
t h r e e i I U t w o
g r e a s e i u t o o t h
s i x i T U A w o o d
c r i b i U ^_i| _ p u l l
e a r i 3 u ^ 9 p o o r
b e a r d I 3 3U a g o
e i g h t e  i 3U c o a t
A p r i l e i  3U r o a d
t e n T  3U h o m e
e g g e 3 vj k n o w
h e a d e O3 f o u r
M a r y E a u a d o o r
s t a i r s e a o : h o a r s e
c a r e e 3 o 3 m o u r n
m e r r y E A
t h i r t y 31 A1" s u n
s e r m o n 3 A b r u s h
f u r r o w J u
a s h e s ae 0 3 f r o s t
b a g ae o H l o g
m a r r i e d ae 0 H d o g
h a l f ae D w a t e r
g l a s s X 0 d a u g h t e
a u n t ae 0 3 l a w
f  a t h e r a
p a l m a
b a r n a 3
o : f o r t y
g a r d e n a : o : m o r n i n g
c  r o p a D3 c o r n
J o h n a
o 3 h o r s e
c o l l e g e a
b o r r o w a
f  i v e a 1 a u d o w n
t w i c e a i a u o u t
w i r e a i  a
OI
01
a u f l o w e r
J o i n t
b o i l
Figure 2
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INFORMANT EL
i i  e  t  a ae a a i o i a u O 0 A 0 u  u
t h r e e i u t w o
g r e a s e i u t o o t h
s i x i u w o o d
c r i b i u p u l l
e a r 19 U9 p o o r
b e a r d £
e i g h t e  i o u c o a t
A p r i l e i o u r o a d
t e n £ o u h o m e
e g g £ o u k n o w
h e a d £ 09 f o u r
M a r y £ 09 d o o r
s t a i r s e  i o : h o a r s e
c a r e £9 o : m o u r n
m e r r y £
t h i r t y 3i A s u n
s e r m o n 3 A b r u s h
f u r r o w A
a s h e s ae 0 f r o s t
b a g ae a l o g
m a r r i e d ae 0 d o g
h a l f ae 0 w a t e r
g l a s s ae 0 d a u g h t e r
a u n t ae 0 9 l a w
f a t h e r a
p a l m a
b a r n a :
o : f o r t y
g a r d e n a : o : m o r n i n g
c r o p a o : c o r n
J o h n a
o : h o r s e
c o l l e g e a
b o r r o w a
f  i v e a a u d o w n
t w i c e a i a u o u t
w i r e a a a u f l o w e r
01 J o i n t
0 b o i l
Figure 3
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INFORMANT LRJ
i i e  e  a 8E a a i  o i a u  o O A 0  u u
t h r e e i I U t w o
g r e a s e i u t o o t h
s i x i u w o o d
c r i b i A p u l l
e a r O S p o o r
b e a r d e x OU a g o
e i g h t e i OU c o a t
A p r i l e  i OU r o a d
t e n e o u h o m e
e g g e OU k n o w
h e a d e O S f o u r
M a r y e o u d o o r
s t a i r s £
c a r e E d 0 m o u r n
m e r r y e
t h i r t y 3 A s u n
s e r m o n 3 A b r u s h
f u r r o w J u
a s h e s 9 f  r o s t
b a g 9 a l o g
m a r r i e d 9 0 d o g
h a l f 9 0 w a t e r
g l a s s 9 0 d a u g h t e r
a u n t 9 o s l a w
f a t h e r a
p a l m a
b a r n a:
0 f o r t y
g a r d e n a : 0 m o r n i n g
c r o p a o : c o r n
J o h n a
o: h o r s e
c o l l e g e a
b o r r o w a
f i v e a 1 a u d o w n
t w i c e a i a u o u t
w i r e a i s a u f l o w e r
OI J o i n t
OI b o i l
Figure 4
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INFORMANT JA
i i e e 3 » a a i D i a u D 3 A o u u
t h r e e i i u t w o
g r e a s e i u t o o t h
s i x i u w o o d
c r i b i u p u l l
e a r 1 9 U 3 p o o r
b e a r d I 9 o u a g o
e i g h t ei o u c o a t
A p r i l e i o u r o a d
t e n t o u h o m e
e g g e o u k n o w
h e a d e 0 9 f o u r
M a r y e 0 9 d o o r
s t a i r s £ 3 0 h o a r s e
c a r e £ 3 o: m o u r n
m e r r y e
t h i r t y 3 A s u n
s e r m o n 3 A b r u s h
f u r r o w A
a s h e s SB 0 f r o s t
b a g se a l o g
m a r r i e d SB D d o g
h a l f SB O w a t e r
g l a s s a" 0 d a u g h t e r
a u n t a 0 9 l a w
f a t h e r a
p a l m a
b a r n a:
o: f  o r  t y
g a r d e n a: o: m o r n i n g
c r o p a O * c o r n
J o h n a
o: h o r s e
c o l l e g e a
b o r r o w a
f  i v e a 1 a u d o w n
t w i c e a i a u o u t
w i r e ai a a u f l o w e r
OI J o i n t
oi b o i l
Figure 5
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INFORMANT BM
i i  e  e a e a a i o i & u D O A o u u
t h r e e
g r e a s e
s i x
c r i b
e a r
b e a r d
e i g h t
A p r i l
t e n
e g g
h e a d
M a r y
s t a i r s
c a r e
m e r r y
t h i r t y
s e r m o n
f u r r o w
a s h e s
b a g
m a r r i e d
h a l f
g l a s s
a u n t
f a t h e r
p a l m
b a r n
g a r d e n
c r o p
J o h n
c o l l e g e
b o r r o w
f i r e
t w i c e
w i r e
i
i
u
u
e
£
ei 
e i
e
e
e
£
£
£
£
y
y
ae
ae a 
ae 
ae 
ae
a
a
n
a:
a  :
a
a
a
a
a1 au
ai au
ai au
o
3
o:
o
u
u
D
3
D
0
o:
o:
o:
o:
ou
ou
ou
ou
ou
A
A
A
t w o
t o o t h
w o o d
p u l l
p o o r
a g o
c o a t
r o a d
h o m e
k n o w
f o u r
d o o r
h o a r s e
m o u r n
s u n
b r u s h
f r o s t
l o g
d o g
w a t e r
d a u g h t e r
l a w
f o r t y
m o r n i n g
c o r n
oi
oi
horse
d o w n
o u t
f l o w e r
j o i n t
boil
Figure 6
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INFORMANT HS
i i e t 3 ae a ai oi au D O A o u u
three i *u two
grease i u tooth
six i u wood
crib iT u pull
ear t U 9 poor
beard I 9 OU ago
eight e i OU coat
April ei OU road
ten t ou home
egg e i ou know
head e 09 four
Mary e 0 door
stairs t 0 hoarse
care C9 0 mourn
merry e
thirty 3 X sun
sermon J A brush
furrow A
ashes ae 0 f r'ist
bag ae a log
married ae 0 dog
half ae 0 water
glass ae 0 daughter
aunt ae 09 law
father a
palm a
barn a
0 forty
garden a 0 morning
crop a 0 corn
John a
0 horse
college a
borrow a
fire ai ati down
twice ai au out
wire ai au flower
OI joint
ox boil
Figure 7
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INFORMANT BEL
i  i  e  e
t h r e e i
g r e a s e i
s i x i
c r i b i
e a r i
b e a r d I 9
e i g h t e i
A p r i l e i
t e n e
e g g e
h e a d e
M a r y e
s t a i r s e
c a r e e
m e r r y e
t h i r t y
s e r m o n
f u r r o w
a s h e s
b a g
m a r r i e d
h a l f
g l a B S
a u n t
f a t h e r
p a l m
b a r n
g a r d e n
c r o p
J  o h n
c o l l e g e
b o r r o w
f i r e
t w i c e
w i r e
3 a a  a i  o i  a u  o o a
0 9
0 9
o
o
m  o
ae a
® o
s o
® o
a oa
a
a
a
a o
a o
a
0 9
a
a
a  a u
a i  au
a i  a u
oi
o
o  u  u
* u  t w o  
J u  t o o t h  
w o o d  
p u l l  
p o o r  
a g o  
c o a t  
r o a d  
h o m e  
k n o w  
f o u r  
d o o r  
h o a r s e  
m o u r n
s u n  
B r u s h
f r o s t  
l o g  
d o g  
w a t e r  
d a u g h t e r  
l a w
f o r t y
m o r n i n g
c o r n
h o r s e
d o w n
o u t
f l o w e r
j o i n t
b o i l
u
u
ua
ou
ou
ou
ou
ou
A
A
A
Figure 8
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III. SUMMARY
The purpose of this chapter has been (1) to indicate the 
phonological characteristics of standard southern British, Southern 
and General American dialects present in the speech of the seven 
informants as a group, and (2) to indicate the mixed phonological 
characteristics of these three dialects present in the speech of 
each individual informant as well as to point out any non-standard 
or substandard forms used.
CHAPTER V
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
This chapter is divided into two sections. Section I will 
provide a summary of the study, Section II will present conclusions 
drawn from this investigation.
I . SUMMARY
The purpose of this investigation was to study the speech 
characteristics of the Conchs who inhabit the Florida Keys, 
particularly Key West, as observed in the speech of seven informants 
at three age levels. The ancestry of these people dates back to 
seventeenth century England. The problem was to describe the 
phonological characteristics of the speech of the Conchs with 
attention to (1) the characteristics of standard southern British 
dialect present, (2) the characteristics of standard and substandard 
Southern speech present, (3) the characteristics of standard and 
substandard General American speech present, (4) trends indicated 
by differences in speech at three age levels.
The following procedure was used for this study. Seven 
informants were selected and interviewed. As far as possible, the 
selection of informants was limited to those willing to be inter­
viewed and who had not resided, traveled, or been educated outside
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the Keys area. The interviews were based on the workbooks for the 
Linguistic Atlas of the U.S..A. and Canada as edited by Hans Kurath 
for the South Atlantic section and further edited by this writer for 
the Florida Keys area. In addition to the workbooks, a vowel chart 
was constructed for each informant patterned after those used by 
Kurath and McDavid in the Pronunciation of English in the Atlantic 
States.  ^ These vowel charts were used to assist the investigator 
in his analysis.
The responses on the tapes were transcribed into symbols of 
the International Phonetic Alphabet and several people experienced 
in phonetic transcription spot-checked the transcription to check 
on the accuracy of the investigator.
This phonetic transcription was then analyzed in comparison
to descriptions of standard southern British dialect, and standard
and substandard Southern and General American dialects as found in
2
Claude Merton Wise’s Applied Phonetics.
II. CONCLUSIONS
An analysis of the workbooks led to the following conclusions 
(1) The speech of the Conchs in the Florida Keys shows a mixture of 
standard southern British, Southern American and General American
^Hans Kurath and Raven I. McDavid, Jr., The Pronunciation of 
English in the Atlantic States (Ann Arbor, Michigan: The University
of Michigan Press, 1961), pp. 31-100.
2
Claude Merton Wise, Applied Phonetics (Englewood Cliffs,
New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1957), pp. 182-220, 239-244.
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dialects. (2) The speech of the oldest informants is primarily a 
mixture of British and Southern American dialects. (3) The speech 
of the informants in the middle age group contains elements of 
British, Southern American and General American dialects. (4) The 
speech of the youngest informants is composed of characteristics of 
Southern and General American speech, and although an occasional 
feature found in standard southern British dialect can also be 
found in the speech of the youngest informants, these are so rare 
they must be considered negligible.
A. BRITISH DIALECT FEATURES
Standard southern British could be said to have influenced 
the speech of the Conchs since characteristics of that dialect were 
found to be present in the speech of older informants interviewed.
Some of the characteristics found were the use of _/ D_/ in
words spelled oar, oor, ore, and our; the use of J_ D_/ in short "o" 
words, and in some words spelled with wa, wha, and qua; the use of 
/ 3\J/ in the stressed syllables in words like over, crowbar. and
posts; unstressing to f_ I _/,^  and the use of a sound lower and 
farther back than _/ A_/ in words like judge and just. While some
of these characteristics could be seen in the speech of all 
informants, the informants in the oldest age group were the most 
consistent in their use, particularly TER.
^Unstressing to j_ I_/ is also a characteristic of Southern 
American English. See the sections on British and Southern American 
English in Chapter IV.
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B. SOUTHERN AMERICAN ENGLISH
Characteristics of Southern American English appeared in the 
speech of all the informants. The youngest informant, HS, was least 
consistent of all the informants in his use of Southern speech 
characteristics; however, they did occur in his speech at least part 
of the time.
Some of the Southern American characteristics to appear 
fairly consistently in the speech of the other informants were the 
use of j_  a _/ in stressed syllables to represent the orthographic 
combination ajr, as in car and park; the use of f_ i _/ in unstressed 
syllables, a characteristic which was prominent and fairly 
consistent in the speech of all the informants; and the use of clear 
j_  1 _/ before stressed front vowels.
C. MIXED DIALECT FEATURES
The speech of each informant contained certain characteristics 
that suggested the influence of more than one dialect. For example, 
in standard southern British j_ a _/ is used in "broad a" words such 
as half, glass, and rather. In similar words J_ «_/ is used in 
Southern American and General American speech. In the word glass,
JA said j_ glcf* B_/ (vowel chart, p. 176) on one occasion and 
J_ glaes__/ (48.7) on another.
The use of /  * _/ in words like bird, work, and serve is 
characteristic of General American speech while the use of _/ 3_/ in
such words is common to standard southern British and Southern 
American English. LRJ, one of the informants in the middle age
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group, used £  9 in first and furniture but used £  3 _/ in 
thirteen and thirty, thus showing a tendency to use a General 
American pronunciation at times and a Southern American or British 
pronunciation at other times.
Both /  ® _/ and £  9  _/ were used by the youngest informant, 
HS, in unstressed syllables spelled ar, ar, Lr, etc., with £ 9  _ / 
dominant, thus showing a stronger tendency toward the General 
American use of £  9 _/ in such instances. Informant EM also used
both £  9 / and £  9 _ / in such syllables. The other informants used
£  9 _/ in these positions, a characteristic of standard southern 
British and Southern American dialects.
£  r / is used after £  o _/ in General American speech while
£  3 / o r  silence usually follows £  D _/ in British and Southern
American English. EM used £  9 _/ after £  D in before but £  T  __l 
after £  3 _/ in war, door, and several other words of this category, 
thus exhibiting the influence of more than one dialect but indicating 
a predominance, at least in this instance, toward General American.
Of the other informants, the older members leaned toward the British 
and Southern American usage, while the speech of the youngest 
informant indicated that the General American characteristic was 
dominant.
D. DEVIATIONS FROM STANDARD SOUTHERN AND GENERAL AMERICAN
The use of deviant pronunciations was a fairly common 
occurrence in the speech of the informants. While not every 
informant used the same deviations, deviations of one kind or
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another did appear in the speech of each informant.
Intrusive £  \  _ l appeared in the speech of informants from
all three age groups when £  U _/ followed £  t _/, £  t/  / and
/ d r  /. Also, monophthongization, particularly the reduction of 
£  ai _/ to £  a_/, was present in all the age groups with only the 
oldest informant, TER, failing to produce £  a at least once.
Other deviations present in the speech of the informants 
were the unvoicing of some consonants, particularly £  Z_/ to
£  a /; the simplification of consonant clusters, such as the loss
of £  1 _/ from £  lv_/, £  f _/ from £  tB  _/, and /  t _/ from j_ at _/.
A review of the workbooks will show that the trend is away 
from the standard southern British dialect features contained in 
the speech of the older informants and toward the characteristics 
of Southern and General American English as contained in the speech 
of the younger informants.
It is possible that intermixing of social groups in the 
Keys, the cessation of the immigration of people speaking the 
standard southern British dialect to that area, the introduction of 
tourism to the Keys with the advent of the railroad and continued 
with the completion of the overseas highway have helped to bring 
about changes in the speech of the Conchs. The naval base in Key 
West should also be mentioned because it has acted as a center of 
diverse types of speech for many years.
That a change has taken place in the dialect of the Conchs 
from predominantly standard southern British speech to predominantly
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Southern and General American speech within three generations is
evident. Such changes within the sound pattern of a language
(dialect) are to be expected. As John T. Waterman has observed:
Sound-changes are historical events that take place quite 
without intention on the part of the generations of 
speakers Involved. Each generation uses the same general 
sound pattern and no one perceives that certain classes of 
sounds are "drifting" away from a previous norm.^
^John T. Waterman, Perspectives in Linguistics (Chicago: 
The University of Chicago Press, 1963), p. 65.
APPENDIX
A TOPICAL OUTLINE OF THE 
MATERIAL CONTAINED IN THE WORKBOOKS
1.1 - 1.7 numerals
1.8 - 5.3 expressions of time
5.4 - 7.6 the weather
7.7 - 12.1 the dwelling
12.1 - 14.1 verb forms
14.1 - 16.7 the farm
16.8 - 20.7 vessels, utensils, implements
20.8 - 24.4 vehicles, implements
24.6 - 26.2 verb forms
26.5 - 29.1 clothing and bedding
29.3 - 32.1 topography, roads
32.2 - 32.7 prepositions
33.1 - 39.4 domestic animals, calls to animals
39.5 - 40.7 adverbs
41.3 - 42.1 farm crops
42.2 - 44.2 pronouns
44.3 - 51.6 food, cooking, mealtime
52.1 - 53.8 pronouns
54.1 - 57.4 fruits, vegetables
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Topical Outline (continued)
57.5 - 58.7 verb phrases
59.1 - 61.3 animals
61.4 - 62.8 trees, berries
63.1 - 66.5 the family
67.1 - 70.3 persons' names, nicknames
70.4 - 71.5 adverbs, conjunctions
71.6 - 73.1 the human body
73.2 - 75.7 personal characteristics, emotions
76.1 - 80.4 illness, death
80.5 - 81.5 verb phrases
81.6 - 86.4 social life and institutions
86. 5 - 87.2 names of states, cities and countries
87.4 - 88.7 noun forms, conjunctions
89.2 - 90.3 religion, superstitions
90.4 - 94. 1 adverbs, exclamations, salutations
94.2 - 102.8 various activities
103.1 - 104 miscellaneous expressions
APPENDIX
WORD LISTS USED FOR ANALYSIS
I / In unstressed final syllables spelled -ace. -ain, 
(if the stem contains a front vowel), -e£, -eP£, -et,
,, -is, -ist, -it, -ite , -uce.
1.2 seven 48.5 eaten
1.3 eleven 48.7 broken
1.5 hundred 50.7 garden
7a.3 kitchen 51.2 molasses
8.7 ashes 55.2 oranges
9.6 closet 55.3 radishes
11.4 driven 56.2 lettuce
14.1 houses 56.6 pumpkin
16.2 picket 57.5 obligated
16.2 pointed 60.8 jacket
17.2 bucket 64.3 children
18.2 rinses 65.9 illegitimate
18.7 faucet 68.5 captain
20.1 basket 69.1 justice
28.3 bracelet 69.2 tourist
28.3 necklace 69.3 actress
29.2 pallet 74.6 careless
44.5 biscuit 75.4 excited
47.2 rancid 78.2 irritated
ressed1 final syllables (continued)
79.1 coffin 80.3 vomit
79.1 casket 84.2 office
79.8 jaundice 89.1 Baptist
80.1 appendicitis 89.1 Methodist
80.2 tuberculosis 90.3 haunted
100.7 written
in medial syllables spelled with e, i ,  or
1.5 seventy 65.1 pregnancy
9.3 furni ture 65.5 pacif ier
40.2 anywhere 73.5 carpenter
56.7 honeydew 74.6 negligent
57.5 obligate 82.7 celebration
62.5 boysenberry 86.7 Florida
62.6 poisonous 86.8 California
90.6 terribly
ise of [_ E_/ in words spelled with air, are, ear.
8.8 chair 74.6 carele s s
25.3 underwear 85.1 square
74.3 scared
vowel
chart
care
vowe 1 
chart
stairs
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The use of J _ m  _ J  in words spelled ar and arr plus a vowel 
other than e_.
64.4 carriage *8.1 Sarah
vowel married 
chart
The use of ]_ 3_/ in words spelled with all, aul, or aw in 
the final syllable, or with al, augh, aul. aw, or ough plus one or 
more consonants.
7a.7 hall 76.7 cough
27.2 brought 99.1 caught
64.6 daughter 101.1 taught
76.5 caught vowel
chart
daughter
ise of L°J or L09 J in many words spelled w
1.1 four 79.2 mourning
1 .4 fourteen 81.3 courting
54.4 core vowel
chart
four
67.1 door II door
69.1 court 1 1 hoarse
76.6 hoarse M mourn
The use of j_ 0 / in short "o" words, and in some words 
spelled with wa, wha, qua.
1.8 October 18.5 wash
4.4 watch 25.8 wasn’t
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The use of j_ O / in short "o" words (continued)
18.1 wash 57.5 not
60.8 wasp
The use of /.3U _/ versus 
1.8 October
5.1 old
6.7 smoky
9.1 robe
16.6 posts
22.2 crowbar
23.3 whetstone
24.4 rowboat
27.1 coat
28.4 low
31.5 roads
32.1 stone
32.2 home
45.1 homemade
45.2 rolls
45.3 doughnuts
45.7 yolk
46.2 poached
48.7 broken
49.8 no
50.1 over
52.2 those
l_ O M _ l in stressed syllables,
52.4 over
54.1 stone
54.3 clingstone
56.7 cantaloupe
60.3 toad
64.5 oldest
66.5 no
73.5 boat
83.4 open
84.4 hotel
90.2 ghost
91.3 no
94.4 grocery
97.3 woke
99.3 loafing
100.7 wrote
103.4 whole
vowel ago 
chart
" coat 
” road 
" home 
" know
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The use of / A / in stressed position.
2.1 Sunday 56.6 pumpkin
3.3 sunrise 56.7 muskmelon
3.5 sunse t 59.2 skunk
4.1 Sunday 62.5 plum
5.3 one 63.1 husband
5.6 up 64.8 honey
10.2 junk 68.2 uncle
11.3 shutters 68.6 judge
12.6 doe s 69.1 justice
12.8 does 70.6 just
15.8 cup 72.1 gums
17.2 bucket 77.7 pus
19.4 funnel 79.4 worry
22.5 brush 79.6 mumps
25.8 wasn 11 80.4 stomach
26.3 underwear 85.7 government
26.3 undershirt 86.4 hung
26.7 shrunk 86.7 Kentucky
27.8 shrunk 93.7 much
28.6 umbrella 94.4 unwrap
49.1 drunk 103.1 nothing
56.1 butter 103.2 some thing
56.3 husks vowel
chart
sun
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The use of aspirate / t / in a medial position.
11.3 shutters 47.4 cottage
26.5 pretty 49.5 sitting
26.6 prettier 56.1 butter
43.2 better 76.2 better
The use of Le J •
1.5 thirty 43.2 be tter
2.1 Saturday 47.4 cottage
11.3 shutters 49.5 sitting
26.5 pre tty 76.2 better
33.3 bitten 77.7 water
STANDARD SOUTHERN AMERICAN
The use of /a / in stressed syllables containing ar
of preconsonantal and not preceded by the sound of J_ W_/.
1.8 March 31.5 tar
4.1 dark 43.5 far
16.4 barbed 50.7 garden
17.5 garbage 57.3 cigar
22.7 cartridge 67.2 Martha
23.5 car 67.8 Arthur
24.1 park 83.1 party
29.7 marsh 83.4 start
29.8 marsh 86.8 Arkansas
31.5 marl 87.1 Key Largo
vowel barn 
chart
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-ace, 
-1st,
ise of L 1 —f in unstressed final syllables spelled
,sc, -ate, -ed, -en, -es, -ess , -et, -id, -in, -ip,
_te, -op, -uce, -ute.
1.2 seven 50.7 garden
1.3 eleven 51.2 molasses
1.5 hundred 55.2 oranges
7a. 3 kitchen 55. 3 radishes
8.7 ashes 56.2 lettuce
9.6 closet 56.6 pumpkin
9.8 kitchen 57.5 obligated
11.4 driven 60.8 jacket
14.1 houses 63.7 parent s
16.2 picket 64.3 children
16.2 pointed 65.9 illegitimate
16.3 pointed 68.5 captain
17.2 bucke t 69.1 jus tice
17.3 bucket 69.2 tourist
18.2 rinses 69.3 actress
18.7 faucet 70.6 minute
20.1 basket 74.6 care less
28.3 bracelet 75.4 excited
29.2 pallet 78.2 irritated
44.5 biscuits 79.1 coffin
47.2 rancid 79.1 casket
48.7 broken 79.8 jaundice
50.5 salad 80.1 appendicitis
ressed1 final syllables (continued)
80.2 tuberculosis 89.1 Me thodist
80.3 vomit 90.3 haunted
84.2 office 93.5 Chris tmas
89.1 Baptist 100.7 written
ise of clear /T and dark j_ i_7.
1.3 eleven 67.2 Ne lly
1.3 twelve 67.2 Billy
1.8 July 76.5 wel 1
5.1 old 77.8 swelling
5.6 clearing 83.5 played
7a.1 1iving 83.7 classroom
8.5 kindling 83.8 college
10.3 cleans 84.1 library
28.3 brace ie t 86.8 California
28.8 pi1low 87.1 Tallahassee
33.1 lie 89.1 Catholic
33.1 lay 97.8 pul1ing
44.2 lit 103.4 whole
45.2 - r ills vowe 1 
chart
pul 1
48.7 glass 11 flower
jse of / r / intervocalically •
1.8 January 4.2 tomorrow
1.8 February 5.3 clearing
LTJ (continued)
5.3 a year ago 69.2 tourist
15.5 dairy 70.7 how far is it
23.2 wheelbarrow 78.6 buried
24.2 kerosine 78.7 cemetary
51.2 syrup 79.4 worry
55.2 oranges 79.7 diphtheria
57.3 cigarettes 82.6 married
62.3 berry 86.7 Florida
63.7 parents 86.8 Mi s souri
64.4 carriage 89.1 Pre sbyterian
67.2 Mary 90.7 very
67.8 your aunt 93.5 merry
68.1 Sarah 94.2 grocery
68.8 secretary vowel
chart
furrow
vowel borrow 
chart
MIXED DIALECT FEATURES
;se of j_ a_/ and /.»_/ in "broad a" words.
2.4 af ternoon 48.7 glass
7a.4 bathroom 57.6 can11
10.1 pantry 61.1 grasshopper
12.4 haven't 68.1 aunt
18.6 bath 83.1 dance
20.1 basket 83.7 classroom
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/ a
ar,
* / in "broad a" words (continued)
90.5 rather 100.8 answer
99.5 chance 104.1 ask
vowel half
chart
use of 1  3 _ 7  and / > _ 7 .
1.4 thirteen 64.7 girl
1.5 thirty 69,1 circuit
1.6 first 80.2 tuberculosis
2.1 Thursday 81.7 girl
9.3 furniture 82.2 turned
12.3 heard 84.8 nurse
18.8 burst 89.6 sermon
19.7 burlap 91.3 s ir
43.8 hers 92.7 curse
47.3 curdled 103.7 purpose
60.5 turtle vowel thirty
chart
vowe) sermon
chart
use of /_ a  _ /  and [ 9  / in unstressed syllables spe
or, our, ur, yr.
1.8 September 2.1 Saturday
1.8 October 2.4 af ternoon
1.8 November 3.6 yesterday
1.8 December 5.7 weather
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The use of / 9 / and / 9  / (continued)
6.1 thunder 63.3 widower
9.2 drawers 63.4 father
9.2 dresser 63.6 mother
11.3 shutters 64.1 grandfather
19.3 sifter 64.2 grandmother
20.6 hainner 64.6 daughter
24.3 innertube 64.6 sister
26.3 underwear 66.8 stranger
26.3 undershirt 67.7 teacher
26.6 prettier 67.8 Arthur
27.1 trousers 70.1 colored
27.1 overalls 71.3 either
28.5 suspenders 71.4 neither
43.2 better 71.5 either
46.7 butcher 72.5 shoulders
47.7 cobbler 73.2 natured
48.7 water 73.5 carpenter
50.1 over 76.2 better
51.5 pepper 77.3 fever
52.4 over 77.4 fever
56.1 butter 77.7 water
59.1 woodpecker 84.5 theatre
61.1 grasshopper 85.3 cornered
62.2 stopper 85.7 government
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' & _ / and ] _ 9 _ I (continued)
86.2 order 90.5 rather
90.4 rather
100.8 answer
99.6 humor
use of / r /, /.»_/ or silence after _/ o_/.
1.1 four 54.4 core
1.4 fourteen 59.7 porgy
1.5 forty 67.1 door
2.4 morning 69.1 court
6.2 s torn 71.6 forehead
7a.6 porch 75.7 worn
10.8 porch 76.6 hoarse
22.3 sawhor se 79.2 mourning
26.7 your 81.5 courting
31.3 wharf 86.1 war
32.5 toward 86.2 order
40.4 forward 86.7 Georgia
43.8 yours 86.8 California
44.6 corn 94.2 store
46.3 pork 102.3 ashore
The use of j_ 9 _/ to represent r when r follows j_ X /, ./£_/,
/ . « _ / ,  /  u _ / ,  / a i _ / , Z  a u  _ /  •
4.8 year 16.4 wire
5.1 years 26.3 underwear
8.5 firewood 39.2 anywhere
204
9_/ for £ (continued)
43.8 theirs 75.6 tired
52.4 there 82.7 affair
53.1 poor 85.1 square
65.5 pacifier vowel
chart
ear
70.8 here 11 care
74.6 careless 11 stairs
74.8 queer
vowel poor 
chart
II wire
silent after /a /, / 3 /, /  9 7  •
1.4 thirteen 20.6 hammer
1.5 thirty 22.7 cartridge
1.6 first 23.5 car
1.8 September 24.1 park
1.8 October 26.3 underwear
1.8 November 26.6 prettier
1.8 December 28.2 purse
2.1 Thursday 29.8 marsh
3.6 yesterday 43.2 better
4.1 dark 43.8 her
9.2 dresser 47.3 curdled
17.5 garbage 47.5 are
18.8 burst 48.7 water
19.7 burlap 50.7 garden
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r is silent after / a._/, j_ 3_/, j_ 3_/ (continued)
51.5 pepper 71.4 neither
52.4 over 71.8 heard
57.3 cigars 77.3 fever
59.1 woodpecker 77.7 water
60.5 turtle 83.4 starts
61.1 grasshopper 84.5 theatre
63.3 widower 84.8 nurse
63.4 father 86.8 Arkansas
64.6 daughter 87.1 Key Largo
64.6 sister 89.6 sermon
66.4 guardian 90.5 rather
67.7 teacher 91.3 sir
67.8 Arthur 92.7 curse
71.3 either 100.8 answer
use of 
1.2
103.7
/ a _/' versus 
five
purpose 
L bli _/.
33.1 1 ie
2.1 Friday 42.2 I
12.3 I 42.3 I
12.4 I 43.2 I
12.5 I 50.3 digest
17.1 china 60.7 lightning
26.7 my 61.3 spiderweb
31.8 driveway 63.2 wife
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The use of / a / versus / ai /.
78.5 died 86.7 Carolina
78.6 died 87.3 miles
80.1 appendic i tis 93.7 obliged
81.1 I 100.4 recognize
82.6 bridesmaid vowe 1 
chart
twice
84.1 library " wire
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